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SUMMARY
Runways or prepared landing sites are not always available for vertical take-off and
landing (VTOL) aircraft, such as rotorcraft. Unprepared or moving surfaces encom-
pass situations that result in the rotorcraft coming to rest outside of its roll and pitch
specifications. Furthermore, some prepared, moving landing sites, such as maritime
ship decks, present different challenges to manned and unmanned rotorcraft because
of the landing surface dynamics. Research and development into robotic landing gear
(RLG) for rotorcraft provides a tool for these aircraft to land on completely unpre-
pared and dynamic surfaces. They do so by articulating the landing gear until it
conforms to the surface beneath the aircraft.
Theoretical studies and limited flight tests of RLG for rotorcraft showed that,
given ideal feedback, RLG reduces fuselage impact loads, reduces pilot effort, and
drastically increases the envelope of landable surfaces. First generation experimental
RLG were able to land on static landing surfaces only, such as hillsides and rigid
obstacles. These first generation systems incurred a substantial weight increase com-
pared to rigid gear. Further theoretical exploration into RLG showed the usefulness
for dynamic surface landings through simulation. However, no experimental develop-
ment efforts of technologies that enable such landings have been presented to date.
This dissertation develops necessary contributions in three of the required tech-
nology areas for autonomous rotorcraft landings on static and moving landing sur-
faces using RLG. Namely, these technologies include a crashworthy, novel topology;
a low-force, large-deformation force sensor for ground contact sensing; and a discrete,
real-time, sensor-fused RLG controller. These technologies are transformative from
previous RLG research because of their ability to increase autonomy, reliability, and
applicability for fielded VTOL systems. Each technology is developed generally from
first principles and applied to a RLG design on a commercial airframe. For each
xxx
technology, design tools are expanded upon to aid future designs without the need
for extensive experimental verification. Simulations conducted using said tools are
then used to improve each technologies design for the specific application, and lab
experiments are conducted to show their practicality. Finally, a series of ground and
flight tests on the commercial airframe bolster this dissertation aimed at developing
autonomous, robust, and practical RLG.
xxxi
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND RELEVANT BACKGROUND
Throughout their history, rotorcraft have proven to be a vital tool for accessing land-
scapes that traditional fixed-wing aircraft are unable to reach due to their smaller
landing zone footprint. Generally, rotary-wing aircraft landing zones fall into two
primary categories, static and dynamic. Runways are often unavailable for fielded
rotorcraft to land on, so pilots or autopilot systems must face the complexity of land-
ing on an uneven, albeit static, terrain. Rotorcraft specifically have limitations on
acceptable static slopes ranging from 6◦ to 10◦, depending on their mission require-
ments and design [1]. The complexity, workload, and risks increase for landings on
mobile surfaces, such as maritime ship decks, because of the periodic, coupled landing
surface dynamics [2, 3]. Further complications arise when the rotorcraft operates in
degraded visual environments (DVEs), where the pilot or camera systems cannot see
the landing surface. The primary risk to rotorcraft landing on sloped or dynamic
surfaces and in DVEs is dynamic rollover [1]. Dynamic rollover occurs when the ro-
torcraft rotates about a gear’s contact point(s) without the ability to control the roll
rate. Generally, the aircraft impacts the ground on its side or worse, completely rolls
over. The risk for dynamic rollover cause operators and designers to limit mission ob-
jectives in some cases. These limits inherently stem from the use of rigid or passive,
shock-absorbing landing gear because they cannot conform to the landing surface
and maintain the fuselage at a safe orientation. Robotic, or articulating, landing gear
(RLG) were developed as a potential solution to these challenges.
Robotic legs, used in a number of ground applications for quadrupedal and bipedal
locomotion, allow a system to maneuver through irregular and rugged terrains [4–7].
Because of their usefulness on rugged terrains, robotic legs have been a topic of focus
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on VTOL vehicles. Modern research and development into RLG for rotorcraft was
introduced by Manivannan et al. [8]. Their concept and theoretical design provided a
replacement to skid gear that enables rotorcraft landings on static sloped or obstacle-
laden surfaces. The single physical sloped landing limitation of the concept was rotor
tip ground impact. This meant that, independent of pilot skill level, the rotorcraft
could land on a sloped surface; immensely expanding the usable static landing zones.
Their work showed the theoretical capability increase of such a concept at a time
when needs for this technology in autonomous VTOL systems are emerging.
Urban air mobility represents the largest sector with emergent needs for applied
RLG. Urban air mobility encompasses any commercial cargo and passenger transport
in densely populated areas [9–11]. Al Haddad et al. [12] developed acceptance models
of robotic/autonomous urban air mobility systems and found that safety, reliability,
and trust in the systems that make an aircraft safe and reliable are critical factors
to the adoption of these VTOL systems. RLG have the ability to reduce load on the
airframe and passengers during a hard impact landing, mitigate ground resonance,
and reduce pilot or flight controller workload [8, 13]. Both of these factors improve
the safety and reliability of the system during landing, making urban air mobility
market a VTOL aircraft sector that would benefit from active landing gear.
Military cargo transport and persistent intelligence, surveillance, and reconnais-
sance (ISR) rotary wing aircraft present a sector of early adopters with needs for
RLG. Recent solicitations from the Army look at the development and trade studies
for RLG on Class IV UAS because current missions requirements for persistent ISR
cannot be reasonably met using rigid landing gear [14]. In addition to the military,
first responders are a market of early adopters with needs for RLG. Use of manned
or unmanned rotorcraft during an emergency response after a significant natural dis-
aster or in a remote location is limited by the landscape. Often, responders cannot
land their rotorcraft to recover injured persons or deliver supplies because the land-
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scape has many obstructions present. Both of these examples include users that must
complete their mission regardless of the terrain. Operationally viable systems for
cargo transport, such as the Autonomous Aerial Cargo/Utility System (AACUS) [15]
that was designed to identify a landing zone and avoid obstacles, do not have sys-
tems capable of landing on highly sloped or dynamic surfaces. Furthermore, in harsh
environments or in emergency landings there may not be time to conduct landing
zone recognition. RLG has the potential to mitigate risk to a rotary wing aircraft
when there is terrain uncertainty. These examples support that VTOL aircraft have
near-term requirements that a practical, robust RLG with autonomous landing capa-
bilities would meet. The subsequent background review analyzes the state of the art
with regard to applied RLG research, and it outlines technologies gaps that must be
addressed to enable RLG use for autonomous landings in these emerging sectors.
1.1 Relevant Background
Five engineering disciplines are required to complete an autonomous landing with
RLG. Figure 1.1 illustrates these disciplines. These include mechanical design and
structures, dynamics and controls, embedded systems (namely sensing and actuation),
robust flight software, and landing zone detection. This section details the relevant
work in specific areas that have engineering technology gaps for RLG. Topology and
mechanical design is the first subject matter reviewed, followed by sensors and landing
zone detection, and the section concludes with a review of control and flight software
literature.
1.1.1 Topology and Mechanical Design
In application-specific design, RLG mechanical design concepts have few, proven ca-
pabilities. Each of the subsequent robotic or articulating landing gear concepts are
illustrated in Figure 1.2. Baker et al. [16] (top left image) designed a passive, adap-
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Figure 1.1: Disciplines required for autonomous landings with RLG.
tive landing gear which has a direct, extensible design for active control when using
variable length gas dampers. Huang et al. [17] showed that a spacecraft with active
landing legs could successfully absorb impact loads and level the body on slopes up to
35◦ using variable length gas dampers. They verified the concept’s range of motion
using a 20 kg octocopter, but did not validate their theoretical impact absorption
through experimentation. Wachlin [18] designed a spacecraft landing gear for the Eu-
ropa lander and completed simulations for actuator force requirements and approach
orientation and velocity. He did so with a multi-jointed, active landing gear. Stolz
et al. from ETH Zurich [19] developed an active landing gear to extend the landing
range of a rotorcraft that weighed 78 kg. Their RLG design used a four-bar linkage
mechanism driven by a linear ball screw. They completed tests on a small-scale heli-
copter, and the gear permitted landing on previously restricted surfaces such as the
steps depicted in Figure 1.2.
An experimental flight vehicle based on Manivannan’s work demonstrated, in a
limited fashion, the viability and capability of RLG for rotorcraft [20]. Figure 1.3
illustrates the remotely piloted Rotor Buzz aircraft with an experimental, four-legged
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Passive gear from Baker et al.
Dampers
Adaptive gear from Huang et al.
Europa lander RLG from Wachlin Four-bar ball screw gear from Stolz et al.
Figure 1.2: Visual summary of other active landing gear mechanical designs adapted
into a single format from [16–19]
RLG design. This RLG conducted autonomous feedback and control of each leg, while
it was up to the pilot to find the landing surface, align the aircraft, and then land the
aircraft. The Rotor Buzz RLG design was a retrofit implementation, replacing the
Figure 1.3: Rotor Buzz helicopter with a flight tested experimental robotic landing
gear concept
existing landing gear with minimal direct integration into the airframe. This meant
the legs were designed, manufactured, and tested as an individual unit, then strapped
onto the helicopter. Figure 1.4 shows the complete design as a separate unit from
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the helicopter. Included in the avionics enclosure of the system are the control and
communication electronics, a battery, and an inertial measurement unit (IMU). Each
joint includes an angle encoder, and the bottom of each foot has a contact sensor.
This set of sensors, actuators, and battery allowed for the operation of the system






Figure 1.4: Rotor Buzz RLG CAD Model ISO View
Figure 1.5 shows the cross-sectional view of each leg on this design. Each joint uses
a motor, brake, and gearbox sized for the loads expected in that joint. Since each leg
has two joints, there are eight total motors, gearboxes, and brakes across the four legs.
This design provides 170◦ of leg rotation from the highest point (restricted by the
fuselage) and the lowest point which points directly down from the helicopter. The
result of such a large range of motion is that the limiting factor for achievable slopes
is the rotor plane at approximately 30◦. The use of a two-jointed, four-legged landing
topology provided a large range of motion and capability for unprepared landing sites
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Figure 1.5: Cross section view of Rotor Buzz RLG leg assembly
but came at a significant weight increase. Eight total actuation assemblies, and their
associated structure, drove the landing gear weight from 2.2 kg (5 lb) to 21 kg (46
lb). None of the relevant RLG concepts have been designed and verified for hard
landing impact mitigation. Furthermore, they have not been optimized with respect
to weight. This leaves a noticeable technology gap for a crashworthy, lightweight
RLG topology and mechanical design.
1.1.2 Sensing
The Rotor Buzz RLG employed resistive film force sensors on each foot, providing
feedback for leg control. Resistive film force sensors estimate force based on the
change in resistance caused by deformation in the film [21–24]. During a landing,
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each foot would measure force and feed that data back into a force-feedback control
logic that conforms each leg under load until all legs make contact. Once all legs
measure contact, the landing gear locks into position. This design showed the prac-
tical integration of the RLG concept, but with limitations. Specifically, the sensors
required calibration prior to each flight, and they were unable to withstand sustained
usage. Furthermore, these sensors offered no redundancy against failure. Once a film
sustained damage, all sensing capabilities were lost, and the the legs were unable to
conform to the surface. Figure 1.6 shows permanent damage to the resistive film
sensors from limited laboratory usage. The extensive damage to these sensors under
Figure 1.6: Damaged experimental RLG resistive film force sensors
mild operating conditions made them impractical for fielded aircraft use. Since con-
tact feedback is a critical part of the RLG control, a fielded RLG requires a robust,
reliable contact sensor.
Contact sensing
Three types of contact sensors have been realized to date for robotics: binary, prox-
imity, and force sensors. Binary contact sensors have been used primarily in surface
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“search” and “unexpected collision” detection roles of slow moving robotic manipula-
tors, but they have not provided the necessary feedback for fast, guided manipulator
motion operations [25]. The primary reason for this limitation is the oscillatory or
bouncing nature of the robotic manipulator that results from a binary contact sensor
on fast moving arms.
Proximity sensors act as ground contact sensors through measurements of distance
to the surface until contact is achieved. One example of proximity sensors is the
experimental octocopter platform for adaptive landing gear designed by Huang et
al. [17]. Their gear had optical proximity sensors integrated into each leg to pre-
deform each leg prior to contact. These sensors have nonlinear measurement behavior,
increasing their complexity. Additionally, they were unable to detect the force on
each leg. So if any leg made contact early, then it would retract until the leg was no
longer in contact. In a rotorcraft landing scenario, this presents an opportunity for
inadvertent bouncing or punching of the leg on the desired landing surface. Another
example of proximity sensor use is from Goger et al. [26], where they designed two
proximity-detection sensors for haptic grippers and one for robotic skin. Their design
used conductive electrodes and a small custom circuit to detect proximity to an object
within 40 mm. This type of sensor has such a close proximity that it effectively acts
as a binary on/off. This risks inadvertent and undesired leg bouncing or “punching”
of the landing surface during nominal landing scenarios where a rotorcraft lands faster
than a robotic manipulator. For this reason, proximity sensors are not an ideal fit for
RLG ground contact sensing feedback.
Haptic robotic systems often require contact measurements in the form of force
magnitude, and sometimes direction, between an articulating extremity and a contact
surface in order to generate controlled motion of the extremity [27–30]. Force sensors
on these systems take on a variety of form factors that can rely on optics [31–33],
wave propagation through materials [34], capacitance [35, 36], and strain [37]. Ideal
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sensors for RLG must be sensitive and accurate at low forces, on the order of ≤10N ,
so they are capable of accurately detecting contact on uneven or sharp terrains.
They also must be robust enough to survive hard landings with maximum loads on
the order of thousands of newtons [13, 38]. Additionally, landing gear for rotorcraft
require harsh environment durability, robustness, low complexity, and the ability to
withstand unforeseen impacts on a regular basis. As a direct result, force sensors
for RLG must have the same durability as the landing gear. Further review into
relevant force sensor research provided four primary contenders: resistive film sensors
(already discussed), load cells, elastomer encased magnets, and elastomer or elastomer
composite encapsulated pressure sensors.
Load cells are potential candidates for contact force sensors, and they have been
investigated in the literature [27, 29, 39–46]. However, the use of load cells for ground
contact sensing has some significant drawbacks. First, load cells rated to withstand
the entire weight of an aircraft, in addition to any impact loads, do not have sufficient
sensitivity at the small loads required for RLG functionality. Second, load cells gen-
erally suffer from inertial effects where vibrations or dynamic motion of the load cell
produce force readings which can be misinterpreted as actual contact [47–49]. Addi-
tionally, load cells can add significant weight when compared to the sensors developed
in this work. Although some load cells have built-in accelerometers to compensate for
this effect in the direction of loading, it is difficult to ensure that inertial loads will
not lead to ground contact errors in a rotorcraft where vibrations occur at various
magnitudes and directions. Finally, load cells specially designed for contact sensing
scenarios carry a high cost. Buehler et al. [5] described a custom load cell force
sensing approach for the Big Dog robot that cost on the order of hundreds of dollars
per foot.
A sensor developed by Liu et al. [50] estimates contact force based on magnetic
field changes. This sensor relies on the magnetic field changes caused by a magnet em-
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bedded in a deformable structure to estimate contact force and stick-slip interactions.
Similarly, Ananthanarayanan et al. [51] developed a sensor that uses magnets embed-
ded in an elastomer along with a suitable magnetic field detector to measure changes
in the deformation of the elastomer and subsequently estimate forces. This system
enables the tailoring of sensor properties from elastomer material properties, magnet
strength, and magnet placement. The mapping between force and measurement data
is difficult to predict prior to sensor construction; therefore, sensor performance re-
lies on training data in order to be effective. However, any force sensor that relies
on magnetic field changes does not have a straightforward design path for use on a
rotorcraft. Specifically, a sensor which requires accurate measurement of a magnetic
field on a rotorcraft with large, mobile, metal components as well as interactions with
unprepared surfaces, including metallic surfaces such as ship decks, eliminated this
sensor design from further consideration for this application.
Another promising ground contact sensing technique reviewed is based on baro-
metric pressure sensors cast in a variety of compliant materials such as elastomers.
Here, contact forces deform an elastomer, which produces a pressure change on a
barometric pressure sensor embedded in the elastomer. With suitable calibration, the
barometric pressure change can be converted to an accurate contact force measure-
ment. Chuah and Kim [52] developed a fiberglass and elastomer composite structure
on a series of pressure sensors as a ground contact foot sensor. Zillich and Feiten [53]
used a foam core and rubber exterior as the interface between the contact surface
and pressure sensor. Tenzer et al. [54] presented similar methods that require rubber
directly cast onto barometric pressure sensors in an array. Although successful, all
of the aforementioned investigations involve direct casting of rubber onto the sensor
which fundamentally limits the achievable sensing characteristics. Further, these pre-
vious works relied solely on experimental calibration of the sensor (or sensor array)
to determine its force sensing characteristics. The direct casting of rubber onto the
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pressure sensor limits the force sensitivity and also raises concerns for sensor dam-
age. By exposing the barometric sensor directly to the encapsulating elastomer —
in particularly, by exposing the port where pressure changes are measured — it is
possible to damage the MEMS electronics used within the sensor to measure pressure
changes.
Table 1.1 summarizes the positive and negative attributes of sensors reviewed in
this section as relevant to RLG contact sensing. Limitations in these sensors, as
outlined in the table, identify a technology gap in regard to contact force sensing
for RLG. A new sensor is necessary that has excellent analytic predictions, high
sensitivity at low forces, and protection from high loads.
Table 1.1: Summary of ground contact sensors
Type Sensor Pros Cons






























Landing zone mapping and recognition
Landing zone identification and mapping sensors, which are well understood and
readily available, will be required to conduct autonomous landings using RLG in the
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future. Because of this, they are often recommended as a replacement to contact
sensors. Another reason for this recommendation is the idea that landing zone map-
ping sensors enable the RLG to conform prior to landing. Advanced VTOL aircraft
incorporate LiDAR as one example of surface mapping and autonomous landing zone
recognition. They do so to aid pilots and flight software operating in degraded vi-
sual environments. Such systems provide a point cloud of objects detected by laser
reflections. The point cloud is then input into identification algorithms that search
for suitable landing zones [55]. An example of this is AACUS [15], which has a
forward-facing LiDAR system. The detriment of these systems is their inability to
determine what the landing surface is made of. This class of system requires some
type of force or contact feedback signal to determine if the aircraft is landing on a
solid or flexible, spongy surface. This is important as the landscape may change dur-
ing landing if the surface is flexible and spongy. In combination with force sensors,
LiDAR could be used to determine solid landing sites. Additionally, LiDAR-based
mapping systems require hover time to create a point map of the landing surface.
RLG must be available and ready to react to dynamic landing surfaces and at a mo-
ment’s notice in emergency situations. In these situations, the aircraft may not have
enough hover time to detect and identify the landing surface slope. For these reasons,
LiDAR mapping technologies are not suitable as a sole replacement to ground contact
sensors for RLG.
Synthetic aperture RADAR is another potential method of mapping landing sur-
faces. This concept requires the VTOL aircraft to fly around the landing zone so a
map of surface objects and slope may be generated [56]. This is not practical for ship
deck landings where the surface slope changes in real time. Similar to the LiDAR
mapping sensors, RADAR is not a suitable replacement to RLG contact force sensing.
LiDAR and RADAR mapping sensors may be well suited as a complement to ground
contact sensors for autonomous landings in the future; however, there is a clear gap
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in the available technologies for a robust, reliable foot-force sensor.
1.1.3 State Estimation and Control
Training simulations, sensor suites, and flight controllers have all been developed to
reduce workload and maximize safety margins associated with rotorcraft landings on
static and dynamic surfaces. Reber and Bernard developed a game-based learning,
high-fidelity training simulation that removed the need for highly skilled instructor
oversight [57]. Their research showed that trainees of their program operated with
improved safety margins during normal and extreme helicopter operations on mar-
itime vessels over a control group. This shows the importance of human factors and
training. Xu et al. [58] and Saripalli et al. [59] approached the problem through a com-
bination of sensor suites and control algorithm development to implement computer
vision driven landing guidance. Using a reference object of known size, shape, and
orientation on the landing surface, they showed basic results that IR and color spec-
trum imagery can be used to land on a moving platform. This body of research did
not consider or attempt to verify operational capability during rough slopes or high
Sea State conditions, limiting their practicality in the most challenging conditions.
In terms of applied unmanned aircraft research, the aforementioned AACUS [15] rep-
resents the publicly released state of the art. Aurora’s LiDAR ground mapping kit
allows the aircraft to avoid obstacles and choose what it believes is a safe location
to land. It has fundamental sensing limitations as described in 1.1.2. Numerous
other researchers have approached the landing and approach problem through unique
deep reinforcement learning [60], nature inspired controllers [61], or optimal control
techniques to path plan and land on a moving platforms [62–64]. These research top-
ics showed increases autonomy and personnel workload reduction during approach
and landing. However, they do not focus on dynamic rollover prevention or botched
landing impact mitigation during the landing event by maintaining a safe and stable
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fuselage orientation. RLG address each of these concerns.
RLG is a unique field with respect to the control and state estimation require-
ments. The uniqueness of RLG exists because it is a research area situated between
locomotive-legged robots and statically mounted robotic arms. Locomotive-legged
robots have needs for complete position and orientation state estimation (POSE) and
control using fused sensor feedback [65–67]. Sensors typically incorporated on legged
robots include rangefinders (ultrasonic [68], laser [69], and infrared [70]), IMUs [71],
and angle encoders.
Statically mounted robotic arms implement joint angle measurements with respect
to their mounting base and some sensor interaction with the world at the end effec-
tor. Observers (state estimators) have been designed specifically for this use case [72].
RLG may seem more similar to robotic arms than locomotive-legged robots, but a
complete and robust RLG system requires some aircraft position and orietation state
estimates (POSE). Namely, aircraft roll and pitch are critical orientation estimates
required by RLG that are neglected if RLG state estimation and control considera-
tions focus on the hardware as a robotic arm with a fixed base. There could be a
future of locomotive-legged robotic aircraft [73], but the practicality of such systems
on weight-constrained airframes is limited [74]. Therefore, RLG generally requires
reduced POSE compared to locomotive robots, but more sensor data and fusion than
statically-mounted robotic arms in order to handle the challenges associated with
high slope and dynamic landing surfaces.
Few researchers have considered the problem of control methods of RLG outside
of the controllers flown on the Rotor Buzz and the design by Stolz. The research
similar to the Rotor Buzz RLG system [8, 19] implemented contact feedback control
using binary contact or proximity detection sensors. None of them used fuselage-
orientation and foot-force feedback. The primary assumptions of the Rotor Buzz and
similar works are 1) that the closed loop contact control will react faster than the
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aircraft descends and 2) the relative descent rate between the aircraft and landing
surface is constant. Both are idealizations of the problem that do not extend to
real-world applications. The first assumption suggests that the legs will not cause a
significant perturbation to the aircraft’s roll or pitch throughout the landing. This
assumption is acceptable for low descent rates while landing on static surfaces with
ideal force sensors or orientation feedback, and high update rate control because the
closed loop system will react faster than the aircraft descends. This is not a valid
assumption during emergency, higher-speed landings, or on helicopters with unique
landing gear configurations. The second assumption is true for static landing surfaces,
but cannot be true for landings on dynamic platforms. Orientation and position of the
landing surface results in variable velocity between the aircraft and landing surface.
For this reason, the second assumption used on force feedback controlled landing gear
is not valid for dynamic platform landings. The lack of closed loop roll and/or pitch
feedback is a limitation of contact feedback RLG controllers. Kim and Costello [75]
expanded on the original RLG research with a theoretical study on virtual model
control for four-legged RLG landings on naval ship decks. Their simulations found
that such a controller in conjunction with a four-legged, two-jointed system will absorb
and conform to ship decks in rough seas up to Sea State 6. The virtual model
controller presents multiple challenges on the practical application side, though. This
stems from limited computational resources available on today’s microcontrollers.
No relevant literature was found where such a controller was implemented at high
update rates on a consumer-grade micro-processor. This background review into
possible state observers and controllers illustrates that, at present, an ideal solution
for practical, robust, autonomous RLG operation on static and dynamic landing
surfaces does not exist. Therefore, a technical gap exists in terms of sensor-fused
state observation, real-time control with multiple fused sensor inputs from contact
sensors and aircraft orientation channels.
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1.2 Contributions of the Dissertation
The objective of this thesis is to generate technologies that will enable autonomous
landings using RLG integrated on rotorcraft in the near future. The literature review
illuminates technology gaps in the areas of mechanical and structural design; force
sensing; and sensor-fused RLG state estimation, system health monitoring, and con-
trol. Figure 1.7 depicts technologies related to RLG and their approximate timeline
of development. Previous technologies that drove progress for RLG were as recent as
Up to 5 years ago Present 5+ years from present
Well understood 
technologies















path planning and 
landing zone 
recognition
Integrated RLG and 
aircraft flight control 
systems
Figure 1.7: Diagram of technologies related to RLG development in the past, present,
and 5+ years in the future.
five years ago based on the available literature. Looking to the future, technologies
such as complete integration between RLG and aircraft flight systems are years away
from proven usability. This dissertation presents three enabling technologies (boxed
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in red) and complementary experimental tests on a commercial rotorcraft airframe.
The presented technologies and experiments will show real-world practicality that
support a path to future RLG technologies for autonomous landings. These tech-
nologies are transformative from previous RLG research because of their ability to
increase autonomy, reliability, and applicability for rotorcraft RLG systems. The sub-
sequent development and demonstration efforts summarize the specific contributions
realized by this dissertation:
1. Crashworthy, Cable-Driven, Four-Bar Linkage RLG: Development of
a novel RLG topology, structural design for crashworthiness, and actuation
methodology.
2. Low-Force, Large-Deformation Force Sensor: Invention of a robust force
sensor with high sensitivity at low applied force and the ability to withstand
large impact forces during repeated landings.
3. Discrete, Real-Time RLG Control: Design of a robust, sensor-fused RLG
controller that conforms the legs to static or dynamic surface without prior
knowledge of the surface.
1.3 Dissertation Outline
This dissertation is composed of seven additional chapters which are described below:
• Chapter 2: Four-Bar Linkage Mechanism RLG. This chapter details com-
posite, four-bar linkage mechanisms as a crashworthy, lightweight RLG struc-
ture. Various actuation methods and the design’s kinematic range of motion
under physical constraints are reviewed. The cable-driven design is detailed as
the most viable RLG variant, and it is studied in more detail. An experimental
airframe and full-scale test bed for the application of this new RLG structure
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are presented as well. Lastly, a crashworthy design is iteratively constructed for
flight-worthy operation.
• Chapter 3: Low-Force, Large-Deformation Force Sensor. This chapter
details the invention of a novel force sensor made from an elastomer-encapsulated
pressure sensor. A computer-aided-design procedure is outlined and a sensor is
designed specifically for RLG purposes. Additional applications of the sensor
are provided as well.
• Chapter 4: Discrete, Real-Time, Sensor-Fused RLG Control. In this
chapter, a new RLG controller that fuses force feedback and aircraft orientation
feedback is presented. A baseline force feedback controller is presented and
used as a comparison in simulation and experiments of later chapters. This
chapter also describes robust flight software components which integrate into
the controller. Namely, these are hardware and software health monitors.
• Chapter 5: Dynamic Simulation Tools. Overviews of two simulation tools
used as part of this work are described in this chapter. First, A set of subsys-
tem physics models used throughout both simulation tools are detailed. Next,
a landing surface simulator used to input surface motion data into the previous
simulation tools is presented. The first dynamics simulator, which is used as
a rapid design iteration tool, is based on planar Lagrange unconstrained equa-
tions of motion of a RLG system with a cable-driven, four-bar linkage RLG.
The second is a multibody dynamics simulation that uses feedback lineariza-
tion to stabilize joint constraints and resolve joint forces and moments between
connected rigid bodies.
• Chapter 6: Design and Integration with the S-100 Rotorcraft. This
chapter outlines the specific steps taken to integrate the cable-driven, four-bar
mechanism, force sensor, and sensor-fused RLG control into the S-100 Cam-
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copter commercial airframe. Sensors and state estimation algorithm imple-
mentations are presented. Dynamic rollover risk for the airframe is examined
through Monte Carlo simulations. Finally, simulation iteration procedures for
the design of the mechanical drivetrain are summarized.
• Chapter 7: Simulation and Experiment Results. The aim of this disser-
tation is to develop enabling technologies for real-world systems, so this chapter
provides experimental test results of each technology. Since experiments cannot
fully test the landing envelope and beyond, additional simulations are provided
to cover the entire operational envelope.
• Chapter 8: Conclusions and Future Work. This chapter summarizes the
conclusions of the dissertation and suggests future work based on the lessons
learned throughout this research.
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CHAPTER 2
FOUR-BAR LINKAGE MECHANISM ROBOTIC LANDING GEAR
The RLG in this dissertation makes use of a four-bar linkage mechanism as the landing
gear structure. This chapter 1) outlines multiple four-bar link actuation strategies
and the justification for the use of a cable-driven mechanism, 2) details the design
of a RLG making use of two, four-bar mechanisms connected by a single cable, 3)
examines the associated kinematics and potential performance of the landing gear
in conforming to sloped grounds, 4) studies the expected loads on each component
of the mechanism for static loading cases, and 5) presents the final design iteration
used to generate a crashworthy structure. Contents of this chapter have been peer
reviewed and published in [38, 76].
2.1 Actuation Strategies
Four possible actuation strategies were considered on four-bar linkage mechanisms as
illustrated in Figure 2.1. Configuration 1 is a cable-driven actuation scheme with a
passive spring-like element. This spring element is used to drive upward motion of the
leg, thus retracting the leg toward the fuselage. A cable routing through the lower-left
corner and terminating at the upper-right corner of the four-bar mechanism is used to
counter the movement of the spring and lower the four-bar mechanism. Configuration
1 is not limited to the use of a torsional spring but can be thought of as any design
in which the legs are retracted toward the fuselage by a passive spring-like element.
Configuration 2 is an extension of Configuration 1 with an added shock-absorbing
component. The purpose of the shock absorber is to reduce high-impact loads and
provide redundancy against cable failure. If the cable fails in this configuration, then




Cable driving downward 
motion
Configuration #2:
Cable driving downward 
motion with redundancy shock 
absorber  
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Shock absorber with parallel 
actuation
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Figure 2.1: Four-bar linkage actuation configurations. Red arrows denote the direc-
tion of actuated motion. Black arrows denote the direction of passive motion.
3 uses a shock absorber with actuation, known as a series elastic actuator, along one
diagonal to drive motion of the legs in either direction. This configuration is simple
in that motion in both directions is controlled by a single actuator (i.e. no need
for separate cable and spring element). However, one major drawback is that there
is no clear way to couple the motion of two legs. Therefore, Configuration 3 will
suffer from an inability to transfer and share loads from one leg to another. Finally,
Configuration 4 is a cable-driven concept in which the cable is used to retract the legs
upward into the fuselage while the passive element (spring/damper) is used to push
the legs toward the ground; without cable tension, the legs will move to their fully
lowered position.
The first characteristic used to compare these configurations is the maximum load
applied to the structural components and the actuator. Figure 2.2 shows the static
free-body diagram (FBD) for all configurations used to compute the structural and
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Figure 2.2: Static free body diagrams for (a) Configurations 1 and 2, (b) Configuration
3, and (c) Configuration 4.
loads were defined. For clarity, Figure 2.3 shows a schematic of the landing gear in
2.3(a) the neutral configuration, and 2.3(b) on a sloped configuration at a particular
ground angle γ. All important dimensions are labeled and variable names can be
found in the nomenclature description. Note the four-bar component names: crank,
leg, and follower. These names will be used throughout this dissertation. The author
Figure 2.3: Schematic of the two legs. In (a), the neutral configuration and (b) the
sloped configuration. In (b), the center of the cable has displaced an amount δ from
the centerline causing a resulting ground angle, γ
assumes that the RLG foot may see vertical, V , and horizontal, H, forces, where the
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horizontal forces would arrive from frictional loads due to contact with the ground.
A representative vertical load, V , of 1962 N (400 lb) was chosen as the baseline
for comparison. For the horizontal load, it is assumed that the friction load of the
legs is H = 0.3V . Table 2.1 lists the physical dimensions used to compare each
configuration. Also, if a configuration uses a shock absorber for impact purposes
only, then that shock absorber has an assumed compression stroke of ≈5 cm (2 in).







θ [45◦ 130◦ ]
Using all of the aforementioned information, the maximum static structural loads
experienced by each configuration were computed. They are listed in Table 2.2. As
Table 2.2: Maximum loads computed for each four-bar linkage actuation configura-
tion.
Configuration Crank (lb, N) Follower (lb, N) Actuator/Cable (lb, N)
1 -1200, -5337 500, 2224 260, 1156
2 -1000, -4448 350, 1556 170, 756
3 -850, -3780 1300, 5782 -400, -1779
4 <-100, 444 1000, 4448 1000, 4448
previously stated, Configurations 1 and 2 have the same structural design, and it
is assumed that the shock absorber does not apply any load unless there is a high
velocity impact and the cable fails. However, in order to allow for the shock absorber
to compress, the author limited the range of motion of a leg to a max ground angle of
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18◦ in this study, this reduces the loads possibly seen in the static configurations since
the range of motion of the leg is limited. This explains the load differences between
Configurations 1 and 2 in Table 2.2.
Configuration 3 has a lower maximum load on the crank, but the reduced com-
pressive load transfers to the follower and actuator. As expected, since Configuration
3 uses a series elastic actuator rather than a cable, the series elastic actuator is in com-
pression. The range of motion for this concept would also have a similar restriction
in order to allow the shock absorber to compress effectively during a hard landing.
Configuration 4 is attractive and considered because it provides the most redun-
dancy. In the event of a cable failure, this RLG configuration will revert back to a
traditional shock absorbing landing gear. Configuration 4 is essentially a traditional
landing gear with a spring/damper. The motion is achieved by a cable which con-
tracts the spring/damper moving the legs to a new configuration. During this motion,
however, the cable is required to compress the spring/damper which is sized to carry
the loads of the full helicopter frame. As shown in Table 2.2, this results in large
actuator/cable loads for this configuration.
Multiple factors drove the final decision as to which configuration to implement.
Configurations 1, 2, and 4 may each use a single cable connected through the fuselage,
sharing load across the left/right leg assemblies. This allows the design to use a single,
fuselage-housed actuator to drive both legs. Further, the force required to actuate is
computed as the difference in forces seen by each cable.
Configuration 3 does not have this capability, so there must be independent actu-
ators driving each leg. It was therefore not considered further as it did not provide
sufficient structural benefits to outweigh this deficiency. Configuration 4 requires
the largest actuation force due to the parallel shock absorber. This configuration
has the most redundancy, but was not considered further due to its large actuation
forces. Finally, Configuration 2 requires additional hardware to include a redundant
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shock absorber that would result in a large weight increase. The weight penalty was
seen as significant enough to exclude this configuration from further consideration.
Therefore, the final actuation method chosen was Configuration 1.
2.2 Design
The chosen configuration for the cable-driven, four-bar link mechanism used in the
remainder of this dissertation is schematically shown in Figure 2.4. It consists of a
spring driving upwards motion of the legs, and a cable driving downwards motion of
the legs. The schematic shows an extension spring spanning the top-left to bottom-
right diagonal of the four-bar linkage which, when extended, would cause a retraction
force making the legs move upwards. When the cable retracts (i.e. shortened), by
pulling a length of it into the fuselage, the leg is driven downwards. It is important
to note about this configuration that loads due to impact or landing with the ground
are carried by the cable, rather than the spring. There are a number of possible ways
to actuate a cable-driven, four-bar mechanism, including reversing the positioning
of the passive element and the cable such that cable retraction induces an upward
motion. Further, as will be explored in later designs of this work, one may also
use a compression spring in parallel with the cable, connecting the lower-left and
upper-right corner, to drive the upward motion of the system.
This type of mechanism has some unique advantages for the design of actuated
robotic legs. The four-bar nature of the design reduces each mechanism to a single
degree of freedom (DoF) system, which is denoted by θ in Figure 2.3. In turn, this
reduces the number of drivetrain components required to actuate each leg. The cable-
driven design allows the actuators to be placed within the fuselage, rather than at
joints external to the body, which in turn minimizes the weight of the structural com-
ponents. These benefits apply to a single-leg mechanism as described in Figure 2.4;




Figure 2.4: Example spring and cable configuration of a cable-driven, four-bar linkage
mechanism.
anisms.
Figure 2.5 illustrates two, four-bar linkages joined on a single fuselage (denoted
by the blue circle), with a single cable connecting the two mechanisms. Sharing a
single cable between the two-leg mechanisms has some unique actuation as well as
structural benefits. From an actuation perspective, by coupling the cable of the two
legs, it is now possible to couple the motion of the two legs. Consider, as shown in
Figure 2.5(b), a system with two legs wherein the cables connect on a center spool
denoted by a blue dot. The system achieves symmetric leg motion — where both
legs move together either upwards or downwards — by changing the overall length of
the cable, see Figure 2.5(b) to (a) and vice-versa. This can be achieved, for example,
by shortening the overall length of the cable by wrapping it around a spool. The
mechanism achieves differential leg motion — where one leg moves up and the other
moves down — by changing the “center” of the cable without changing its overall
length, see Figure 2.5(b) to (c) and vice-versa. For example, this is achievable by
translation of the spool within the fuselage.
The two-leg design with a shared cable provides some unique benefits in terms of
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Symmetric Cable Movement 
(i.e. shortening the overall cable length)
Differential Cable Movement
(i.e. moving the center of the cable 
while maintaining its length)
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.5: Schematic illustrating a two-leg, shared-cable system using cable-driven,
four-bar linkage mechanisms.
actuation and the forces required for actuation. One may use a different type/size
actuator for the symmetric leg movement (i.e. shortening/lengthening the cable) and
for the differential leg movement (i.e. motion of the spool). This is particularly inter-
esting in the design of RLG since one might be more interested in a rapid differential
leg movement, to conform with a sloped ground upon landing, but have more lenient
requirements for symmetric leg movement. With this particular design one can opti-
mize for these two types of movements independently. Of course, one can still achieve
movement of a single leg while the other is stationary through a combined motion of
the symmetric and differential degrees of freedom.
The final benefit of this design is the failsafe condition. The cable may snap during
a crash, absorbing a large amount of energy, or by accident from mid-air impacts. If
any event severs the cable, then the passive, spring force retracts each leg to the full-
up position. At this full-up position, a mechanical stop comprised of the gas spring
and interference between the crank-leg and follower-leg joints maintains the mininum
intended ground clearance, ∆. The remaining landing loads must be absorbed by this
mechanical stop. This design ensures the aircraft maintains a safe ground clearance
and rotor clearance from the landing surface.
An experimental prototype realizing the aforementioned structure and actuation
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strategy was developed to explore the four-bar linkage configuration. This prototype
had two functions. First, to show the feasibility of the four-bar linkage actuation
method. Second, to test possible control logic and sensors for future integration into
a 100-180 kg (220-400 lb) rotorcraft. A schematic of the prototype actuation system
is shown in Figure 2.6(a), while the prototype platform, highlighting the symmetric
motion drive system and the differential motion system, is shown in Figure 2.6(b).
Figure 2.6: (a) Schematic of the cable-driven, four-bar linkage prototype drive system.
(b) Photograph of the prototype’s two drive systems.
In this design, the differential motion is achieved by rotating a spool. The spool
is mounted on a moving carriage from where cables route to both legs and then route
back and terminate on the carriage. While the platform is stationary, motion of the
spool results in lengthening of the cable for one leg and shortening the cable for the
other leg, which in turn results in differential leg motion. The carriage carrying the
spool is mounted on linear slides and actuated through a linear ball screw. With
the spool stationary, motion of the carriage results in both cables being lengthened
or shortened in unison, thus resulting in a symmetric leg motion. In this particular
design, the platform housing the drive system for the linear motion ball screw was also
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mounted on slides and grounded to the prototype through shock absorbing elements.
This has the added benefit that impact loads on the system are mitigated through
a shock absorbing mechanism housed inside the fuselage. Lastly, this prototype uses
tension springs in an orientation that pulls the legs upward (i.e. retracts toward the
fuselage).
Figures 2.7(a) to (b) shows symmetric leg motion achieved through the linear ac-
tuator where the carriage containing the cable spool moves, effectively lengthening or
shortening the driving cable for both legs in unison. Figures 2.7(b) to (c) illustrate the
differential motion achieved by rotation of the cable spool. While these figures show
symmetric and differential motion separately, the system is capable of a combination
of symmetric and asymmetric motion simultaneously.
(b) (c)(a)
Figure 2.7: (a) to (b) Contain images showing symmetric leg motion driven by linear
actuation. (b) to (c) Show images of differential leg motion driven by rotary actuation.
The prototype also provides a test bed to test all sensors, actuators, cable rout-
ing methods, and control algorithms that are necessary for future integration into
a desired rotorcraft airframe. There are AMT203 rotary angle encoders at each
crank-frame joint, on the linear ball screw, and on the spool joint of the prototype.
Additionally, there is a Zettlex linear distance encoder attached to the linear ball
screw. These encoders provide the feedback necessary to drive both legs to a known









A 100 W brushless direct current (DC) motor connected to a Power-Off electromag-
netic brake and gearbox drive each degree of freedom.
Figures 2.8(a) and (b) show performance plots of the leg-angle feedback control
using a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller on both control channels. In
this article, the left and right leg angles are defined in Figures 2.3(a) and (b), wherein
these angles are measured between a vertical line and the crank or follower components
of the four-bar mechanism. The prototype designed here uses an 80◦ symmetric
neutral angle leg angle, θ0, with a maximum angle of 133
◦ and a minimum of 45◦ due
to physical impact of the four-bar linkage on itself. This range of motion allows this
prototype to conform to a sloped ground with an angle of up to 28◦. The asymmetric
motion achieves a maximum rate of 27◦/s while the symmetric channel achieves 53◦/s.
These promising results showed that a cable-driven, four-bar linkage is a viable RLG
(a) (b)
Figure 2.8: Angle measurements of the small-scale prototype RLG system for (a) PID
asymmetric leg control response given a step input, and (b) simultaneous symmetric
and asymmetric PID leg control responses given step inputs.
configuration to reduce the number of actuators and actuator weights compared to
two-jointed leg designs. The number of actuators reduces from four to two per pair of
legs. These actuators can be easily positioned within the body/fuselage of interest and
reduce the size and weight of the leg components. In addition, actuation components
can be shielded from foreign objects and debris. Finally, this design can achieve a
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similar range of motion to that achieved by the two-joint configurations of traditional
robotic arms or legs.
The next section presents a kinematics study of this configuration in detail to
understand how sizing of the system affects its performance with the particular goal
of conforming to a sloped ground. Under normal sloped surface landings, rotorcraft
approach with their roll axis parallel to the slope and complete the landing one
skid/leg at at time [1]. This negates the need for symmetric motion in the majority
of landings. Hence, there are weight and volumetric savings from the implementation
of asymmetric motion only. Therefore, the remainder of this dissertation restricts
the design to a RLG system with a single DOF that results in an asymmetric motion
of the landing gear. That is, the gear will have only one DOF which results in one
leg retracting and the other leg extending by moving the cable connecting the two
cable-driven, four-bar link mechanisms without changing its length.
2.2.1 Kinematics
Kinematic trade-studies of the system help to understand how the geometry of the sys-
tem will affect the ability of the landing gear to conform to sloped ground. Previously,
Figure 2.3 showed a schematic of the landing gear in (a) the neutral configuration,
and (b) on a sloped angle. All important dimensions are labeled and variable names
can be found in the nomenclature description. This study and subsequent sections
focus only on the differential leg movement induced by a motion of the center of the
cable as shown schematically going from Figure 2.3(a) to (b). It is important to note
that designs considered here have the distance of the mounting points for the four-bar
linkage to the ground, B1 and B2 in Figure 2.3(a), as fixed values. Hence, variation
of the the neutral leg angle θ0, and the dimensions L1 and L2, are not independent
of the final vertical dimension L3.
In this study, there are three possible parameters which can limit the motion of
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the system:
either leg reaches a maximum leg angle, θ = θmax,
either leg reaches a minimum leg angle, θ = θmin,
the fuselage ground clearance reaches a minimum value,∆ = ∆min.
(2.2)
The neutral configuration, defined by the leg angle θ0, see Figure 2.3(a), plays an im-
portant role in the kinematics of the system and which of the three limiting conditions
given in Equation (2.2) is reached first. This behavior is illustrated in Figure 2.9 where
three neutral angles are considered as (a) θ0 = 70
◦, (b) θ0 = 85
◦, and (c) θ0 = 100
◦.
Note that in each case, as mentioned in the previous paragraph, the distance from the
fuselage to the ground in the neutral configuration is fixed. Hence, for each design
having a different θ0, there exists a different value of L3, the height of the leg. In all
of the results shown in this section, the study relies on the following parameters:
θmax = 135
◦, θmin = 45
◦, ∆min = 5 in (0.127m),
L1 = 12 in (0.305m), L2 = 4 in (0.102m), L4 = 4 in (0.102m),
B1 = 21 in (0.533m), B2 = 8 in (0.204m), B3 = 15 in (0.381m).
(2.3)
For each design shown in Figures 2.9(a), (b), and (c) the movement of the legs
is generated by a displacement of the center of the cable by an amount δ until one
of the three limiting conditions in (2.2) is reached. Figure 2.9(g) shows the ground
angle, γ, as a function of the differential movement of the center of the cable, δ, for
the three designs studied. For the case of θ0 = 70
◦, the system first reaches the limit
whereby the left leg reaches the minimum allowable angle θ = θmin, Figure 2.9(d).
This occurs at a ground angle of γ ≈ 12◦. For the case of θ0 = 85
◦, neither leg
reaches the envelope of allowable leg angles; however, the upward moving leg reaches
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(i)
Figure 2.9: Kinematics of the two leg system. (a)-(c) Shows a design with varying
neutral angle θ0 and (d)-(e) show the corresponding mechanisms limiting motion. (g)
shows ground angle γ as a function of the displacement, δ, of the cable. (h) and (i)
show the maximum achievable ground angle, γmax, as a function of neutral leg angle,
θ0, for varying L1 and ∆min.
occurs at a ground angle of γ ≈ 19◦. Finally, for the case of θ0 = 100
◦ the right leg
reaches the maximum allowable angle θ = θmax, Figure 2.9(f), at a ground angle of
γ ≈ 15◦. These results highlight the importance of choosing a geometry, in particular
a neutral angle θ0 and the leg dimension L2, to optimize the maximum possible ground
angle, γmax, which a particular geometry can achieve under the restrictions given in
Equation (2.2). Other quantities such as B1, B2, B3, and L2 are also important and
can affect the maximum achievable ground angle, γmax. The quantities related to the
vehicle geometry, B1, B2, and B3, are usually fixed and treated as such in this study.
Similarly, the quantity L2 is limited to a narrow range so as to fit within the envelope
of the fuselage; therefore, no design studies involving variations of L2 are shown.
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Figure 2.9 (h) shows the maximum achievable ground angle, γmax, as a function of
the neutral leg angle, θ0, for designs with L1 = 12 in (solid blue line) and L2 = 15 in
(dashed green line). In each line, the marker denotes the limiting condition with
the △ marker denoting θ = θmin; the square marker denoting ∆ = ∆min, and the ×
marker denoting θ = θmax. For both lines (L1 = 12 in or L1 = 15 in), at low values
of θ0 the system is limited by θ = θmin and γmax increases with θ0. At some point
as θ0 increases, the system becomes limited by ∆ = ∆min and γmax plateaus, where
changes in θ0 have no significant effect on γmax. Finally, at a large enough θ0 the
system becomes limited by θ = θmax, and at this point, γmax begins to decrease with
increasing values of θ0.
The author notes that in Figure 2.9(h) that the maximum value of γmax as a
function of θ0 occurs in the plateau where the system is limited by ∆ = ∆min and
that the lower leg length of L1 = 12 in improves the maximum achievable ground
angle. This suggests that the minimum clearance to the fuselage ∆min is also an
important parameter in determining γmax. To illustrate this, Figure 2.9(i) shows γmax
as a function of θ0 for a design with ∆min = 5 in (solid blue line) and for a design
with ∆min = 3 in (dashed green line), both for L1 = 12 in. As shown, decreasing ∆min
makes the plateau disappear entirely, and the maximum achievable ground angle
increases from γmax ≈ 19
◦ to γmax ≈ 23
◦. Finally, it is noteworthy from Figure 2.9(g)
that it only takes a small displacement of the center of the cable, on the order of
2.5 in to generate the leg movement required for the landing gear to conform to a
ground slope of γ ≈ 19◦.
2.2.2 Static Loads
The two-leg mechanism presented also has some unique benefits in terms of how loads
are distributed across the structure and onto the actuator. Presented here is a simple
static analysis based on static force balances across the structure. Consider the FBD
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on the geometry shown in Figure 2.10(a), where the weight, W , of the vehicle is
balanced by two vertical loads V1 and V2 which are computed from a sum of force
and moments about the center of the fuselage. The moment arms for V1 and V2 with
respect to the center of the fuselage vary slightly as γ changes, and this is accounted
for in all calculations. Also shown in Figures 2.10(a) and (b) is a torque, T , presumed
to be acting on the upper attachment point of the four-bar link of either leg. This
torque accounts for the spring-like elastic element required to drive the legs upward
(see Figure 2.4). T does not enter into the FBD of Figure 2.10(a) but is included
there for clarity. T is computed from the FBD shown in Figure 2.10(b) at a leg
angle of θ = 90◦ and is meant to balance the weight of the three main components at
3.5 g where g is the Earth’s gravitational acceleration. The torque is presumed strong
enough such that 3.5 g vertical maneuver would not result in downward movement of
the legs.
With V1, V2, and T determined from the FBDs shown in Figures 2.10(a) and (b),
use the FBD shown in Figure 2.10(c) to determine the force on the crank Fcrank, the
force on the cable Fcable and the force on the follower Ffollower for any given leg angle
θ (or for a corresponding ground angle, γ). Note that in Figure 2.10(c) the effect of T
and the weight of the components (at 1 g) is accounted for through a simple vertical
load acting as shown. In Figure 2.10(c), the moment M = L4 · V and the horizontal
contact force H can be added to account for potential horizontal contact forces due
to lateral landing velocities or frictional forces.
All of the results shown in this section use the following parameters along with
the parameters shown in Equation (2.3):
m = 400 lb (181 kg),
mcrank = 3.3 lb (1.5 kg), mfollower = 1.1 lb (0.5 kg), mleg = 5.5 lb (2.5 kg),
g = 32.17 ft/s2 (9.81 m/s2), θ0 = 80
◦, L1 = 12 in (0.305 m).
(2.4)
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First, consider the case where there are no lateral contact forces (H = 0) for
both the left and right legs. These results are shown in Figures 2.10(d) through (f).
Figure 2.10(d) and (e) show the loads on the cable, crank, and follower for the left
and right legs respectively both as a function of γ. Note that the cable is always
in tension and carries loads on the order of 800 lb (3560 N). In the two-leg, cable-
driven, four-bar linkage design, the force experienced by the central actuator is the
difference in loads seen by the right and left leg cables as defined by Equation (2.5).
Figure 2.10(f) shows the force that would be required by a single actuator to maintain
γ, ground angle (deg)
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Θ
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Figure 2.10: (a) through (c) Show FBDs used to determine in (a) V1 and V2, in (b)
T , and in (c) Fcrank, Fcable, and Ffollower. (d) through (f) Show results for H = 0 for
both legs and (g) through (f) show results for H = −0.3 for the left leg and H = 0.3V
for the right leg.
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the current position of the legs. This is referred to as the differential actuation force,
and it is computed as
∆F = F rightcable − F leftcable. (2.5)
As shown in Figure 2.10(f), the differential actuation force is significantly lower than
the loads seen independently by either cable and in this particular analysis ranges
from zero to 250 lb (1110 N). In contrast, for a design with independent actuators
controlling the length of the cable for a given leg, those actuators would have to be
sized to hold the full cable loads which are approximately 800 lb (3560 N). In fact,
when the vehicle is sitting on level ground, it is clear that there is no net load on the
actuator since the force from the left and right leg cables cancel each other out.
Second, consider the case where there are lateral contact forces on both the left
and right legs. In particular for the left leg, H = −0.3 · V (with the horizontal force
pushing into the fuselage), and for the right leg H = 0.3 · V (with the horizontal
force pushing away from the fuselage). This mimics frictional forces at an angle
of roughly 16◦. The resulting loads on the cable, crank, and follower are shown in
Figure 2.10(g) for the left leg and (h) for the right leg. Note, from a comparison
between Figure 2.10(d) and (g), the horizontal forces change the loads for the crank
and follower of the left leg. The follower is now in compression (whereas it had been
in tension before), and the load on the crank is lower. The loads on the cable are
of similar magnitude as before; however, there is now a larger difference between the
cable loads experienced by the left and right leg due to horizontal contact forces. This
manifests itself clearly in Figure 2.10(i), which shows the differential actuation force
∆F . In contrast to Figure 2.10(f), ∆F is non-zero even at γ = 0, and it is generally
higher.
In addition to the horizontal forces experienced by the feet due to friction from
landing on a sloped surface, there is the potential for loads to arise due to horizontal
motion of the legs even on a flat surface. The legs are not constrained to only move
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vertically, and during motion of the four-bar link mechanism, they laterally translate
horizontally up to 2 in. During this motion, the legs undergo lateral translation (and
possibly sliding) and apply lateral loads on the fuselage. These forces are presumed
small during landing on an obstacle or sloped terrain as little motion occurs once both
legs are in contact, but this assumption cannot be made when the RLG is operated
with both legs on the ground such as during rotorcraft leveling fuselage roll on ship
decks. If the full weight of the aircraft is on the legs and they undergo motion, then
the aircraft sees net lateral loads at the crank and follower mount points as presented
in Figure 2.11. This is computed as the net lateral component of force applied to
the fuselage from the left and right cranks and followers due to frictional sliding of
the feet. The maximum value of this net lateral load is 40 lb (177 N), illustrating
that the use of the cable-driven, four-bar mechanism inherently applies a small but
non-negligible lateral load to the airframe. Therefore, the fuselage mount points and
structure must be able to withstand these lateral loads and any dynamic motions
that may ensue, such as sliding or yawing.
Figure 2.11: A plot of lateral forces on the fuselage inherent from the cable-driven,




One of the key novelties of this work is the development of a workflow which enables
the rapid design, manufacture, and drop tests of RLG systems based on the cable-
driven, four-bar mechanisms with the desire to verify crashworthiness. A particular
benefit of this workflow for RLG is the decoupling of rigid body dynamic simulations
(Step 2 in Figure 2.12) and structural finite element analysis (Step 3 in Figure 2.12).
Since RLG are inherently active, the multibody dynamic simulations, in addition to
being used in this particular workflow for generating landing loads, also serves two
additional functions. First, they are used to iterate over a number of RLG designs
to arrive at the basic topology. Second, they can be used to simulate active landings
where the gear conforms to the landing surface. In these active landing scenarios,
the simulation tool provides feedback both on performance of the control law as well
as on the requirements for the actuators. This will be discussed in more detail in



























Figure 2.12: Design, manufacturing, and testing workflow for the rapid development
of RLG.
This workflow is designed with a survivability target, as measured by drop testing,
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as one of the main performance parameters to achieve. The target drop test parame-
ters were an impact velocity of 5m/s with a drop weight in the range of 370 to 440 lb
(168 to 200 kg). As detailed in this section, a frame was built onto which the RLG
system is attached and drop tested. A successful drop test is characterized as a drop
test in which the frame does not impact the ground; however, damage is allowed —
and designed for — in the RLG structure.
This section begins by summarizing the design, manufacturing, and testing work-
flow which is shown schematically in Figure 2.12 and consists of the following five
steps:
Step 1. A design iteration begins with the basic geometry of the RLG mechanism
as discussed in detail in Section 2.2 as well as an envelope of high velocity
impact conditions which the system will be subjected to. The impact conditions
considered in this dissertation are: i) 5 m/s impact velocity with level fuselage,
ii) 5 m/s impact velocity with 5◦ pitch, and iii) 5 m/s impact velocity with 5◦
pitch and 5◦ roll. These are similar in style, but more lenient than MIL-STD-
1290A for human-rated rotorcraft impact survivability.
Step 2. The geometry and impact conditions are fed into a multibody dynamic sim-
ulation tool which simulates the impact condition and produces the resultant
forces on each of the system components. A brief description of this simulation
process is given in Sect. 2.3.1 below.
Step 3. The forces produced by the dynamic simulations are then imported and ap-
propriately smeared onto a detailed finite element model of each of the system
components. For example, Figure 2.12 shows a finite element calculation for
the leg component with loads predicted by the multibody dynamic simulation
tool. Within Step 3, iterations between the detailed CAD design and its corre-
sponding finite element analysis occur until the design converges on the desired
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structural behavior under the loads produces from Step 2.
Step 4. Based on the detailed CAD design from the previous step, manufacture of
a fully-functional RLG system proceeds. This step involves traditional manu-
facturing processes, such as subtractive metal machining, as well as a series of
rapid additive manufacturing (3D printing) processes aimed at minimizing the
time required to produce a system for testing.
Step 5. In the final step, the manufactured robotic landing system is drop tested on
a full-scale drop test platform which can achieve the desired impact conditions
outlined in Step 1. Details of the experimental drop test setup are given in
Sect. 2.3.2. Based on the observed outcomes of the experimental drop test,
design modifications are suggested which are then fed back into the workflow
outlined here for a new design iteration. If the design modification involves a
change to the geometry, then the workflow starts again at Step 1. However, if
the geometry is unchanged and the design modification involves a change to the
detailed mechanical design, the workflow for the new design iteration returns
to Step 3.
The author would like to highlight that using the workflow described above, a full
design iteration — from a new basic geometry to full-scale drop testing — may be
performed in approximately two weeks.
2.3.1 Simulations Tool Interactions
The rigid body dynamics simulation tool used as part of the design workflow is pre-
sented with more detail in Chapter 5. For this section, it suffices to summarize the
process as follows: the rotorcraft and landing gear system are modeled as a connected
set of N rigid bodies with M connection joints. Each rigid body is first treated as
an isolated body with its own six degrees of freedom. The constraint forces and mo-
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ments, arising from the M connection joints, are treated as externally applied forces
and moments to each body undergoing structural design.
As shown in Figure 2.13, for each of the impact scenarios of interest, a multibody



































leg ground contact(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 2.13: Example process for producing loads from the multibody dynamic sim-
ulations. A particular simulated event as shown in (a) and (b) produces loads at a
given component connection as illustrated through (c) and (d).
bodies in the system, a set of forces and moments for each of the connections of a body.
For example, Figure 2.13(c) shows the leg which has three points at which forces and
moments can be applied: the crank/leg connection, the crank/follower connection,
and the ground contact. For each of these points, there is a time history of forces
and/or moments generated due to the impact, with the ground contact forces for this
example shown in Figure 2.13(d). These time histories for each of the components
of the robotic landing system are then transferred to a finite element simulation
used for the detailed structural sizing of each component. Although Figure 2.13(a)
through (d) shows the simulation rendered on a detailed geometry for illustration
purposes, the only information the simulation uses for each rigid body is the location
of the connection points and its mass and moment of inertia properties. There is no
accounting for the detailed geometry in the rigid body dynamic simulation step of
the design process.
Once the multibody simulations are completed, Step 3 proceeds where iteration
between CAD design and FEA analysis occurs to arrive at the mechanical design of
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a RLG sized to survive the required impacts. This process is fairly standard and
the commercially available software packages Solidworks for CAD design and Abaqus
for FEA analysis were used. Since this process is recognized as standard (a similar
process was used by Manivannan et al. [8]); detailed results are not presented here.
2.3.2 Experimental Drop Test Setup
The final step in the design, manufacturing, and testing workflow outlined in Fig-
ure 2.12 is the full-scale drop testing. To perform full-size drop tests, the author
designed and manufactured a drop test rig shown in CAD in Figure 2.14(a). The
structure is designed to mimic the weight and CG of a rotorcraft in the approxi-
mately 400 lb (180 kg) category, and it is manufactured from steel tubing and has an
empty weight of 180 lb (82 kg). As shown in Figure 2.14(c), there are four, forward-
facing mounting holes for the two sets of cable-driven, four-bar link leg mechanisms,
a platform in the forward top surface where weights can be added to vary the overall
drop weight and center of gravity (CG) of the rig, and a rear mounting hole for a tail
leg. Figure 2.14(b) shows a front view of the drop test rig with the robotic landing
system loaded to 440 lb (200 kg). Although the weight and weight distribution of a
potential UAV in this general size and weight category may be matched using this
test frame, the structural frame of a UAV where a RLG system is mounted would be
significantly less stiff than the steel frame utilized here. As such, the loads experi-
enced by the RLG in these experiments are likely to be higher than those experienced
in actual flight testing; therefore, this experiment provides a conservative estimate of
the survivability of a given design.
The drop test rig is suspended by three cables, red arrows in Figure 2.14(a), the
length which is variable to maintain the fuselage at the desired pitch and roll angle. To
facilitate this, each cable has a turnbuckle for fine adjustments. The cables terminate












Figure 2.14: Experimental drop test setup. (a) Shows the CAD design of the steel
drop test frame. (b) Shows the drop test frame with cable-driven leg system installed.
(c) Illustrates the experimental setup with two, high-speed cameras.
In this configuration, the drop test rig can be suspended in the air at a height of up
to 50 inches, see Figure 2.14(c).
Each drop test was instrumented with two, high-speed cameras as shown in Fig-
ure 2.14(c). Each camera was set to record at 2000 frames per second and aimed at
one set of the two robotic landing legs. For some drop tests, the crank component was
instrumented with strain gauges as shown in Figure 2.15 and recorded data at 2000
Hz with a Vishay 7000 data acquisition module. Shunt calibration was used, and the
strain gauges were zeroed when the drop test rig was suspended prior to drop testing.
The metallic arm connecting the crank to the interface plate was instrumented with
three strain gauges aligned in the direction of the crank. Two gauges were placed on
the top and bottom surfaces of the crank and a third was placed on the side, see Fig-
ure 2.15(a). It’s assumed that during impact the crank is under a state of compression
and bending (about the z−axis) as shown in Figure 2.15(c). Under this assumption,
the strains at the three gauges can be converted onto a reaction force and moment



















where EAl is the Young’s modulus of 7075 aluminum, A is the cross-sectional area, Izz
is the moment of inertia, and h is the thickness. These measurements are particularly
useful as the experimental values of Fx and Mx, as calculated through (2.6), may be
directly compared to the values predicted from the multibody dynamic simulation






















Figure 2.15: (a) Views of the top, side, and bottom strain gauges mounted on the
crank arm near the crank/frame connection. (b) Illustrates the assumed state of
stress in the crank arm which maps contact force Fx and bending moment Mz to the
measured strains.
2.3.3 Final Design Iteration
This section presents the final design iteration that met the impact survivability
requirements. It was the fourth iteration of the workflow illustrated in Figure 2.12.
The three previous iterations and their drop test results may be found in Appendix A.
The final design iteration is shown in Figure 2.16. The crank and leg are manu-
factured using a rapid manufacturing method that may be found in [38]. This process
used ABS printed core sections that connect metal hardpoints. Then, carbon-fiber
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reinforced polymers (CFRP) undergo a wet layup and heat-cure procedure on the
combine ABS-metal structure. The different layers of the leg are visible in Fig-
ure 2.17, where the white components are ABS, silver components are aluminum,




Figure 2.16: Final design iteration CAD and physical implementation. (a) shows
the CAD model, (b) shows the right leg assembly view from the front, (c) shows the
right leg assembly where the cable routing is visible, and (d) shows the internal cable
routing within the “fuselage.”
(c) (d)(a (b
Figure 2.17: Specialized leg design of the final iteration, where multiple ABS cores in
(a) are used to manufacture the CFRP leg resulting in the ribbed cross-section shown
in (b).
A gas spring is used in this design to provide the retraction force required by
the chosen cable-driven configuration. The cable is a 6 mm diameter heat-treated
dyneema rope (also known as high modulus polyethylene) that is designed specifically
to be stronger than steel cables, and have an extended lifespan in marine environments
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compared to metal cables. It has a rated tensile strength of 55,000 N (12,385 lb), and
the cable is also coated to mitigate UV degradation [77, 78]. This cable was chosen
for its smaller diameter for the same tensile strength compared to metal cables, and
its current widespread use in maritime environments. It feeds from the spool to
each half of the design through smooth guides on the green plate to the crank-leg
joint where it doubles back into the fuselage to a shock absorber. The design of the
leg was specialized in this iteration based on previous design iteration failures. This
specialization includes CFRP ribs running the full length of the leg connecting two
metal hard points. In the new design, shown in Figure 2.17(a), the manufacturing
process uses three internal ABS cores, each of which is covered with its own carbon
fiber sleeve before being assembled into an internal core which is then covered with
additional, larger diameter CFRP sleeves. This results in a cross section as shown
in Figure 2.17(b), which has significant impact strength. Such a unique design has
minimal financial and time cost, and it would not be possible without the use of
3D-printed ABS tooling.
Multiple drop tests were conducted with this design iteration to verify crashwor-
thiness. The first drop test was performed at a weight of 370 lb (168 kg) and a drop
height of 50 in (1.27 m). This equates to an impact velocity of roughly 5m/s, and
an impact energy of roughly 2000 J which is the target drop weight and velocity. As
shown in Figure 2.18, the RLG incurs damage but the drop test is successful because
the fuselage never touches ground and the minimum ground clearance is sustained.
As shown in Figure 2.18(c), the system incurs damage on the cables for both leg
assemblies simultaneously at crank/leg pin joints. This causes the legs to move to
their fully retracted fail-safe position, where the gear is still load bearing. The second
drop test was performed at the same weight and drop height conditions — 370 lb (168
kg) and 50 in (1.27 m) — however, the fuselage was suspended with a 5◦ pitch and
a 5◦ roll (in this case the height is measured from the higher of the two legs). This
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condition is worse than the level condition as the fuselage will pivot, first about the
tail leg and then about the right leg, inducing higher velocities on the left leg which
impacts last.
Figure 2.19 (a) shows the moment when the tail makes first contact, highlighting
both the pitch and roll angles, (b) the moment when the right leg makes first contact,
and (c) the moment when the left leg makes first contact. Figure 2.19(d) shows
the maximum deflection incurred by the robotic landing system before any damage.
Figure 2.19(e) shows the gear sustain damage. In this particular test, it takes the
form of delamination of the metal hard point of the crank at crank/leg interface,
causing the metal hard point to be compressed into the crank. Once the hard point
is compressed into the crank, the leg comes into contact with the CFRP of the crank
resulting in no further damage. Again, although the RLG sustained damage, this is
a successful drop test as the frame did not impact the ground; the vehicle carrying
the RLG would not have incurred any damage.
(a) (b)
(d)(c)
Figure 2.18: Final design iteration drop test at 50 in (1.27 m) and 370 lb (168 kg)
(≈ impact velocity of 5m/s and impact energy of 2000 J). (a) Shows the moment
moment of first contact. (b) Shows the point of maximum loading. (c) Shows failure






Figure 2.19: Fourth design iteration drop test at 50 in (1.27 m) and 370 lb (168 kg)
with 5◦ pitch and 5◦ roll. Sequence of images show the crank sustaining damage and
retraction of the RLG to its fail-safe, fully-retracted position.
Experimentally measured loads and comparison to simulated results
This section presents the experimentally measured loads at the crank/drop test rig
connection as recorded through the strain gauges and analysis described in Sec-
tion 2.3.2. Load measurements presented are for the drop tests shown in Figures 2.18-
2.19. The particular component of force being measured and simulated is the Fx
component as described in Figure 2.15(b). The experimentally measured loads are
compared to simulated crank/drop test rig interface loads as computed using the
multibody dynamic simulation introduced in Section 2.3.1.
The comparison is presented to validate the portion of the workflow making use
of the dynamic multibody simulation loads in the subsequent finite element modeling
used for sizing components. The results are shown in Figure 2.20 wherein both cases,
the orange line is the experimentally measured load at the crank/drop test joint, and
the blue line is its simulated counterpart. Overall, there is good agreement between
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5o pitch, 5o roll
Figure 2.20: Experimentally measured and simulated Fx component of the force at
the crank/drop test rig interface joint (see Figure 2.15 for force orientation).
the simulated and experimentally measured force, particularly in the magnitude of
forces experienced in all cases. For the final design iteration drop at 5◦ pitch and 5◦
roll, the simulation also recovers the double-peak nature of the impact force which
arises from the slanted impact and bounce. The experimental data for some of the
drop tests has a significant amount of noise, even though the sampling rate is sufficient
at 2000 Hz for the impact duration times measured and estimated here. It is possible
that there could have been some adhesion issues or delamination between the strain
gauges and crank, but the overall agreement in force magnitude and impulse between
simulation and experimental systems indicates the simulation tool is valid for future
design iterations without experimentation.
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CHAPTER 3
LOW-FORCE, LARGE-DEFORMATION FORCE SENSOR
The relevant literature presented in Chapter 1 showed that a multitude of force sensing
options exist. Each of the presented sensors were unable to meet the needs specific to
RLG, though. Resistive films sensors were simple, but unable to withstand repeated
use without calibration or replacement. Load cells are widely used in robotics, but
they are expensive, not sensitive enough in the low force range when designed to
withstand impact, and they require inertial compensation. Pressure sensors with
over-molded elastomers were the most promising candidates; however, they did not
offer enough sensitivity when designed to withstand the full weight of the rotorcraft
upon impact. These findings led to the novel force sensor engineered in this chapter.
This force sensor is an elastomer-encapsulated pressure sensor with an engineered air
cavity that provides tunable sensitivity a low forces, while avoiding damage to the
pressure sensor under high loads because it deforms into a structural housing. A
key novelty of this sensor is the ability to rapidly design it through finite element
analysis (FEA) for custom applications. This chapter presents the sensor concept,
FEA-enabled design, experimental validation of the design tools, and applications for
RLG and sensing arrays. Contents of this contribution have been peer reviewed and
published by León et al. [79].
3.1 Sensor Concept
The force sensor contributed is illustrated conceptually in Figure 3.1. The concept
consists of a MEMS absolute barometric pressure sensor, an engineered elastomer
adhered to that MEMS pressure sensor, and a protective structural housing. The en-
gineered elastomer has a cavity designed into the structure that creates an air pocket
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Figure 3.1: Force sensor design concept.
between the elastomer and pressure sensor. By design, if the elastomer undergoes
deformation by the ground contact surface/plane, the air cavity deforms reducing the
total cavity volume and increasing the pressure within the cavity. Therefore, by con-
trolling the mechanical behavior of the elastomer (i.e. its geometry and mechanical
properties), as well as the air cavity geometry, it is possible to fine tune the transducer
characteristics of the sensor. Further, the sensor is designed such that a portion of the
elastomer protrudes from a structural housing. Under load, from ground contact for
example, the elastomer will deform until the loading surface contacts the structural
housing at which point the housing itself will take up the load. This design allows
the force sensor to have high sensitivity at small loads, when the elastomer is being
deformed, while still being able to withstand very large loads where the structural
housing acts as the load-bearing structure. The use of an elastomer-based sensor —
which incurs large deformation at small loads — enables this manner of design where
the sensor is shielded from large loads by deforming into a structural housing.
The air cavity interfacing the elastomer and MEMS pressure sensor is composed
of two volumes. The first volume is defined by the engineered elastomer, and it is
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denoted as the engineered cavity, V0,e. The second volume is inherent to the particular
MEMS sensor chosen, and it is referred to here as the intrinsic sensor volume, V0,s.
The intrinsic sensor volume is a measurable feature of any commercial sensor while
the engineered cavity is a controllable geometric feature. During practical operation,
the elastomer structure, and therefore the engineered air cavity, deforms under load.
This generates an increase in air pressure until the engineered volume is completely
filled and the pressure remains constant.
The sensor has initial pressure and volume, P0 and V0 = V0,e + V0,s, and deformed
pressure and volume, Pd and Vd = Ve + V0,s, wherein writing Vd, it is assumed that
during deformation only the engineered air cavity volume Ve changes. The pressure












where, for simplicity, the air is treated as an ideal gas at a constant temperature. In
the case of a completely collapsed engineered air cavity, that is Ve = 0, (3.1) reduces








This relation assumes that, under peak loading, the elastomer will not penetrate the
intrinsic sensor air cavity such that V0,s remains unchanged.
Equation (3.2) serves as a simple but useful design guideline as it may be used to
compute the maximum allowable engineered volume to prevent sensor damage from
occurring due to overpressure. That is, for a given sensor with a maximum operating
pressure (and known sensor volume V0,s), one may engineer the elastomer such that
the MEMS maximum operating pressure is never exceeded. This behavior will be
demonstrated experimentally in Section 3.2. The sensitivity of the force sensor — its
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contact force versus measured pressure characteristics — requires understanding of
the mechanical behavior of the elastomer itself and is discussed in the next section.
3.2 Numerical Modeling and Experimental Characterization
This section presents a finite element model (FEM) of the sensor to explore the role of
elastomer dome geometry and material properties on sensor performance. In parallel,
various sensors were manufactured and experimentally characterized to validate new
numerical tools and provide additional insight. The goal of exploring each property
is to generate a qualitative and quantitative set of design-performance rules which
in turn enable the rapid design of a force sensor with a required sensitivity and
saturation pressure. As a proof of concept, the design-performance rules developed
in this section will be applied in Section 3.3 toward the design and field testing of a
sensor for RLG of rotorcraft with mass up to 200 kg.
3.2.1 Numerical Modeling
The commercial finite element package Abaqus [80] was used to develop a model of the
elastomer-encapsulated sensor. For simplicity, the model assumes radial symmetry
about the axis shown in Figure 3.2. In the model, an analytical rigid surface, initially
set above the elastomer as called out in Figure 3.2, is prescribed a constant velocity
and used to indent/deform the mesh by a prescribed amount. The reaction force
on the analytical surface is computed and can be compared to an experimentally
applied force. The elastomer material is modeled as an isotropic, hyperelastic material
with a Neo-Hookean strain energy potential [80, 81]. As such, the model does not
incorporate any viscous (rate-dependent) mechanisms and will inherently not describe
any hysteretic behavior. The MEMS sensor and its accompanying intrinsic air volume
are modeled through the rigid elements shown in Figure 3.2. With respect to the nodes
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Figure 3.2: Simulation domain and finite element mesh for the behavior of the
elastomer-encapsulated force sensor with engineered air cavity.
the horizontal (radial) direction. The nodes along BC, which represent the inside
of the engineered air cavity, are free to deform onto the rigid elements shown. The
denoted rigid elements act as the contact surface of the sensor housing. The nodes
along the edge between points C and D are fixed, modeling perfect adhesion between
the elastomer, MEMS sensor, and PCB. Finally, the nodes along the edge between
points A and D are prescribed a contact condition with the rigid, analytic indenter
surface. At each contact surface — either between the indenter and the elastomer,
or the elastomer and the MEMS sensor — there is an isotropic friction coefficient.
As a baseline, this coefficient is set to 0.5 for all simulations unless otherwise noted.
Results from this numerical model will be presented in Section 3.2.4.
Table 3.1 summarizes the geometric and material properties varied in the numer-
ical model to analyze their effect on sensor performance. Due to the finite element
model’s inviscid material assumption, the author did not simulate or analyze loading
rate as it would have no effect. Hysteretic behavior will be experimentally analyzed
in a subsequent section. The elastomer material properties considered are limited to
a select set of silicone products manufactured by Smooth-On since these are readily
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Table 3.1: List of properties varied in numerical finite element modeling of sensor
performance.
Geometric Material
Engineered Volume Indenter/Polymer Friction
Elastomer Shape Sensor/Polymer Friction
Adhered Surface Area Shore Hardness
available and easy to manufacture for experimental comparison. The Shore A hard-
ness provided by the manufacturer [82] was converted using ASTM D2240 [83] and
the experimental work of Joyce et al. [84] to a ground state shear modulus. This
shear modulus may be input to the constitutive model in the FEM. The Poisson ratio
for silicone elastomers was assumed to be ν = 0.45 based on experimental data pre-
sented by O’Hara [85], which is in agreement with the near incompressible behavior
of elastomeric materials. Specifically used in this work for the elastomeric structure,
were Mold Max 10 (MM10), which has a Shore 10A hardness and corresponding shear
modulus of G0 ≈ 0.136MPa and bulk modulus of K ≈ 1.311MPa, as well as Mold
Max 20 (MM20), which has a Shore 20A hardness and corresponding shear modulus
of G0 ≈ 0.228MPa and bulk modulus of K ≈ 5.63MPa. These material properties
fully define the Neo-Hookean constitutive model used to characterize the elastomeric
materials in the FEM.
3.2.2 Experimental Setup
All experiments make use of Honeywell TruStability MEMS Pressure Sensors with
a measurable pressure range between 0 and 202 kPa and I2C digital communication
[86]. The internal volume of air within the sensor is V0,s ≈ 75mm3 with a standard
deviation of 0.57mm3 based on measurements from four sensors. In order to perform
repeatable and automated experiments, the author developed a characterization setup
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using a CNC mill, which allowed for repeatable, accurate, and automated experimen-
tation. As shown in Figure 3.3, a Transducer Techniques DSM-50 load cell [87] was
mounted on the cross-head of the CNC mill. This load cell has a threaded attachment
point such that various kinds of fixtures may be used to indent the pressure sensor as
depicted in Figure 3.3. The cross-head provides vertical displacement accuracy up to
0.0127mm and a consistent indentation speed of 0.85mm/s while the load cell and
signal conditioner output a 12-bit force measurement up to 225 N. This is sufficient
Figure 3.3: Experimental sensor characterization setup where (a) shows the load cell
mounted on a Tormach PCNC 1100 Mill with a 19.05mm radius indenter and the
sensor beneath the indenter. (b) Shows the system mounted with a flat plate, and
(c) shows it with a 6.35mm radius indenter.
for quasi-static, force-pressure response of the sensor. An aluminum vice was used
to mount the force sensor to the base of the CNC mill to minimize any deformations
other than those of the elastomer dome during indentation. The force from the load
cell and pressure from the force sensor were captured using a National Instruments
DAQ board [88] synchronously recorded at ≈30 Hz.
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An array of experiments were conducted using the variables and values listed in
Table 3.2. These variables represent the set of physical (geometric), material, or
loading properties which can be quantitatively compare to the numerical simulations
and which are expected to govern the behavior of these sensors. In experimental
characterization, the effect of friction between the indenter and the ground force
sensor was not considered since it is difficult to repeatably characterize. However,
this property will be explored numerically. A baseline force sensor is defined, before
Table 3.2: Properties varied in experimental characterization of sensor performance.
Variable Tested values
Engineered Volume (mm3) 17.5; 65
Indenter shape
6.35 & 19.05 mm radius domes;
flat plate
Elastomer structure
25.4 mm diameter dome;
25.4 mm side length cube
Elastomer material Mold Max 10; Mold Max 20
presenting the numerical and experimental results in Section 3.2.4. From this baseline
sensor, the effect of varying sensor properties on its performance can be quantified and
compared. The baseline force sensor — shown in Figure 3.4 adhered on a Honeywell
MEMS pressure sensor — is made from Mold Max 10 (MM10), has a V0,e = 17.5mm
3
engineered air cavity volume and a 25.4mm diameter elastomer dome adhered to the
pressure sensor. The V0,e = 17.5mm
3 engineered volume and measured V0,s = 75mm
3
sensor internal volume yield a theoretical P̃ of 1.23, well within the specification of
the pressure sensor (P̃ ≈ 2.0). The baseline experiment is characterized by a flat
plate (see Figure 3.3(b)) compressing the sensor at a displacement rate of 0.85mm/s.











Figure 3.4: (a) Baseline sensor on an experimental PCB. (b) Baseline sensor cut view
showing internal air cavities and dome structure. Note that the roughness shown in
(b) is due to the waterjet cutting process used to expose the inside of the sensor.
3.2.3 Sensor Manufacturing
The force sensors are manufactured in a three-step process. First, the elastomer
structure is cast in a rigid mold separate of the pressure sensor to ensure the desired
engineered cavity geometry. This is different from previous designs where the polymer
is cast directly onto the pressure sensor [52]. This casting process requires millimeter
scale manufacturing techniques. This is a substantial reduction in complexity and
cost compared to sensors requiring micrometer scale manufacturing (see Choong et
al. [89]). The two-part mold used to create round and/or rectangular prism elastomer
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structures is shown in Figure 3.5, where there is an example of a completed sensor
with a square-prismatic elastomer. Prior to casting, the silicone elastomer is mixed
and degassed in a vacuum chamber for five minutes. Then, a handheld pressure feed
system is used to push the elastomer into the mold through a nozzle (see Figure 3.5).
Excess air and liquid elastomer escapes through release vents. This ensures that the
cured elastomer structure will have minimal voids or other imperfections that can
result from a pour-over method at such a small scale. It is important to note that the
process described here is amenable to large scale manufacturing where domes can be
mass produced through injection molding.
Figure 3.5: Image of two-part-mold components used to manufacture the elastomer
dome.
Once cast, the elastomer dome is adhered to the pressure sensor and electronics
board using two adhesives. The first adhesive is a primer and cyanoacrylate combina-
tion. This combination is applied at the interface between the MEMS pressure sensor
and the elastomer near the engineered cavity (near reference point C in Figure 3.2).
This adhesive yields a stiff bond. However, it does not fill any possible gaps and hence
does not provide a perfect air-tight seal. For this, an industrial grade silicone RTV
sealant is applied near the base of the sensor at the interface of the elastomer, the
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MEMS pressure sensor, and the circuit board. The temperature-stable silicon adhe-
sive that is resistant to various chemicals covers the remaining surface between points
C and D in Figure 3.2. In combination, these adhesives provide a secure, air-tight,
and robust bond between the elastomer and the pressure sensor.
3.2.4 Analytic and Experimental Results
This section presents and compares the numerical predictions and experimental re-
sults of the force sensor’s response. Figure 3.6 shows a representative simulation
result where contours of vertical displacement are shown for the baseline force sensor
design. Beyond providing quantitative data, these numerical simulations give qualita-
Figure 3.6: Finite element results showing contours of vertical displacement, uy, for
the baseline sensor design. The bottom row shows the simulation domain revolved
180◦ with the FEA mesh hidden. The top-middle inset highlights the manner in
which the elastomer folds over itself during collapse of the engineered air cavity.
tive insight into the elastomer deformation process that reduces the engineered-cavity
volume and increases pressure. As seen in Figure 3.6, as the sensor deforms, the elas-
tomer begins to fold onto itself until the original volume of the engineered cavity fills
with elastomer. Finally, once the air cavity completely collapses, a minimal amount of
elastomer presses into the sensor cavity. This agrees well with the design assumption
from Section 3.1. There, it was assumed that the maximum measured pressure of
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the sensor will be due to a complete collapse of the engineered volume, V0,e, without
changes to the volume of air, V0,s, within the sensor.
Baseline sensor response & results with varying indenter shape
The first comparison for this section is between the numerically predicted and exper-
imentally measured behavior of the baseline sensor described in Section 3.2.2. The
results of this comparison are shown in Figure 3.7(a). Note that the results henceforth
are presented as a normalized pressure ratio, P̃ , versus the applied force during load-
ing and unloading of each considered sensor. The applied force is either measured
experimentally through the load cell or numerically through the reaction force on
the rigid analytical surface. All experimental measurement uncertainties are shown
as shaded regions around the provided data. With respect to measurement uncer-
tainty, there are two sources. First, there is uncertainty of 515 Pa from the chosen
MEMS pressure sensor’s accuracy. After normalization by the unloaded pressure sen-
sor measurement, this nominally represents an uncertainty of ±0.00509. Next, there
is uncertainty from the load cell. Based on the specification for the given load cell,
there is a ±0.778 N uncertainty in measurements. These two uncertainties are used
to formulate the shaded region around all experimental data. The horizontal line
in Figure 3.7(a) shows the theoretical P̃max of the baseline sensor for comparison to
numeric and experimental results. The experimental data in Figure 3.7(a) (points)
shows a nearly linear relation between P̃ and the applied force until the response
saturates. The nominal experimental sensitivity of the sensor between P̃ and applied
force is approximately 0.00833 1/N with R2 = 0.991 within the linear region of the
response. This is computed using a standard linear regression of the experimental or
numerical data, given the start and end points of the linear response. The linear re-
sponse is defined from zero load to 75% of the saturation pressure. The experimental
data has a P̃max = 1.228, within 0.4% of the analytic prediction using (3.2). The FEA
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Figure 3.7: Numerically predicted and experimentally measured pressure ratio P̃ =
Pd/P0 versus applied force showing the (a) baseline sensor design and (b) role of using
flat plate (baseline) versus 6.25mm radius indenter.
numerical prediction in Figure 3.7(a) (solid line) is in good quantitative agreement
with the experimentally measured response and has a P̃max = 1.233. It is crucial
to note that this prediction is performed with no fitting parameters. The FEA
predicts a sensor sensitivity of 0.00809 1/N with R2 = 0.994. This result represents
a 2.9% difference between the experimental and finite element sensitivity response
results.
Having established a good quantitative agreement between the numerically pre-
dicted and experimentally measured sensor response, the author investigated the
role that the indenter (surface area contacting the sensor) has on its performance.
Figure 3.7(b) shows the sensor response, both numerical and experimental, for the
baseline using a flat plate to deform the sensor and for an indenter with a tip radius of
6.35mm (see Figure 3.3). First, note that the numerically predicted response closely
matches the experimentally measured response again, which adds confidence that the
numerical tool developed can be used to design the force sensor for a given set of
target sensor characteristics. As shown in Figure 3.7(b), the change from a flat plate
to a domed indenter changes the sensitivity of the sensor where using the indenter
yields a higher P̃ measurement at lower applied forces. This makes intuitive sense as
the localized deformation caused by the indenter results in the engineered air cavity
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collapsing at lower forces. Another way of thinking about this is that the indenter
is engages less elastomer material (and hence requiring less force) in the process of
collapsing the air cavity. For the 6.35mm radius indenter, the nominal experimental
sensitivity of the sensor is 0.0149 1/N (1.4% error from the FEA prediction) with
R2 = 0.998 and a P̃max of 1.215 (1.5% error from the analytic prediction). Impor-
tantly, P̃max is essentially unchanged by the use of either a flat plate or an indenter
to deform the force sensor. This is attributed to the fact that the P̃max, as discussed
in Section 3.1, should be a function only of the geometry of the engineered volume.
Some discrepancies between the numerically-predicted and experimental-measured
results in Figure 3.7 are expected for various reasons, but the author emphasizes again
that the FEA model has no fitting parameters. Most variation is attributed to the
fact that material properties assigned in the FEA model are taken from manufacturer
reported Shore A hardness values, and they are not taken from direct measurements
of as-cast materials. Furthermore, geometric variations in the manufacturing pro-
cess will also lead to some discrepancies between the numerical and experimental
results. Still, as shown in Figure 3.7, the numerical model developed is shown capa-
ble of quantitatively predicting sensor performance well within 5% of the real-world
performance.
Results with varying engineered volume & varying elastomer geometry
Next, the effect of varying two critical geometric features on sensor performance was
explored. Namely, this included variation of the engineered cavity volume, V0,e, and
variation of the exterior elastomer structure shape while maintaining V0,e constant.
The engineered cavity volume was varied from the baseline of V0,e = 17.5mm
3 to
V0,e = 65mm
3. Figure 3.8(a) shows the results where increasing engineered volume
resulted in an increase in the experimentally measured P̃max from the baseline sensor
value of 1.228, to a value of 1.837. This change is captured by (3.2), shown as
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horizontal lines in Figure 3.8(a). This predicts the change in volume to raise the P̃max
from 1.233 to 1.866. This further confirms that, under these loading characteristics,
the air within the engineered volume behaves as an ideal gas and that P̃max is governed
by the collapse of the engineered volume. Again, the numerical FEA predictions, solid
lines in Figure 3.8(a), provide a good, quantitative prediction of the experimental
results. Given the increase in P̃max due to the increased V0,e, the experimental sensor
sensitivity is now 0.0269 1/N with R2 = 0.989. It is important to note that changing
the engineered volume results in an increased P̃max while maintaining the applied
force required to reach P̃max mostly constant. As such, it is an important design tool
in controlling the sensitivity of the sensor. The experimental sensor’s response with
increased engineered volume (see Figure 3.8(a)) has three times the sensitivity as the
baseline sensor with a smaller engineered volume. In essence, increasing P̃max while
maintaining the applied force at which this maximum is reached better utilizes the
full range of the MEMS pressure sensor.






































Figure 3.8: Numerically predicted and experimentally measured pressure ratio P̃ =
Pd/P0 versus applied force showing the (a) role of varying the engineered air cavity
volume between V0,e = 17.5mm
3 (baseline) and V0,e = 65mm
3; (b) role of varying
the elastomer structure at constant engineered volume between a dome structure
(baseline) and a rectangular prism
The next comparison focused on the overall geometry of the elastomer while main-
taining the engineered volume constant. This study compares the baseline sensor
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which has a domed shaped elastomer (see Figure 3.4) to a rectangular prism shaped
sensor (see Figure 3.5). The dimensions of both are provided in Table 3.2. Fig-
ure 3.8(b) shows the numerical predictions and experimental results for this compar-
isons. Here, P̃max remains unchanged, while the force required to reach saturation
is significantly increased for the prismatic dome. Similar to the effect of changing
from an indenter to a flat plate, varying the geometry from a dome to a rectangu-
lar prism requires more elastomeric material to be engaged in the process leading
to the deformation and collapse of the engineered volume. As such, more force is
required to reach P̃max for the rectangular-prism elastomer. This translates to a re-
duced sensitivity. The rectangular-prismatic elastomer sensor has an experimentally
measured sensitivity of 0.00284 1/N with R2 = 0.996. This represents approximately
a three-times reduction from the baseline sensor. Finally, it is clear that consistent
agreement between the numerically predicted and experimentally measured data ex-
ists. The FEM mimics the rectangular prism through a cylindrical prism with equal
surface area where contact occurs in order to use an axisymmetric model.
To summarize this section: 1) changes in the engineered volume geometry can be
used to tailor P̃max with minimal changes to the required force to reach this pressure
ratio and 2) changes to the elastomer structure may be used to tailor the applied
force required to reach P̃max with no impact on the maximum itself. In combination
then — and as will be demonstrated in Section 3.3 — these geometric properties may
be used to yield targeted sensor characteristics in a straight forward fashion.
Results with varying material properties & varying contact friction
Figure 3.9(a) presents a comparison between the baseline sensor manufactured with
MM10, having Shore 10A hardness and an approximate shear modulus of G ≈
0.136MPa, with a sensor manufactured with MM20, having Shore 20A hardness
and an approximate shear modulus of G ≈ 0.228MPA. As expected, the sensor with
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Figure 3.9: Numerically predicted and experimentally measured pressure ratio P̃ =
Pd/P0 versus applied force showing the (a) role of varying the elastomer material
properties between MM10 (baseline) and MM20; and (b) role of surface friction at
the interface of the indenter/elastomer and of the elastomer/pressure sensor.
higher stiffness (higher shear modulus) requires more force to reach P̃max. This results
in a sensitivity change from 0.00833 1/N of the baseline MM10 sensor to 0.00442 1/N
with R2 = 0.992 for the MM20 sensor; a 47% decrease in sensitivity. As expected,
P̃max remains unchanged by the change in material properties. Similar to a change in
the overall elastomer structure, variation of the elastomer material properties tailors
the amount of applied force that is required to reach P̃max. This makes sense as the
stiffness of the elastomer structure is dependent on both its geometry and its material
properties. Finally, it’s noteworthy that there is overall consistent agreement between
the numerically predicted and experimentally measured data.
The frictional properties between the force sensor and the surface being used to
deform the sensor potentially could be important. An experimental effort was not
undertaken to quantify this effect, as tailoring and measuring interfacial frictional
properties is challenging and beyond the scope of this work. However, a numerical
analysis was performed to investigate the effects of this property. Figure 3.9(b) shows
numerically predicted sensor response for two varying cases of the friction, µ, between
the flat surface and the elastomer. It is important to note here that a prismatic-
rectangular sensor geometry is used to maximize the elastomer surface in contact
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with the flat plate, maximizing the possible effects of surface friction. Consider a
simulation with µ = 0.5, and a simulation which is frictionless (µ = 0.0). As shown
in Figure 3.9(b), increasing the friction coefficient between the elastomer and the flat
plate leads to a reduction in the amount of applied force required to reach P̃max. In
this particular case, decreasing friction results in an increase in the required force to
reach P̃max. This phenomena is rationalized by looking at the deformation as shown
in Figure 3.10, which shows contours of vertical displacement at the same force level
of F = 85N. When µ > 0, the elastomer surface will “stick” to the plate which in
turn results in a smaller contact surface between the two. This results in a lower
applied force necessary to reach P̃max, and this is in agreement with previous results
when comparing a domed elastomer structure to a rectangular prismatic structure.
The variation in friction from µ = 0.5 to µ = 0.0 is significant, and the author notes
that, in application, variations in friction would be much smaller.
Results with varying loading rate, sensor hysteresis
Experiments were conducted with varying loading rate to construct a basic experimen-
tal understanding of possible loading-rate dependence and hysteresis behavior. For
these experiments, an Instron E3000 dynamic load frame was used with an inertially-
compensated load cell. The sensor was loaded at 0.85, 5, 15, and 25 mm/s. Figure 3.11
illustrates the hysteresis response of a sensor at these rates. The data presented here
is the average response during loading and unloading over five cycles. Note that the
sensor used here is a variation of the designs summarized in this section; manufactured
with MM20 elastomer and with a bubble volume of 52 mm3.
As shown in Figure 3.11, the sensor exhibits loading rate dependence and a sub-
sequent hysteresis. The author notes that this behavior arises mainly due to the
rate-dependent (viscoelastic) behavior of the elastomer. During loading, a viscoelas-
tic elastomer has a higher effective stiffness. This in turn leads to the loading path
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Figure 3.10: Finite element results showing contours of vertical displacement, uy,
with varying friction between the flat analytical surface and the elastomer. Results
for µ = 0.5 (top) and µ = 0 (bottom) are shown at the same applied force of 85 N.





















Figure 3.11: Loading rate dependent response of the force sensor and resulting
hysteresis behavior.
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shown in Figure 3.11 where there is a higher normalized pressure at a given force.
At the peak load, the elastomer’s effective stiffness returns to the quasi-static value,
and the measured force decreases. The time it takes for the sensor to do this is called
the relaxation time, and for this particular silicone material, it is experimentally
measured to be 0.3-0.5 s. During unloading, the viscoelastic elastomer has a lower
effective stiffness, which in turn leads to higher normalized pressures at a given ap-
plied force. The rate dependent behavior shown in Figure 3.11, although important,
does not hinder any of the practical applications demonstrated later in this chapter.
A detailed simulation model and analysis of this hysteresis behavior is left for future
work.
3.2.5 Summary of Design Parameters and Their Role on Sensor Performance
The results from the previous sections may be summarized into three design rules






















Figure 3.12: Generalized sensor response characteristics from (a) increasing elastomer
surface engagement, (b) increasing shore hardness, or (c) increasing engineered vol-
ume.
ure 3.12(a), an increase in the amount of elastomer deformed, mainly by increasing
the area of the elastomer engaged in the deformation process, results in an increase
in the applied force required to reach P̃max. This reduces sensitivity. Second, as
shown in Figure 3.12(b), increasing the stiffness of the elastomer also results in an
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increase in the applied force required to reach P̃max. In combination, the effects shown
in Figures 3.12(a) and (b) are both related to increasing the overall stiffness of the
elastomer structure either through its geometry or its material properties. Neither of
these changes noticeably change P̃max. Finally, as depicted in Figure 3.12(c), increas-
ing the volume of the engineered cavity within the elastomer results in an increase in
P̃max with little to no change in the applied force required to reach said P̃max. This
trend is explained and predicted through ideal gas behavior as described through
Equation (3.2). Equation (3.2) can quickly determine the desired air cavity required
to achieve a given target maximum pressure sensor. In addition to these design rules,
the author reiterates that the force sensor’s response is linear until saturation in-
dependent of the geometric design, unlike some aforementioned sensors with similar
force ranges such as the engineered surface by Helseth [90]. Furthermore, this sensor
has a clear, simple path for design from (3.2) for the engineered volume geometry and
the basic FEM for tunable force sensitivity.
In concert, these guidelines are simple, yet powerful, design rules. These rules
enable the rapid design, manufacture, and deployment of a force sensor with desired
transducer characteristics. Section 3.3 will demonstrate the use of these guidelines in
a requirement-driven sensor design, and Section 3.4 will conclude this chapter with
demonstrated applications of these sensors.
3.3 Sensor Design for Given Target Characteristics
This section demonstrates a use of the design guidelines and numerical model devel-
oped in Section 3.2 toward the development of a sensor with target characteristics.
This task serves as a brief case study on the use of these novel force sensors in robotics,
and in particular, on RLG for rotorcraft. The primary driver for the requirements is a
set of RLG designed for rotorcraft up to 200 kg. From the onset, the author chose to
use Honeywell MEMS absolute pressure sensors described in Section 3.2.2, which can
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measure a maximum absolute pressure of 202 kPa. Since these force sensors are man-
ufactured at ambient conditions and near sea level, the reference pressure is assumed
to be P0 ≈ 101 kPa. The sensors are rated so the maximum normalized pressure
should be below P̃max = 2 as to avoid damaging the MEMS device. An engineered
cavity volume of V0,e = 65mm
3, which yields P̃max = 1.86, utilizes a large range of the
sensor’s capability without approaching its maximum, which could result in damage.
Additionally, the sensor’s design assumes contact against a flat indenter (plate) lo-
cated between the sensor and any external forces on the RLG. Integration of this force
sensor with a flat indenter (plate) transforms point, or nonuniform, forces applied to
the flat plate into planar forces on the sensor. This improves the predictability of the
sensor response since it provides a consistent contact surface.
The RLG system under consideration requires repeatable, linear force measure-
ments up to 45 N on each leg for feedback control. This decision is based on roll
controllability of the rotorcraft. Based on previous experience with RLG flight test
research, foot forces within 2-5% of maximum takeoff weight induce a rolling moment
on the aircraft that is controllable by a pilot or stability augmentation system. There-
fore, on a 200 kg rotorcraft, 45 N is well within the safe region of allowable foot forces
at 2.2% of maximum takeoff weight. In order to have a linear response region up 45
N, the sensor will need the saturation force to be between 48 and 58 N based trends
observed in Section 3.2. Another restriction for this particular application, which was
not imposed previously, is on the physical size of this sensor. The cable-driven, four-
bar linkage RLG of Chapter 2 cannot house multiple sensors inside each foot unless
the overall width is less than 18mm. These two requirements provide guidance for
material properties and establish a form factor limit.
A few iterations on the overall elastomer structure were completed to arrive at the
design shown in Figure 3.13, wherein (a) shows the results of the FEA simulation used
during targeted design, (b) compares the numerically predicted and experimentally
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measured sensor behavior, and (c) illustrates the manufactured sensor. Note how in
order to fit within the necessary physical space, these sensors have a rectangular base
(see Figure 3.13(c)) but a dome-like top and flat surface to yield the desired sensor
response. The overall geometry, and the flat section at the top in particular, was
designed using the FEM described earlier to produce the desired P̃max at an applied
load of 56N. The final material chosen was MM10 silicone rubber. All iterations
were completed in the numerical model by varying the material properties and the




















Figure 3.13: (a) FEA output images showing contours of vertical displacement for
the target sensor design. (b) Numerically predicted and experimentally measured
pressure ratio P̃ = Pd/P0 versus applied force. (c) Manufactured sensor mounted on
PCB.
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Figure 3.13(b) shows the FEA prediction and experimental responses of three
sensors of this new design. It’s important to emphasize that the numerical predictions
shown here were performed entirely before sensor manufacturing and testing. No
experimental iterations were performed to arrive at this particular sensor design. Each
of the sensors achieves the target P̃max within 3% at an applied force of approximately
56N. The three example sensor responses shown have an average sensitivity of 0.0156
1/N with R2 = 0.993.
Frequency response experiments were completed on this sensor design using dis-
placement sine waves generated by an Instron E3000 ranging from 0.01 to 40 Hz.
Figure 3.14 shows amplitude and phase angle response data from two sensors. The
Figure 3.14: Amplitude and phase angle of the elastomer-encapsulated force sensor
when loaded from 0.01 to 40 Hz using displacement sine waves.
sensors track the measured force and frequency of the Instron within a phase angle
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of between 0 and -5◦ up to 5 Hz, where the transmittance of the sensor’s measured
P̃ leads to force estimates larger than the amplitude of the sine wave. At 20 Hz,
the phase shift rapidly approaches ≈-160◦, and the measured force from the sensor
diminishes. This is consistent other findings in the literature for silicone elastomer
dampers, where the elastomer’s damping behavior has a resonant frequency near
20 Hz [91]. The author emphasizes that these tests were conducted after the ex-
perimental tests of Chapters 4 through 7, so the implications of potential resonant
frequency around 20 Hz were not considered during sensor integration on an experi-
mental RLG. With regard to potential vibration modes in the test fixture, the Instron
E3000 has a theoretical resonant frequency at 19 Hz, but experiments could not ver-
ify a resonant frequency below 100 Hz [92]. The FR4 printed circuit boards with
fixed/clamped boundary conditions (similar to those used in this experiment) have
resonant frequencies in the hundreds of Hz [93]. The last source of error considered
is the piezoresistive, silicon pressure sensor. These sensors generally have resonant
frequencies in the kHz spectrum [94]. Therefore, the behavior measured is believed
to be a result of the viscoelastic material behavior of the silicone.
3.4 Applications
This section presents various applications of the novel force sensors. First, this section
presents results of force-feedback control on a small-scale RLG platform using a single
force sensor designed in Section 3.3. Next, an array of force sensors is characterized
with the potential for real-time force estimation and localization using a least-squares
estimator on a trained measurement model.
3.4.1 Single Sensor Force Feedback Control
This section begins by presenting a basic application of a single force sensor in a
feedback control framework for RLG. Unlike the design shown in Figure 3.1, the
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sensor is shielded by a rubber enclosure which does not bottom out on a structural
housing, and all load will be carried by the force sensor at all times. Figure 3.15(a)
shows the single sensor used for this test with Figure 3.15(b) illustrating the sensor
mounted on a RLG prototype covered by the elastomer shield. The specific RLG
(a) (b)
(c) (d) (e)
Figure 3.15: Single-sensor RLG concept for ground testing. (a) Image showing a
sinngle elastomer-encapsulated sensor with (b) its polymeric shield. (c) through (e)
Show force feedback control of a prototype RLG with (c) showing the suspended
prototype, (d) the instance of first contact, and (e) the prototype with both robotic
feet on the ground.
prototype, based on a cable-driven, four-bar linkage concept, is the same as introduced
in Chapter 2. The controller used is designed to minimize the force on each foot until
both feet pass a force threshold set by the author. It is important to note that the
force measurement is a direct inversion of the force-pressure sensitivity provided in
Section 3.3.
Figures 3.15(c) through (d) show the stages of an experiment where the force
feedback provided by the force sensors allows the prototype to conform its legs onto
an 8 in obstacle. The corresponding real-time force measurements on both the left
and right foot are shown in Figure 3.16. In Figure 3.15(c), the frame is lowered by a
gantry onto the floor, and the sensors read a nominal load of 0 N. This corresponds
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to the first phase of the results shown in Figure 3.16. Feedback control of the left
leg begins as the left foot (front view) makes contact and the force increases above
the user-defined threshold of 1N, see Figure 3.15(b), and continues while only one
foot contacts the ground. As shown in Figure 3.16, during feedback control, the force
measurement from the ground force sensor is used to maintain a roughly constant
3 − 4N of contact force on the left leg. Once both legs are in contact, the landing
gear locks and both force sensors max out momentarily. Note that in phase three of
the landing in Figure 3.16, the gantry was immediately lifted after both legs made
contact to prevent sensor damage, hence the reduction in force observed.
As demonstrated, a single force sensor can be used for fine force feedback control of
robotics legs. However, the performance of the system can be significantly improved
with the use of multiple sensors in an array. Multiple sensors increase the contact
area which can be critical when landing on sloped terrains. Furthermore, multiple
sensors add redundancy where the malfunction of a single sensor does not disable the
robotic leg. Such a multi-sensor array is discussed next.










Figure 3.16: Example of force feedback measurements through three phases of an
experiment on a RLG prototype. The three phases of landing (descent, force feedback
control, landing) correspond to images in Figure 3.15(c) through (e).
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3.4.2 Sensor Array Force Feedback and Localization
The basic design proposed in the previous section can be extended to accommodate
multiple sensors in an array. An array with known sensor locations may also be used
to determine the location of force contact with respect to the array. Figure 3.17(a)
presents an exploded CAD model of an experimentally-realized force sensor array
where three sensors mount onto a single PCB. This design is mounted inside a struc-
tural housing and covered with an elastomer shield with an embedded force distribu-
tion plate. In line with the concept proposed in Figure 3.1, this design incorporates
a structural housing such that the force plate bottoms out on the structural housing
and high loads are not be transferred onto the sensor array. The remainder of this
section focuses on the array’s calibration via indentation, as shown in Figure 3.17(b),













Figure 3.17: (a) Schematic of a force sensor array composed of three sensors, which
was used in experiments such as (b) an indentation experiment using the CNC test
rig.
The first step to understanding the responsiveness of the system is to calibrate
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using a known grid of test points around the array of sensors. The same load cell
and indenter setup of Figure 3.3 was used to calibrate the three-sensor array. The
author selected a grid of 25 points uniformly distributed around the sensor array
for the calibration process and measured P̃ versus force on each sensor in the array
during indentation at a particular location. As an example, Figure 3.18(a) shows the
measured normalized pressure versus time during indentations at the two locations
denoted “A” and “B” as shown in Figure 3.18(b).










































Figure 3.18: (a) Normalized pressure versus force for the three array sensors at two
locations denoted by A and B. (b) Sensor sensitivity map for Sensor 1. The location
of all three sensors (Sensor 0, 1, and 2) are highlighted by the black rectangles.
With normalized pressure versus force known at each grid point, it is possible to
create a pressure-force sensitivity contour of each sensor in the array that is a function
of location. This sensitivity contour is shown in Figure 3.18(b) for Sensor 1. For
clarity, the figure highlights the physical location of all three sensors. It is observable
from this plot that, as the location of applied force moves toward a particular sensor
(Sensor 1 in this case), the particular sensor becomes more sensitive to the applied
force. Figure 3.18(b) also demonstrates that forces applied far away from a particular
sensor do not produce a significant response for that particular sensor. This behavior
shows that the force plate in this design is allowed to unevenly distribute forces by
pivoting about the three sensors.
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The force plate applies a small amount of preload to each sensor in this specific
design. As such, the pressure sensitivity might be negative if the applied load causes
a sensor’s measured force to decrease. This behavior is visible in Figure 3.18(a) and
(b). When applying loads near the bottom left corner, the load on Sensor 1 decreases
as the plate pivots about the other sensors.
The calibration data is now used to determine both the magnitude and application
location of a force by training of a least squares estimator (LSE). First, define a general
second order map of the normalized pressure measured by each sensor, P̃ , to the force
applied, F , and the point load equivalent location of the applied force denoted by
(x, y). The estimate of these variables is denoted by (x̂, ŷ) and F̂ . This general second






































































A second order map was chosen because of the high correlation between the experi-
mental data and model fit that was not achieved with a first order model. In general,
the first order model has a correlation coefficient between 0.91 and 0.96 for the three
sensors’ experimental data. However, a second order fit matches the data to the
model with correlation coefficients of 0.99 or higher for each sensor.
Applied force, pressure ratio, and time data across all 25 grid points were used
to compute the second order fit, h(..) in (3.3), of pressure ratio versus force and
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location. With a fixed, constant localization mapping, the remainder of the least-
squares estimate problem follows. First, assume a starting location, ẑ0 and linearize











With a linearized mapping between the force estimate and measured pressure ratios,
use a discrete Lyapunov estimation scheme at each time step to update estimates of
location and force magnitude. Equations (3.6) through (3.8) outline this scheme that
uses an optimal correction gain, K, and a state estimate covariance matrix, P , at each
time step in order to minimize estimate error with respect to measurements. The x
and y estimates’ standard deviation values directly result from the diagonal elements
of the covariance matrix are denoted as σ̂x and σ̂y, respectively. These values are
the estimator’s confidence in the obtained solutions. Note that this method requires
an initialization uncertainty matrix for the position and force estimates, P0. For this
implementation, the maximum force expected and the maximum x and y dimensions
of the array populate the diagonal elements of this matrix. The rest of the matrix is



























Pk = (I −KkHk)Pk−1 (3.8)
Figure 3.19 shows results of the LSE running for the experimental case of a
6.35mm indenter applying a force at (-1.1, 1.0) cm relative to the center of the sensor
array in Figure 3.18(b) at an indentation rate of 0.02 m/s. As these figures show,
the least-squares estimator is able to converge an estimate of the 2D force location,
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Figure 3.19: Force location and magnitude estimation results of a sensor array. (a)
Shows estimated x̂F with the filter’s uncertainty, σ̂x, and actual horizontal X location,
xF . (b) Shows estimated ŷF with the filter’s uncertainty, σ̂y, and actual vertical Y
location, yF . (c) Shows the estimated force, F̂ , and applied force Fapplied.
(x̂F , ŷF ), and the magnitude of the applied force F̂ , within 5%. Location estimates
take approximately six time steps to converge, while the force estimate lags only one
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time step behind the applied value.
This result successfully demonstrates force localization and magnitude estimation
using an array of newly developed force sensors. These sensors will be integrated
with the cable-driven, four-bar linkage RLG on a commercial aircraft in Chapter 6.
Several topics of research are left for future work, though. First, the sensor array’s
sensitivity once wrapped in an elastomer shield was not characterized. This may
have significant impact on the design of individual sensors and the elastomer shield
geometry in future designs. Furthermore, the sensor array’s hysteresis and frequency
response of the shielded configuration was not tested. The author expects these
properties to vary dependent on the elastomer shield material and rigid mounting




DISCRETE, REAL-TIME, SENSOR-FUSED RLG CONTROL
The control and integrated health-monitoring algorithms developed in this disserta-
tion have general applications for RLG. This chapter introduces them at a high level
for the cable-driven, four-bar linkage mechanism designed in Chapter 2. Later integra-
tion and experimental use on a commercial rotorcraft will be discussed in Chapters 6
and 7, respectively. This chapter introduces a force-feedback controller first based on
RLG controller research reviewed in Chapter 1. It is designed to be a baseline for
comparison with a new controller. Next, an aircraft roll- and force-fused feedback
controller is detailed as a contribution of this work. This controller has one critical
component never before implemented on previous RLG systems: a sensor and com-
pute hardware status monitoring architecture. Some basic examples of the controllers
implemented on cable-driven, four-bar linkage RLG are presented to align the reader
with real-world implementations of both systems.
4.1 Baseline RLG Control: Parking Brake Controller
The most prevalent type of controller for RLG to date is ground contact feedback
control, also referred to as parking brake control (PBC). Control of this manner is
referred to as a parking brake controller because it follows three fundamental stages
similar to parking and applying a parking brake. This section constructs a PBC
for a four-bar RLG mechanism that is used as a comparison to a new, sensor-fused
RLG controller. There are some minor variations on PBCs based on the type of
sensors used (infrared, resistive film, etc.), but this section focuses on PBC with force
feedback.
Figure 4.1 defines the three stages of PBC as 1) descent/approach with gear active,
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2) actuate legs to minimize force or contact on the leg in contact, and 3) lock legs and
system in place. Four feedback channels provide inputs to this controller through the
Stage 1: Descent, gear active Stage 2: Actuation to 
minimize force
Stage 3: Lock legs
Figure 4.1: Force feedback control stages on the RLG 200 kg scale experimental
prototype test-bed introduced for crashworthiness drop tests in Chapter 2.
three landing stages. The four feedback channels are two forces, one from each foot,
and two leg-angle measurements, one from each leg.
The first stage, descent, represents the approach and landing initialization, when
the RLG PBC activates and force measurements begin. Throughout the descent,
force sensors in each foot pass their estimated state back to the main RLG compute
avionics, and the controller awaits receipt of a minimum threshold force before actu-
ating the legs. The second stage is the critical phase for force feedback control. The
controller uses all four feedback channels as inputs to two control loops. Figure 4.2
shows a schematic of the PBC control loops that make use of foot-force feedback and
leg-angle feedback. Force estimates on each foot, F̂L/R, feed an outer proportional-
derivative (PD) control loop while leg-angle estimates relative to the fuselage of each
four-bar linkage, θ̂L/R, feed the inner PD loop. As soon as a user-defined threshold
force is passed on one foot, the PBC actuates the legs using commands from a PD
control algorithm. The controller computes the force error as
eFk = Fd − F̂L/Rk . (4.1)
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Figure 4.2: S-100 RLG PBC controller block diagram
Using this force error, the equation
δθk = KP eFk +KD
(
αF ėFk + (1− αF ) ėFk−1
)
(4.2)
generates the desired change in leg angle, δθk. This equation makes use of a discrete,
low-pass filter with filter parameter, α, to attenuate noise from the incoming signals.
Finally, the leg-angle command is computed by
θck = θ̂L/Rk ± δθk. (4.3)
These equations apply to the left or right side of the RLG depending on which foot
makes contact first. The motor speed is then controlled through another PD controller
that computes desired RPM based on leg-angle error.
Analogous to the force feedback PD controller, the leg-angle control loop accepts
leg-angle error values for the left or right side dependent on the foot in contact. The
leg-angle error is computed by
eθk = θck − θ̂L/Rk ≈ δθk. (4.4)
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The commanded RPM follows from:
RPM = RPM0 +KP eθk +KD
(
αθėθk + (1− αθ) ėθk−1
)
(4.5)
Similar to the force feedback loop, there is a low-pass filter on the derivative com-
ponent due to the discrete implementation. Generally, the error in leg-angle is ap-
proximately equal to δθk. There are a select number of operational situations where
there is not a direct relation. One example is when one leg’s angle encoders mal-
function or sustain damage. Control is possible and safe because the controller may
use secondary leg-angle estimates. This is enabled by the continuous cable design,
as described in Chapter 2. Also, Equation (4.5) includes a non-zero bias term that
represents the minimum RPM in any direction to overcome the static friction of the
drive cable. Once both legs make contact, stage three commences with some type of
brake locking the drivetrain into position so the legs remain stationary, similar to the
function of a parking brake.
This controller was implemented and tested on the cable-driven, four-bar RLG
testbed with full-scale legs sized for a 200 kg rotorcraft. This testbed was first pre-
sented in Chapter 2. An example landing is provided to the reader to translate how
the concept applies to a real system. Figures 4.3(a) through (f) illustrates experimen-
tal data from landings on the left and right legs on 30 cm (≈12 in) platforms. The
sensors used to gather measurements and generate the data will be further described
in Chapter 6, where all systems are integrated into a commercial, unmanned rotor-
craft. This experiment is provided as a physical example of how the control operates
in a laboratory setting. Figures 4.3(a) and (b) show the differential angle between the
left and right leg measured angles θL and θR. As a reminder, the differential angle,






and it is a useful quantity to plot the data from both leg measurements at once. The




Figure 4.3: Right and left leg landing experimental data of a 30.48 cm (12 in),
0.381 m/s (15 in/s) platform landing showing (a) and (b) differential angle estimates
and commands from the PBC, (c) and (d) force feedback, and (e) through (f) RLG
absorbed ground angle (γRLG), estimated ground angle (γ̂), and roll feedback (φ).
PBC controller drives the angle commands given the force measurements shown in
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Figures 4.3(c) and (d). The experimental data contains a lag between the commands
and state estimate. This is expected due to the short time period of the dynamics,
<1 s, and the ramp-up time of the drivetrain motor. These landings confirmed that
the force-feedback control behaves as an underdamped system when the foot force
converges toward the desired force (≈5 N). When the force on both feet passes the
threshold (≈1 N), PBC activates the brake and locks the legs into their final position.
Figures 4.3(e) and (f) provide experimental data of the ground angle absorbed by
the RLG based on the current leg angles, γRLG, and roll measurements, φ. For both
landings, the absorbed ground angle tracks the estimated total ground angle by the
time the brake engages, leaving the frame within 0.5◦ of roll for both landings. This
example shows the basic operation of PBC under an ideal test condition (constant,
slow descent), but fundamental limitations of the controller exist under a substantial
number of other operating conditions.
4.1.1 Limitations of Parking Brake Controllers
PBC variants all have similar limitations. As alluded in the relevant background of
Chapter 1, there are fundamental assumptions that drive the limitations. Multiple
relevant works assumed that the landing surface is static, and the aircraft descends
with constant descent rate within some nominal bounds that the RLG is capable of
matching. Anytime these assumptions are not valid and only contact feedback is em-
ployed, there is poor observability of necessary states to safely operate the rotorcraft
within roll angle requirements. The active landing gear cannot observe the descent
rate and match changes in descent speed with the legs to minimize orientation per-
turbations when only contact feedback is available. In this case, the only option is
for the legs to move as fast as possible until the system detects a loss of contact. This
results in bouncing and potentially dangerous perturbations in roll and pitch angles.
This phenomenon is exacerbated if the aircraft lands on a dynamic surface, where
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the aircraft and surface have variable, relative speed and orientation perturbations
are inevitable. Additionally, a system with only contact feedback does not reliably
detect when a landing occurs. The aircraft may bounce and the controller incorrectly
identify a “complete” landing. Even with debounce algorithms, the gear should not
be moved during a bounce since there is no way to observe how such a leg movement
will change aircraft orientation. As apparent with the limitations listed here, feed-
back of the aircraft orientation would be beneficial. The next section outlines a new,
aircraft-orientation and force-feedback controller created to remove the limitations of
contact feedback controllers.
4.2 Robust Roll-Angle and Foot-Force Fused Control
This section introduces a new RLG controller with fused roll- and foot-force feed-
back control loops. Roll fusion is considered because the experimental system will
only have differential leg motion, which will align with the aircraft’s roll axis. Roll
measurements alone do not provide enough system observability to be the sole feed-
back channel, though. This is due to the uncertainty of whether roll perturbations
from landing are caused by landing gear contact, wind, or other external driving
forces. Furthermore, the foot-contact force required to induce a roll perturbation
inherently pushes the aircraft toward the operational boundary. For these reasons,
the roll measurements are fused with foot-force feedback channels. Thus, the avionics
may determine with certainty if the aircraft roll perturbations are a result of contact
or other external forces. Then it will combine the two types of observable states
into one control signal. The methodology is extensible to roll, pitch, and foot-force
fused control dependent on a RLG’s DoF. In addition to the new controller, sensor
health monitors and a human-machine interface are detailed as modules to improve
the robustness and usability.
Roll- and force-feedback control follows three operational stages illustrated in
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Figure 4.4. The first stage has the aircraft descend with no contact on either foot.
Phase 2











Figure 4.4: Diagram illustrating three phases of control using RLG with available roll
and force feedback.
Regardless of the roll angle during the descent phase, the legs do not actuate. Once
one leg makes contact with the landing surface, the second phase initiates. Control
begins and incorporates both roll and force feedback to minimize dispersion in inertial
roll angle until both legs make contact. The force sensor measurement saturates on
both legs after landing, thus the final phase uses only roll angle feedback. Nominally,
this last phase ends when the aircraft reaches a minimal roll angle within an acceptable
deadband, φDB, regardless of the landing surface. The included roll feedback enables
swift detection of whether or not the landing surface is dynamic.
Figure 4.5 shows the high-level block diagram of the combined roll and force
feedback controller used in this dissertation. The leg-angle estimator and foot force
feedback estimators may take on any form, as long as they provide an estimate and
a health status flag to the outer loop PD controller. Flight software retrieves the
roll estimate used for loop closure from an attitude and heading reference system
(AHRS). RLG control starts with a conditional PD controller that uses desired and
estimated foot forces in addition to the desired and estimated roll angles as inputs.
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Figure 4.5: Roll- and force-fused RLG control algorithm block diagram.
The procedure follows as outlined in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 generally mimics the procedures of the flight software, but it does not
include specific logic of health monitor checks, output value clamps, nor the additional
sanity checks on control outputs that exist in the flight software. This conditional
PD algorithm is meant to be interrupt driven upon initial contact on either foot, so
asynchronous inputs do not impede performance. The derivative control equations
implement a first-order, low-pass filter on the control to limit noise from the incoming
signals [95]. Each channel of control (roll and foot force) has a unique low-pass filter
parameter, αi, which is chosen based on the frequency characteristics of each input
channel. Notable from this algorithm is that the controller uses force feedback control
until the aircraft exceeds an allowable deadband along the roll axis. For this reason,
it is advantageous to minimize the deadband of the system. Methods to minimize
roll deadband include high-dynamic-accuracy roll measurements and/or actuation
methods that can run continuously with little or no regard for power consumption.
Note that the leg-angle control does not have a feed-forward term but the motor
control does. This feed-forward term, RPM0, is the required minimum RPM to
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Algorithm 1 RLG conditional PD control
1: Control interrupt driven by F̂R/L > Fd begins loop
2: repeat
3: if F̂L > Fd & F̂R < Fd then
4: eFk = Fd − F̂Lk
5: else if F̂R > Fd & F̂L < Fd then
6: eFk = F̂Rk − Fd
7: else {F̂R > Fd & F̂L > Fd}
8: eFk = 0
9: end if
10:
11: CHECK F̂L and F̂R FOR BOUNCE
12:
13: if |φ̂| > φDB then
14: eφk = φd − φ̂
15: else {|φ̂| < φDB}
16: eφk = 0
17: end if
18:
19: δθkF = KPF eFk +KDφ
(
αF ėFk + (1− αF ) ėFk−1
)
20: δθkφ = KPφeφk +KDφ
(
αφėφk + (1− αφ) ėφk−1
)
21: δθk = δθkφ + δθkF
22: θck = θ̂Lk + δθk
Ensure: θck < θmax & θck > θmin
23:
24: eθk = θck − θ̂Lk ≈ δθk.
25: RPMk = RPM0 +KPθeθk +KDθ
(
αθėθk + (1− αθ) ėθk−1
)
Ensure: |RPMk| < RPMmax
26: until |φ̂| < φDB & θ̂L/Rk ≈ θ0
overcome the static friction of the system. This algorithm succinctly fuses the roll
angle feedback, and with a minor change to the δθkφ equation it also can fuse roll
rate, p, feedback. This minor change takes on the form
δθkφ = KP eφk +KD (p) . (4.7)
Use of this alternate computation depends on the quality of roll rate feedback from
an AHRS.
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In a similar manner to the PBC, a single example of how this controllers operation
is provided here. This is meant to align the reader with how the controller operates on
a real system. Testing of this controller for this data point follows the same procedure
implemented on the PBC for a flat landing block. The allowable roll deadband,
φDB, for the experiment was 0.5
◦. The presented landing was on a 23 cm obstacle
rather than the 30 cm obstacle from Section 4.1. Figures 4.6(a)-(d) illustrate data
obtained during the representative experiment. There is an increase in roll that is
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.6: (a) Shows multi-sensor fusion control differential angle response. (b)
Shows foot force response. (c) Illustrates RLG absorbed ground angle, (γRLG), esti-
mated ground angle (γ̂), and roll feedback (φ). (d) Shows ground angle absorption
rate (γ̇RLG) and RLG combined left and right foot vertical displacement rate (vL+vR).
acceptable until the roll crossses the allowable threshold of 0.5◦ (Figure 4.6(c)). Once
this threshold is crossed, the RLG roll feedback control reacts to minimize the roll
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down to ±0.5◦ (Figure 4.6(a)-(b)). In this case, the RLG absorbed up to 10◦ of slope
using the sensor-fused control with roll as the primary feedback channel. Note how
in this case the controller does not lock the brake. The controller is experimentally
implemented at this stage to leave the brake open even if |φ| < φDB and θ̂L/R ≈ θ0 in
case of continued landing surface motion. This is purely for the development cycle,
and it is not a usable feature for operation.
4.2.1 Status Monitoring and Fault Detection
A critical component of this thesis is the tightly integrated status monitoring and
fault detection. This contribution enabled the experimental integration and testing
of the cable-driven, four-bar linkage RLG, force sensors, and the sensor-fused control
on a commercial UAV. The status monitoring and fault detection logic is included
within the foot-force and leg-angle estimators of Figure 4.5. This architecture is
easily extendable to the AHRS estimation routine as well, if it is done by the RLG
computing architecture. Figure 4.7 illustrates the logic generalized across the sensor
measurement and state estimation subsystems, and it flows from the top down. One
or more measurements are input to the monitor where self-reporting status indica-
tors are monitored for each sensor. Most modern digital sensors have onboard state
machines that output self-reported operation status along with any measurements.
Additionally, the monitor checks whether the values measured are within acceptable
ranges. This is particularly important for measurements of multiple, redundant sen-
sors, where all sensor measurements may be compared against one another. If any
sensor fails to pass the status and measurement checks, fault detection logic initi-
ates. Anytime redundant sensors exist, the fault detection logic checks whether a
redundant sensor is operational. If a redundant sensor or sensors continue to operate
within expected bounds, then only a warning flag is set and reported. This alerts the





















System with redundant sensors may 
continue generating estimates from 
remaining sensors.
Figure 4.7: Generalized integrated sensor health monitor tree for fault tolerance.
the software anytime multiple sensors fail their health checks and they are meant to
be redundant to one another. No measurement output is reported once an error flag
is raised because feedback control stops immediately.
The status monitoring and fault detection system also includes a real-time mem-
ory health monitor. The entirety of this health monitor focuses on embedded system
firmware and hardware. Therefore, the exact implementation is specific to the hard-
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Figure 4.8: Embedded system memory monitor with specific checksum computations
and consistency checks during boot, system configuration, and runtime.
status and health monitoring begins once an embedded system’s firmware boots. At
boot, the system loads the desired program from memory (usually FLASH memory).
The memory health monitor computes and compares a cyclic redundant checksum
(CRC) of the boot memory to a pre-computed checksum of the boot memory located
elsewhere in the micro-processor’s non-volatile memory and from an external source,
such as an SD card. The author recommends a partitioned CRC-32 method since the
program is typically booted from partition frames on an embedded system [96]. CRC-
32 methods aid in the determination of whether a memory source has corruption, but
it cannot determine the cause of or fix corruption. This process assumes the program
boots from internal non-volatile memory. Once the program boots and passes, system
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configuration begins. The program is allowed to initialize any tasks and configuration
parameters (such as control gains), then the health monitor computes a checksum of
all configuration parameters and compares them to a pre-computed value in a similar
manner as the boot memory checksum confirmation.
Similar to the boot memory check, a CRC checksum helps determine if any config-
uration parameters are incorrect at the bit level during system configuration. Finally,
a cyclic runtime health monitor is configured and started. This real-time checksum
comparison tool is generalized to aid in the verification of data to/from external
sensors, radios, and memory devices. Most consumer-off-the-shelf (COTS) sensors,
radios, and memory devices support checksum verification during data transfer, but
it is not guaranteed that all components will. An error flag is set anytime an error
is found in a checksum during repeated attempts at data transfer. If the error oc-
curs during boot or configuration, the RLG controller will not operate because the
system cannot be certain that the loaded software and configuration parameters are
correct. Errors during runtime require multiple failures before an error flag is set,
dependent on the likelihood for one-off data transfer errors. Data transfer errors are
dependent on the communication protocol used (such as SPI and CAN) and noise in
the environment.
4.2.2 Comparison to PBC
Sensor-fused control and robust software presented here offers four differences com-
pared to the parking brake class of controllers from previous works. Table 4.1 sum-
marizes these differences. First, the new controller adds fuselage orientation (and
angular rates if desired) into the feedback control loop. This single addition re-
moves the observability and controllability constraints of the PBC. It does so by
incorporating observable states so the aircraft orientation is controllable on dynamic
landing surfaces and during high descent rate dynamic landings with any amount of
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Table 4.1: Summary of the differences between parking brake RLG controllers and
the contributed sensor-fused RLG control.
PBC Roll and Force Fused Control
1. Simple baseline design with contact
feedback
1. Contact and fuselage orientation
feedback
2. Poor controllability for dynamic
landing surfaces
2. Controllable aircraft orientation on
dynamic surfaces
3. Poor controllability for landings
with bounces
3. Control is uninterrupted by
bounces
4. Basic (if any) robust software de-
sign
4. Status and memory fault detection





Simulation tools are vital to the design and performance expectations of aerospace
systems because experimental aircraft carry a high cost and risk to personnel and
property. This chapter elucidates the simulation tools implemented during the design
and creation of RLG technologies for the remainder of this dissertation. Figure 5.1
shows the high-level steps used to simulate rotorcraft with RLG. Important factors
include landing platform/surface dynamics and continuous-time, rigid-body dynam-
ics simulation. Within rigid-body dynamics simulation, modular and user-defined





Rigid body dynamics simulation
Subsystem models
(contact, rotor, sensors, 
controllers)




Figure 5.1: High-level procedure used to simulate new RLG technologies for rotor-
craft.
This chapter is outlined as follows: First, a set of models for ground contact, rotor
thrust, sensor measurements, and direct current (DC) motors are presented as mod-
ules for dynamic simulators to enhance the accuracy of results. Next, a set of landing
platform motion simulation programs are described as aids to study rotorcraft land-
ings on static or dynamic surfaces. Two rigid-body simulation tools are then detailed
in the last two sections of the chapter. The first rigid-body dynamics simulator is
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a four DoF model of a rotorcraft with cable-driven, four-bar linkage RLG restricted
to planar motion. The equations for this tool are derived using Lagrange analytic
mechanics. This tool is a fast-processing, low-fidelity design tool for controllers and
sensor state estimation algorithms. The final tool is a multibody dynamics simula-
tion environment with a pedigree of accurately simulating real system dynamics using
constraint stabilization.
5.1 Subsystem Models
Rigid-body dynamic simulation tools will be introduced in Sections 5.3 and 5.4. They
share a number of subsystem models that may be included or neglected during the
force and moment calculations or controller design in a modular manner. Subsystem
models include a method to generate ground contact forces using a physics-based
model, a first-order rotor thrust model, a gaussian white noise model with bias for
sensor measurements, and a DC motor performance prediction model.
5.1.1 Ground Contact
Ground contact is modeled as a standard linear solid (SLS) with friction. SLS models
mimic ideal viscoelastic behavior with a single relaxation time of a material [97, 98].
The physical structure of the contact model, as depicted in Figure 5.2, requires the
normal force time derivative at any given time to be computed. This normal force









δ + kv δ̇ (5.1)
for each point that is in contact. At each time step of the simulation, the displace-
ment into the ground surface, δ, and the velocity of the displacement, δ̇, are computed
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Figure 5.2: Diagram of the SLS ground contact model shown with a force normal to
the plane of contact for the case of a static landing surface.
contact point. A coefficient of friction, µ, is multiplied by the normal force compu-
tation for tangential sliding force. While not a perfect assumption of contact, it is
a suitable and fast model of contact for RLG contact and feedback control. Values
for the spring and damper parameters will be presented in Chapter 6 when tuned for
simulations of a commercial UAV.
5.1.2 Rotor Thrust Model
A first-order rotor thrust model is pertinent to this work because of the transient
period of load reduction when a pilot reduces rotor collective during a landing. This
transient period of load reduction puts the rotorcraft at risk of dynamic rollover on
a landing surface because the rotor thrust may act as a destabilizing torque about
the contact point. The model assumes that the rotor collective and cyclic react as
first-order models on the commanded inputs. Prior work by Kim and Costello [75]
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detailed this rotor model in the context of a pilot control model. With uncertainty in
how pilot control inputs are mapped or filtered, the pilot model was neglected here,
and a nominal rotor time constant of 0.75 s was chosen. This is meant to provide an
ideal time delay between pilot commands and rotor thrust response. Variations on
this time constant for understanding dynamic rollover of an example rotorcraft will
be presented in Chapter 6. The complete rotor model then follows as
τT Ṫ + T = Tc, (5.2)
τηη̇long + ηlong = ηlongc , (5.3)
τηη̇lat + ηlat = ηlongc , (5.4)
where T is the rotor thrust, ηlong is the thrust angle along the rotorcraft longitudinal
plane, and ηlat is the thrust angle along the rotorcraft lateral plane. The angles ηlong
and ηlat stem from cyclic input to the rotor, but they are not actively controlled
within this work’s simulations.
5.1.3 Sensor Model
Sensor noise simulated within this work is modeled as a stochastic process; specifically,
gaussian white noise [99]. The type of white noise requires a user or manufacturer
defined mean, v̄, and variance, σ2v , of each sensor. Random numbers are generated








Modern software language libraries include random number generators given a prob-
ability density function and any required parameters: in this case, v̄ and σ2v . The
discrete sensor measurement, yk, is then sampled from the model at a predefined
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measurement rate as
yk = xk + vk, (5.6)
where xk is the state and vk is the sensor’s Gaussian white noise at the simulation’s
k’th iteration.
5.1.4 Direct Current Motor Model
DC motors have a generalized performance boundary that tracks a linear reduction
in speed as the load torque increases, as illustrated in Figure 5.3. Any speed and
torque combination under the curve may be achieved from pulse-width-modulating
(PWM) the voltage applied across the motor windings. This generates the achievable
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for given input voltage
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Figure 5.3: Generalized DC motor speed-torque performance curve.
is defined by the linear relationship





where nM is the maximum speed given a load torque, kn is the motor’s speed constant,
VM is the applied DC voltage, and M is the load torque. The free-spinning speed of
the motor, n0, is defined as
n0 = kn VM , (5.8)
and the stall torque, the lowest torque for which the motor cannot spin, is defined
as MH . Given a constant input DC voltage (no voltage dropouts caused by current
changes), Equation 5.7 is reconfigured as




Using a motor’s specification, the performance boundary may be generated for an
applied DC voltage. This dissertation assumes that the motor driver in use conducts
speed control using PWM to reach speed and torque values beneath the performance
boundary. This extends validity across brushless and brushed DC motors.
Transient dynamics of acceleration are as pertinent to the modeling of DC motors
for RLG drivetrains as the speed-torque relationship. These dynamics determine the
response bandwidth of the drivetrain, which bounds the landing speeds allowable for





where α is the angular acceleration, M is the load torque, JR is the moment of inertia
of the motor, and JL is the mass moment of inertia of the load. Components that
make up the load inertia include any gearhead mounted to the motor in addition to the
inertia of the winch or spool in the case of cable-driven, four-bar linkage RLG. All of
these load inertias are simple to calculate or retrieve from commercial manufacturers.
The final aspect of DC motor modeling pertinent to RLG drivetrain design is the
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thermal limitations of the motor windings. Some amount of power flowing through the
motor is inevitably lost to heat. As the windings in the motor expand and deform from
heating, they are less effective at generating the magnetic fields to drive the rotor.
One method to model the limitations of a motor is to track motor overload [100].








where IN is the nominal current (the current corresponding to load torque for con-
tinuous use), Tmax is the maximum winding temperature of the motor, Rth1 is the
winding thermal resistance, Rth2 is the motor housing’s thermal resistance. Each
constant is generally provided by a motor manufacturer. If K is less than 1, then
Tmax is not reached during short-term operation. If K is greater or equal to 1, then
Tmax can be met in short-term operation. In this scenario, the allowable time for the
motor to operate at a given current is given by






where τw is the winding thermal time constant. The time the motor spends in an
overload conditions is tracked by the subsystem model. Whenever the motor spends













In (5.14), ton is the amount of time speed in an overload condition where the windings
and stator approach Tmax. Figure 5.4 illustrates how this model integrates with other
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Figure 5.4: Diagram of how the motor model integrates with existing simulation tools
as a module.
the desired speed (assuming a speed controlled system), the load inertia, and the load
torque. Each step of the DC motor model is designed so that the output, α, is an
accurate acceleration of the motor, given the loading conditions. This model assumes
the simulation tool will integrate α to motor speed and position along with any rigid-
body states.
5.2 Landing Platform Motion Generation Program
Three types of landing surfaces were simulated and experimented with in this work.
The first is a static surface. This is the most basic landing surface for RLG to interact
with, and it has been extensively simulated and tested. The remainder of this section
describes sinusoidal and maritime ship deck platform simulation programs, and it
explains how their motion is generated for later simulation and experiments.
5.2.1 Sinusoidal Platform Dynamics
All platforms that undergo sinusoidal motion in this work do so aligned with the roll
axis of an aircraft. Roll sinusoidal motion is described by
φ = A sin (2πf(t+ t0)) , (5.15)
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where A is the desired sine wave amplitude, f is the frequency, t is the current
simulation/experiment time, and t0 is the time shift required to start with a desired
roll angle. This assumes the oscillation always occurs around a 0◦ center point (i.e.
no bias). In the simulation tool, a user defines the desired amplitude, A, initial roll
angle, φ0, and the maximum angular rate desired, φ̇r. The tool determines t0 as the
first time where the sinusoid is the desired roll angle from the amplitude and initial





A sine wave is generated for the simulation using the resultant frequency, f , and time
shift, t0, and output to the desired rigid body dynamics tool. Examples of this will
be presented in Chapter 7.
5.2.2 Ship Deck Dynamics
A ship deck simulation tool provides realistic landing deck with six DoF motion, given
the vessel’s geometry, mass properties, and Sea State parameters. This simulation tool
is crucial to understanding the benefits of a roll-fused RLG controller for rotorcraft
operating on maritime ship decks. The ship motion simulation consists of two parts:
the Ship Motion Program (SMP) [101] and the Simulation Time History (STH) [102].
Given a ship with specified dimensions and hull characteristics, the SMP generates six
DoF response transfer functions. STH program uses the transfer functions from the
SMP to predict the ship motion from to ocean waves. This ship motion simulation
then generates deck motion as a function of user-input Sea State parameters.
The origin of the ship is located at the intersection of the ship’s forward per-
pendicular, centerline, and baseline. This point is easily identifiable and does not
vary with changes in ship draft or trim. The direction of the x, y, and z coordinates
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Figure 5.5: SMP, STH simulation tool CG location and motion definitions.
hull characteristics (ship length, draft, and trim). The particular ship configuration
used to generate data in this dissertation is a Arleigh-Burke class naval destroyer as
illustrated in Figure 5.6(a). It is ≈154 m in length with a draft of 7 m and trim set
to 0 m. With this data, SMP generates the ship’s six DoF response transfer func-
tions for regular waves. It also provides absolute and relative six DoF information
(surge, sway, heave, roll, pitch and yaw) of the ship at the origin and other desired
points on the ship. The STH provides realistic, random wave time histories of six
DoF ship responses using the regular wave response transfer functions obtained from
the SMP. Random waves are simulated using a two-parameter Bretschneider wave
spectral model to define the frequency content of the random sea waves [104]. The
two parameters used are the significant wave height and the modal (peak-to-peak)
wave period. Strip theory is used to obtain the response for a ship advancing at con-
stant forward speed with arbitrary heading in regular sinusoidal waves. The Access
Time History Computer Program (ACTH) then uses ship origin responses from the
STH to generate response time histories at other locations on the ship. The inputs
to the STH are the transfer functions for a particular ship generated by the SMP,
Sea State (significant wave height, mean wave frequency), and the steaming condition




Figure 5.6: (a) Arleigh-Burke class navel vessel [103] and (b) its roll and pitch motion
from a Sea State 6 simulation.
the STH are six DoF time histories for motion of the helicopter landing surface of the
ship.
Nominal ranges of wave height and wave modal period are correlated to standard
Sea State (SS) codes. Table 5.1 lists the SS parameters from SS 3, SS5, and SS
6. These values were retrieved from the nominal conditions listed by Bales [105] as
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measured in the North Pacific. Simulations in this dissertation use the largest wave
height and average wave modal period for a given SS code. An example of roll and
Table 5.1: Sea State parameters used for simulations and ground tests
Sea State Wave Height (m) Modal Period (s)
3 0.50 - 1.25 5.20-15.5 (7.50 mean)
5 2.50 - 4.00 7.20-16.4 (9.70 mean)
6 4.00 - 6.00 9.30-16.5 (13.8 mean)
pitch data using Sea State 6 wave conditions with STH is shown in Figure 5.6(b).
5.3 Lagrange Four DoF Simulation
A Lagrange analytic mechanics simulation tool was developed in Matlab to aid in
rapid sensor, actuator, and controller selection of design iterations. This method
requires unconstrained coordinates to develop unconstrained equations of motion.
The unconstrained equations of motion for the RLG system designed in Chapter 2
restricted to planar motion yields four DoF. Three DoF (y, z, φ) stem from planar
motion of a rigid fuselage, and the final DoF, β, is the cable spool’s rotation angle
which changes the cable’s center point. It should be noted that standard aerospace
nomenclature is used including the use of right-handed North (I) - East (J) - Down
(K) (NED) reference frame orientation for the fuselage and bodies modeled in all
dynamic simulations of this work. Figure 5.7 diagrams this reduced DoF dynamic
system and the unconstrained states. The mechanical design of the RLG presented
in Chapter 2 uses the spool’s rotation angle, β, to determine the cable’s center point.
This motion drives a single DoF of the legs relative to the fuselage.
The Lagrange equations of motion derivation follows the generalized, uncon-



















= Qi, qi → {y, z, φ, β}. (5.17)
In (5.17), T is the system’s kinetic energy, V is the system’s potential energy, Qi are
the generalized forces acting upon the system’s bodies, and qi are the unconstrained
states. Each leg mass model uses the landing gear inertial mass properties to make
the simulation as accurate as possible. The kinetic energy term is formulated with
each component body’s kinetic energy as
T = Tac + Tcl + Tcr + Tcl + Tfl + Tfr + Tll + Tlr .
In this equation, the subscript ac denotes the aircraft, while c is a crank, f is a
follower, and l is a leg. The subscripts l and r simply denote the left- or right-hand






[Iac] (~ωac · ~ωac) +
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These terms include the rotation and translation kinetic energy of the rotorcraft
fuselage modeled as a rigid body. The remaining bodies are skipped for brevity, but




[Ilr ] (~ωlr · ~ωlr) +
1
2
mlr (~vlr · ~vlr)
→ ~ωlr/I = ~ωac/I + ~ωcr/ac + ~ωlr/cr
→ ~vlr,cg = ~vcr,cg + ~ωcr/I × ~rcr,cg→lr,joint + ~ωlr/I × ~rlr,joint→lr,cg ,
where this is the derivation for the right leg. Note the use of the vector derivative
transport theorem formulated as the two points fixed on a rigid body equation to
derive the right leg’s CG velocity. This type of derivation is necessary for each body
in the system using the unconstrained coordinates, qi.
The system’s potential energy, V , is broken down by each body to form the total.
This is written as
V = Vac + Vcl + Vcr + Vcl + Vfl + Vfr + Vll + Vlr .





Vlr = gmlrzlr .
The last component required is the generalized force term, Qi. Three generalized
force vectors are considered in this simulation. They are the foot contact force on the















Note that these vectors include the rotation required to transfer contact and rotor
thrust forces into the inertial frame. These forces are generalized for the Lagrange
equation as










Equation (5.18) shows that the left and right foot contact point velocities must be
computed through kinematic relations in order to compute these generalized forces.
The aircraft velocity and leg rotation rates from the generalized coordinates may
be used to compute each contact point’s velocity. This completes the components
required to compute the Lagrange equations of motion for the system. The equa-
tions of motion were generated using Mathematica tools. Then, these equations were
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reoriented into the form
[A] ~x = ~b,
for which MATLAB has a fast-solve solution method. The solution to this equation is
updated as appropriate for continuous time integration using a fourth-order, Runge-
Kutta integrator. It is important to note that this methodology does not provide
any forces or moments on the joints, nor on the cable. An estimate of the cable
force was approximated from the kinematic and static loads analysis methodology
of Chapter 2. This method provided an estimate of the spool torque to be input
in thermal modeling and torque/acceleration limits of the motor model. All other
subsystem models operate normally, albeit limited to the planar motion and contact,
for this tool.
5.4 Multibody Dynamics Tool
This work implements an improved multibody dynamics simulation environment sim-
ilar to those used by Leylek et al. [107], Gross and Costello [108], and Kim and
Costello [75]. This dissertation implements improvements from the subsystem mod-
els into the original Fortran code. The tool starts with a general form of multibody





+ [G] Ū . (5.19)
X̄ is the state vector containing states from any body, F̄ is a vector containing the
Newton-Euler rigid body equations of motion for a six DoF rigid body in this relation.
The general form of the Newton-Euler rigid-body equations of motion of rigid body
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where xi, yi, zi are the inertial coordinates of the body; q0i , q1i , q2i, q3i are the
quaternion values used to transform the inertial frame coordinates to body frame co-
ordinates; ui, vi, wi are the velocity components in the body frame; and pi, qi, ri are
rotation rates of the body in the body frame. [Mi]
−1 and [IBi ]
−1 are the inverses of
the mass and mass moment of inertia matrices for each body. External forces and mo-
ments that act on the body are encompassed by FBx , FBy , FBz and MBx , MBy , MBz
which denote the forces and moments in the body coordinates.
In Equation 5.19, Ū is a vector of constraint forces and moments that are mapped
through the linear operator [G] appropriately to each body. The form factor of this
equation is an opportunity to apply a control algorithm to compute Ū with feedback
linearization. In order to compute Ū with feedback linearization, the constraints
must be characterized. The set of translation and rotation constraints for each body’s
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interactions at joints may be defined for the given dynamic system then reconfigured
into error equations such that
Ē(X̄) = 0̄, (5.21)
where Ē contains the constraint error equations which the controller will track and
minimize. Table 5.2 lists the table of joint types, their number of constraints, and the
DoF for each joint included within the simulation tool that are relevant to this dis-
sertation. The desired constraint stabilization controller is derived from the first and
Table 5.2: Types of joints, their constraints, and DoF relevant to this work
Joint type Constraints DoF
Rigid 3 position, 3 rotation None
Pin/Hinge 3 position, 2 rotation One axis of rotation
Two Axis Hinge 3 position, 1 rotation Two axes of rotation
Gimbal 3 position Three axes of rotation
second derivatives of this constraint error equation vector. Taking the first derivative














Computation of the constraint error derivatives must be done with care. A detailed
approach to the derivation of ˙̄E and any special care that must be taken is available






















Feedback linearization is then applied to the dynamics of the constraint equation
to compute the reaction forces and moments in Ū . The desired constraint error
acceleration, Equation (5.23), is a second order system with no force input
¨̄E + 2ζωn
˙̄E + ω2nĒ = 0. (5.26)
Replace ¨̄E in Equation (5.23) with Equation (5.26) and rearrange to generate Ū at










Proper selection of the damping ratio, ζ, and the natural frequency, ωn, provide a
stable constraint stabilization controller. The optimal values of ζ and ωn depend on
the simulation time step and system dynamics or vibration frequencies of the system,
but a wide range of values maintain stable constraint errors.
Elastic joints
The constraint stabilization technique previously defined has a numerical pitfall. Dur-
ing the computation of reaction forces and moments, the system may increase the
forces instantaneously through the chain of bodies. This is often due to an external
impulse or step force. The cause is the exact solution procedure to satisfy all con-
straints in one time step. Elastic, translational joints offer flexibility between bodies
to mimic compliant joints and bodies. This type of joint is an optional feature of the
mutlibody dynamics tool so that large impulse forces propagate throughout the chain
of bodies in a more realistic manner.
Instead of rigid connection points, elastic joints implement SLS elastic elements.
This is the same model used for ground contact in Section 5.1 that has a single
characteristic relaxation time. Relative velocity and distance between the bodies
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are computed at a simulation time step and input into a relation similar to Equa-
tion (5.1). The rate of change in force between the two bodies is computed, added
to the simulation’s state vector, and integrated at the next iteration. The end result
is a joint with tunable impact load damping, transient response, and joint flexibility.
During a design and development process, joint flexibility can be determined from
impact data or FEA. Both impact data and FEA were used to tune joint flexibility
during the iterative design workflow of Chapter 2 and for additional simulations of
the cable-driven, four-bar linkage RLG that will be presented in Chapter 6.
Basic constraint generation example
This section illustrates a brief example of constraint generation between two rigid
bodies. Say that two rigid, cylindrical bars are attached together using hinge joint





















Figure 5.8: Example of a hinge joint with one DoF.
are P1 and P2. Note that each body has their own body coordinates relative to
the inertial coordinates. The hinge joint provides one DoF, along the ĵ axis of the
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connected bodies. Otherwise, the bodies are constrained such that they may not
rotate about any other axis relative to the joint. This yields five constraint error





















































e4 = ĵ1 · k̂2 → 0 (5.29)
e5 = ĵ1 · î2 → 0. (5.30)
Consider Body 1 as the “parent, P” and Body 2 as the “child, C” in Figure 5.8, then





























































This completes the generation of constraints and their associated error equations of
this basic example. As mentioned, the derivatives must be taken with care and the
generalized method to do so may be found in [109].
Subsystems and Time Integration
A fourth-order, Runge-Kutta (RK4) integrator is used to propagate continuous time
states from one time step to the next. As first noted by Gross et al. [110], the compu-
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tation of Ū is estimated once per full iteration of the RK4 (rather than four times) to
improve computation time while maintaining low constraint errors. Subsystem mod-
els are included in this simulation tool in a manner compliant with Figure 5.9. The
user defines which subsystems must be included in the computation of F̄ (X̄) or in
the user-defined sensor models and control algorithms. The user does this by setting
flags in simulation input files. While this figure calls out three models specifically,
any of the subsystem models from Section 5.1 may be turned on or off prior to the
start of a simulation.
User defined sensor models and 
control algorithms
Constraint stabilization
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Subsystem models
RK4 integrator
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Figure 5.9: Diagram illustrating where subsystem models, user-defined sensor models,
and control algorithms are incorporated into the multibody dynamics computation
loop.
This chapter presented a four DoF simulation tool and a constraint stabilized
multibody dynamics simulation tool. Both of these tools have enhanced, real-world
accuracy enabled by incorporating subsystem physics models including ground con-
tact; DC motor dynamics and thermal limits; first-order rotor dynamics; stochastic
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sensor measurements; and dynamic platform motion. Simulation results of the cable-
driven, four-bar RLG on a commercial rotorcraft will be presented in Chapter 6.
These simulations will include a dynamic rollover study of the rotorcraft with locked,
rigid gear; controllability studies using a COTS motor and gearbox; and a brief analy-
sis of the motor selection methodology. Additional simulations generated through the
multibody dynamics tool will be presented in Chapter 7. Those simulations include
parallel comparisons to experimental system results. In that chapter, the simulations




DESIGN AND INTEGRATION WITH THE S-100 ROTORCRAFT
6.1 The S-100 Airframe
The technologies and design tools developed in this work may be generalized across
sizes of aircraft, but their implementation for the remainder of this dissertation is on
the Schiebel S-100 Camcopter. The S-100 is a commercial rotorcraft platform (see
Figure 6.1) with rigid, composite landing gear. It has a maximum takeoff weight
Payload bay
Figure 6.1: S-100 Camcopter render from Schiebel’s website [111].
of 200 kg (440 lb) and a 3.4 m (11.2 ft) rotor diameter. The S-100 is primarily
fielded in maritime surveillance operations, so the aircraft regularly operates on ship
decks designed for manned helicopters. Its larger size (compared to the Rotor Buzz
and multi-rotors from Chapter 1), unmanned semi-autonomous operation, and in-
teractions with dynamic landing surfaces make it the ideal candidate for novel RLG
technology implementation.
There are a few notable details of the S-100 landing gear configuration for RLG
integration. First, the aircraft has a three-point contact plane from the tripod legs.
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Two legs are located forward of the CG and one at the tail. The nominal stance
has the front legs make contact with the landing surface before the tail strut, so the
aircraft’s neutral position on a landing surface has positive roll angle. There is also
a small payload bay located above the camera pod in Figure 6.1. This payload bay
provides an ideal location to house some electronics and drivetrain components of a
tightly integrated RLG system.
6.2 Hardware and Software Integration
The cable-driven, four-bar mechanism design as outlined in Chapter 2 was tightly
integrated into the S-100 airframe. Figure 6.2 illustrates this gear integrated in the
fuselage. A white, matte paint was added to the gear to reduce the heating and lower
risk of composite layers delaminating during field experiments. Sensors were added
to the design at the crank-leg joints and within each foot, while the avionics and
drivetrain were integrated into the payload bay.
Figure 6.2: Front view of the S-100 with crashworthy, cable-driven, four-bar linkage
RLG. This image is subject to Boeing Copyright, 2018. Distribution A: Approved for
Public Release. Distribution Unlimited.
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Figure 6.3(a) shows CAD models of the cable-driven, four-bar mechanisms, spool,
drivetrain, sensor assemblies, and the RLG avionics enclosure. Each of these sub-
systems interconnect with mechanical joints and/or electric connections. The cable
(shown in blue) begins at one shock absorber and routes through one four-bar linkage
mechanism. It then routes through the spool and the second four-bar linkage mecha-
nism, where it terminates at the second shock absorber. On each four-bar mechanism
crank-leg joint are the leg-angle sensors. These provide feedback of the leg angles
relative to the fuselage. Finally, each four-bar mechanism has a force sensor array
located at the bottom of the leg.
Figure 6.3(b) is a high-level illustration of how the various RLG electronic com-
ponents integrated into the S-100. The avionics enclosure is an aluminum enclosure
that houses the RLG compute core. The RLG compute core contains all of the input
and output channels for the various sensors and drivetrain components. This enclo-
sure also houses a VectorNAV VN-100 AHRS, brushless DC (BLDC) motor driver, as
well as power regulation and circuit protection components. The S-100 has a direct
interface to the compute core through two general purpose input channels. These
are meant for emergency mode activation. The two emergency modes activated by
these inputs will be described with more detail in Section 6.2.3. Four subsystems
interact with the main RLG avionics system: leg-angle encoders, foot-force sensors,
RF communications, and the drivetrain. Section 6.2.1 details the force sensor and
leg angle encoder subsystems and any state estimation associated with data from
each subsystem. Section 6.2.2 provides a brief overview of the hot-swappable driv-
etrain structure and the type of drivetrain used. Finally, Section 6.2.3 presents a

































Figure 6.3: (a) Shows CAD model renders of the S-100 RLG system components. (b)
Shows a high-level overview of the S-100 hardware integration.
6.2.1 Sensing
There are two state estimators running on the RLG compute core that provide accu-
rate measurements and health status of the sensor subsystems. The first one consid-
ered is the foot-force estimator, which receives inputs from the force sensor subsystem
of Figure 6.3. Four custom force sensors, designed at the end of Chapter 3, are ar-
ranged in an array for redundancy. The array configuration also provides a large
coverage area of force measurements. Figure 6.4(a) presents the sensors in an array
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as well as the data acquisition and state estimation board custom designed for the
S-100 RLG. Exploded views of this hardware as installed into each RLG leg are il-
lustrated in Figure 6.4(b). There is a force plate that is bolted on one end to the leg
and free on the other end. The design aids the transfer of angled and point forces
across the entire array of force sensors. A urethane-fiberglass composite cover was de-
veloped to protect the entire assembly and maximize the friction coefficient between
the ground and leg. This leg assembly was not tested for its frequency or hysteretic
response prior to ground and flight tests on the aircraft. Some frequency response
data of the combined sensor, force plate, and composite cover will be presented from
flight tests in Chapter 7. Similar to the recommendations in Chapter 3, future designs
and integrations into rotorcraft should characterize the sensor assembly’s hysteretic
and frequency response.
Chapter 3 showed how sensor array sensitivity may be mapped to a second-order
function and used as the measurement model for a recursive, least-squares estimator.
The S-100 implementation does not treat the measurement model of the sensors in






This equation incorporates the sensor-array’s linear relationship between force and
normalized pressure, P̃ , denoted as CFP̃ . Nominally, the uncertainty of the force
estimate is within 0.15 N (0.033 lb) based upon each individual pressure sensor’s
accuracy. Normalized pressure input to the force equation is computed using the

































Figure 6.4: (a) Shows the S-100 RLG force sensors and data acquisition and state
estimation board. (b) Shows an exploded CADmodel of how the force sensor assembly
installed into the S-100 RLG.
based on assumed measurement noise standard deviation, σi, for each individual
pressure sensor. There are multiple operational scenarios when a sensor’s health
deteriorates. Anytime one or two sensors have a failure, a warning status flag is set
by the health monitor algorithm (refer to Figure 4.7). In this case, the health monitor
detects errors and understands there are redundant sensors, so it increases σi until
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the damaged sensors have a negligible impact on the total estimate. If more than
two sensors have a failure, then the error flags are reported, transmitted over the 900
MHz communication radio, and the RLG stops feedback control.
The leg-angle estimates follow a similar process to the force estimates, and in-
tegrated angle encoders provide the raw measurements to the estimator. Figure 6.5
displays a CAD rendering of the cable-driven, four-bar linkage RLG with the force
sensor locations, as well as the angle encoder mount locations. As shown in the fig-
ure, there were two different angle sensors on each half of the RLG assembly. The
CUI AMT203 is a digital encoder configured to output at 100 Hz with an accuracy
of 0.2◦, while the Honeywell 640ES series sensor is an analog encoder that was con-
figured to have an accuracy of 0.5◦. The analog sensor’s output is read at 500 Hz
with a moving average filter that computes an input value for the leg-angle estimator
every 100 Hz. Safety of the aircraft is paramount to the system level design, and
the redundancy of digital and analog encoders on each half-assembly provide triple
redundancy. This measurement system is triple redundant because the orientation
of one leg determines the orientation of the other leg through kinematics: a unique
feature of this cable-driven RLG design. A least-squares estimation problem for the
















The standard deviation parameters, σD or σA, provide an assessment of each sensor’s
accuracy. The sensor health monitor will increase σD or σA to 360
◦ for damaged or
unresponsive sensors, similar to the process used on the force sensors.
The final sensor included for use in this dissertation is an AHRS. Rather than de-
sign a custom AHRS, a high quality off-the-shelf system is integrated within the RLG










Figure 6.5: Exploded view of S-100 RLG sensor assemblies.
ment unit (IMU) and basic AHRS. It has automatic hard-iron calibration, floating
point precision measurements, and industrial grade sensor encapsulation – making it
an ideal off-the-shelf candidate for RLG integration. For the context of this chapter, it
suffices that the sensor provides accurate roll measurements within the specifications
in [112], which states the static and dynamic roll measurement accuracies are 0.5◦
and 1.0◦, respectively. Furthermore, the sensor was aligned in the avionics enclosure
such that the sensor axes matched the aircraft’s coordinate system, and no additional
layers of state estimation were added on top of the VN-100’s estimation algorithms.
6.2.2 Drivetrain Integration
Figure 6.6 illustrates the drivetrain integration system and avionics enclosure which
fit into the S-100 payload compartment. The RLG spool is driven by an adapter
shaft (see Figure 6.3) that slides onto the gearbox output shaft and runs the distance





Figure 6.6: CAD model render of the drivetrain and avionics assembly of the S-100
RLG system.
are hot-swappable, hence the modular structure. This was done with the intent
to change the drivetrain assembly for various motor and gearbox combinations. In
practice, this was not done because the final drivetrain assembly is sufficient for
landings on static and dynamic surface landings. The final drivetrain chosen though
iterative design simulations is a Maxon EC45 136210 motor paired with an Apex
dynamics 60:1 gearbox. A summary of the motor contenders will be presented later
in this chapter.
6.2.3 Human-System Interaction
Given the number health and status monitors in the software, a human readable
graphic user interface (GUI) was constructed around the available data. Figure 6.7
presents the main tab of the user interface. This GUI communicates mode and control











Figure 6.7: Main RLG feedback and control tab of the GUI.
raw feedback data from each sensor is displayed on the right side for a user to monitor
the data, and calibration buttons are provided to set the zero point of each sensor.
On the left side are buttons for the user to select the operational mode of the gear.
Locked and Free modes are user-selected operation modes where the brake remains
locked or unlocked with no feedback control. Slope mode is for PBC feedback control
landings (see Section 4.1). Motion Table mode engages the sensor-fused control (see
Section 4.2). Motion Check and RTN are two modes for checking the functionality of
sensors and the drivetrain prior to flight/ground tests. Note that each status monitor
on the left is illuminated with a light green background. This color and illumination is
designed for a user to quickly determine if any status or health monitors have warning
or error flags set. Warning and error flags illuminate the status monitors with yellow
and red backgrounds, respectively.
Figure 6.8 illustrates an example of when the RLG health monitors detect a prob-
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lem and set a warning flag. The right leg’s digital encoder was purposefully discon-
nected in this scenario. Since this is a redundant sensor, the health monitor only flags
a warning and sends the warning flag to the GUI. If multiple sensors fail, the GUI
illuminates the status monitor section red and the RLG automatically goes to Locked
Mode. This is in compliance with the health and status monitor design of Chapter 4.
Similar to this safety protocol, one emergency input activated by a pilot from the
S-100 interface would activate the Locked Mode. The secondary emergency protocol
input activated the RTN mode, which provided redundancy if the RLG avionics lost
900 MHz wireless communication.
Warning detected, 




Figure 6.8: Main RLG feedback and control tab of the GUI with a sensor failure that
results in a health monitor warning flag.
6.2.4 Weight
The last consideration of the integration presented in this dissertation is the system’s
weight. The total empty mass of the S-100 with RLG is ≈122 kg. The rotorcraft
has an empty weight of 110 kg, so the RLG and drivetrain hardware represents a
dry mass increase of 12 kg. This represents ≈24% of the payload weight. This is a
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substantial reduction in payload penalty while being crashworthy up to 5 m/s [38]
when compared to the >50% payload weight penalty of the previous designs [19, 20].
6.3 Design Simulations Summary
This section presents a summary of key simulation results that were completed to
bound control expectations, tune controllers, and select the RLG drivetrain specifi-
cally for the S-100 application. This section also presents multibody simulations to
understand the dynamic rollover implications of the design if the legs are locked in
their neutral position. These are meant as introductory results to align the reader
with expected performance for Chapter 7, which is dedicated to more detailed simu-
lation and experiment results.
6.3.1 Lagrange 4 DoF Model
The simplified four DoF model was implemented such that Monte Carlo trade studies
with hundreds of simulations across a large design space were simple. The design space
encompassed various motors, gearboxes, and landing conditions such as descent rate,
slope angle, and ground stiffness at the maximum expected takeoff mass of 167 kg.
Mass moment of inertia properties are considered controlled, unclassified information.
As such, they are not given in this dissertation. Landings from 0-15◦ with descent
rates ranging from 0.1-0.5 m/s were considered. Each simulation had a fixed controller
update rate of 100 Hz. The primary output from this design space search provided
statistical results on the tuned controller feedback performance on sloped surfaces
with compatible motor and gearbox combinations.
Figure 6.9(a) presents aircraft roll angle, φ, versus time data for landings at 0.5
m/s on 5◦, 10◦, and 15◦ slopes with the three stages of PBC landing pointed out for
the 15◦ landing. These data were obtained through 200 stochastic simulations with





















(a) Parking brake control (b) Sensor-fused control
Figure 6.9: Results from 200 simulations of the cable-driven, four-bar linkage RLG
using a four DoF model with landings on 5◦, 10◦, and 15◦ slopes. (a) Shows the
results of a traditional PBC. (b) Shows results of the sensor-fused feedback control.
The three stages of PBC landing are pointed out on the 15◦ landing.
(ground contact model stiffness and damping ratios) and sensor noise. Perturbations
were chosen around the nominal ground contact values listed in Table 6.1, which
translates to a coefficient of restitution of ≈0.03.






The key constants and tuned controller gains for PBC and sensor-fused control for
the remainder of this dissertation are listed in Table 6.2. Roll deadband, φDB, and
threshold foot force, Fd, are not listed since they will vary throughout the remainder
of this dissertation. The gains presented are set for the simulations and experimental
systems in Chapter 7. These gains were determined using an iterative procedure
of simulation and experimental test rig validation. First, rough control gains were
set from the simulation tool. They were iterated upon on the experimental test rig
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Table 6.2: Key constants and tuned control gains for the PBC baseline and the new
sensor-fused control. Commas denote the gain scheduled values for when a rotorcraft
is descending versus when the rotorcraft is on the ground.
Parameter PBC (units) Sensor-Fused Control (units)
θmax 120 (deg.)
θmin 45 (deg.)
KPF 1.0 (deg./N) 0.8 (deg./N)
KDF 0.05 (deg./(N-s)) 0.05 (deg./(N-s))
αF 0.107 (nd)
KPφ - 1.0 (deg./deg)
KDφ - 1.0 (deg./(deg.-s))
αφ - 0.07 (nd)
KPθ 5000 5000, 500 (RPM/(deg))
KDθ 400 400, 80 (RPM/(deg.-s))
αθ 0.09 (nd)
RPM0 2500 (RPM) 2500, 500 (RPM)
(refer back to Figure 4.1) until the RLG responded as an overdamped system. There
was a ≈20% difference between the original proportional gains and the final gains on
the experimental system, which was due to larger-than-anticipated rope friction. The
simulation model gains and motor acceleration were updated to mimic those of the
experimental system afterward.
Conditions for the presented simulations of Figure 6.9 include stochastic mea-
surements of the sensors, uncertainty in the motor performance based on thermal
properties of a Maxon 136210 45 mm diameter motor attached to a 60:1 gearbox,
and zero rotor thrust. The maximum RPM of this motor is between 8700 RPM and
12000 RPM based on the DC voltage. In each of these simulations, the max RPM
was assumed to be 8700 RPM for an applied voltage of 24 V. Lastly, the deadband
roll angle was assumed to be ±0.1◦. This value assumes a higher-quality AHRS
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than the VectorNAV VN-100 is used on future RLG systems (i.e. this assumes ideal
performance of the sensor-fused control for S-100 integration).
The shaded regions around each line represent one standard deviation of the sim-
ulated results. For a 15◦ slope at 0.5 m/s, the PBC is able to conform the legs such
that the final aircraft roll is 2.1◦±0.3◦. Even with variations in motor performance
and sensor measurements, the PBC maintains the aircraft well within nominal roll
limits of ±5◦. A non-zero steady state roll is inherent from the lack of roll feedback
in the PBC, yet the PBC is able to bound the roll.
Figure 6.9(b) presents aircraft roll angle, φ, versus time data for landings at 0.5
m/s on 5◦, 10◦, and 15◦ slopes for the sensor-fused control. There are three observable
differences between the PBC and the sensor-sensor-fusedfused control responses.
1. The peak of the sensor-fused control response is lower than the PBC. This is di-
rectly caused by the inclusion of roll feedback for leg commands during descent.
Since roll feedback is considered, the controller can minimize the steady-state
roll using this additional data channel. The PBC has a maximum roll angle
of 2.1◦ for the 15◦ landing, while the sensor-fused control has a maximum roll
angle of 1.32◦ for the 15◦ landing.
2. The standard deviation of the data is lower for the sensor-fused control than the
PBC. Again, the addition of roll feedback provides a high-quality data channel
to improve the transient control performance. This yields a more consistent
response from the RLG to the landing surface. Specifically, the PBC has a
maximum standard deviation of 0.3◦ for the 15◦ landing while the sensor-fused
control has a maximum standard deviation of 0.25◦ for the 15◦ landing.
3. The steady state roll angle is lower on the sensor-fused control than the PBC for
large ground slopes. Since the sensor-fused control is able to use roll feedback
after both legs make contact, the fuselage can level down to ±0.1◦, while the
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PBC does not conduct any control after both legs make contact.
Multibody dynamics simulations expand on these results by providing full six DoF
motion and forces and moments on the cable and drivetrain.
6.3.2 Multibody Model
There are 15 rigid bodies used for dynamic simulation and constraint stabilization
















Figure 6.10: Diagram of the 15 connected bodies used to simulate the S-100 and
RLG.
physical components, such as the fuselage, BD 1, and rotor, BD 15, but other physical
parts are decomposed into multiple rigid bodies in order to introduce elastic behavior.
For example, the cable is represented by two bodies, BD 8 and BD 9 on the right-leg
assembly and BD 10 and 11 on the left-leg assembly (pilot’s view). These bodies
have variable length to mimic changes in rope length resultant from spool rotations.
More important than the ability to vary geometry, these bodies are connected by an
elastic joint, denoted by a black dot. The elasticity between BD 10 and 11 is along
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the length of the cable; all other axes have fixed constraints. This captures some of
the elastic behavior of the real cable. Joint stiffness, k, and damping, c, used in the
simulation, which were derived from crashworthiness tests in Chapter 2, are listed in
Table 6.3.




Similarly, the CFRP legs designed in Chapter 2 are represented by BD 4 and BD
13, as well as BD 6 and BD 14, with elastic joints in between. The spring stiffness and
damping of each elastic joint (marked by black dots) were experimentally derived from
drop tests of the full-scale system as summarized in Chapter 2 and published in [38,
76]. The rear leg of the aircraft, BD 12, also connects to the fuselage via an elastic
joint, which is not shown in the figure. Joint elastic parameters for the rear leg were
directly provided by the aircraft supplier, but they were not experimentally verified.
This data is considered controlled, unclassified information, so it will not be provided
here. Finally, BD 15 (rotor) rotates with the S-100’s rotor nominal frequency, and all
thrust model outputs are applied to this body’s origin.
At this time, unsteady aerodynamics and ship wake are not modeled in these
simulations. The simulations considered in this work assume the rotorcraft approach
phase is complete, and the simulations initiate just prior to first contact of the gear
during landing. Other works have studied aircraft (namely rotor) feedback [113, 114]
and path planning [63] through the ship’s wake field. Again, this work focuses on
the landing problem when a rotorcraft enters a dangerous dynamic rollover scenario
caused by aggressive roll and roll rate of a ship deck.
The author used the simulation tool to characterize roll dynamics of S-100 RLG in
a rigid, locked configuration. A locked configuration is the dynamic rollover baseline
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for comparison to the active gear. Table 6.4 lists the variables for the Monte Carlo.
The variable µf is the friction with the landing surface, u is the aircraft’s body relative
Table 6.4: List of Monte Carlo variables for locked S-100 RLG dynamic rollover
characterization
Parameter Nominal Range Simulated
m 160 kg [140, 180] kg
τT 0.75 s [0.25, 1.25] s
µf 0.7 [0.25-0.75]
φ -2◦ [-3◦, 0◦]
θAC 0
◦ [-1◦, 1◦]
u 0 m/s [-0.1, 0.1] m/s
w 0.5-0.6 m/s [0, 1] m/s
γ ±5◦ [-15◦, 15◦]
forward velocity, w is the aircraft’s body relative downward velocity, and θAC is the
aircraft’s pitch angle. Each range of values considered is within the aircraft’s expected
landing envelope, and values simulated were generated using a uniform distribution.
The simulations all initiate with one foot in contact on the ground surface, and the
commanded thrust changes to the minimum value. This mimics how pilots land
the S-100 (i.e. they initiate contact then lower collective to the minimum value).
Figure 6.11 shows cumulative distributions of the fuselage’s peak roll angle absolute
value on eight landing surfaces, γ = ±5, 7, 10, 15◦. The x-axis is limited to 20◦
to show the fine detail for each slope. Any portion of the cumulative distribution
beyond 20◦ represents dynamic rollover. The results of the study show that the S-100
RLG configuration with the gear inactive, or locked, shows no risk with landings at
γ = ±5◦. The risk for dynamic rollover first appears at γ = ±7◦. The simulations
suggest that fewer than 5% of landings in the nominal landing envelope on a 7◦ slope
result in dynamic rollover. By γ = ±10◦, the risk increases with more than 40% of
landings, in an otherwise nominal landing envelope, result in dynamic rollover, while
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Figure 6.11: Peak roll angle cumulative distribution of Monte Carlo simulations of
the locked S-100 RLG landing on static landing surfaces within nominal operation
envelope.
γ = ±15◦ results in more than 85% of landings with dynamic rollover. These results
show that the S-100 will benefit from active gear on static surfaces at low as 7◦. The
author notes that these cumulative distribution plots will shift downward on dynamic
platforms with similar γ because of the added interface dynamics between the aircraft
and landing surface.
Figure 6.12 presents renderings and fuselage roll angle outputs of the multibody
dynamics tool at each stage of a PBC landing on a 15◦ at a descent rate of 0.5 m/s.
Ten simulations were run with stochastic sensor data to obtain the shaded region,
which signifies uncertainty. The data is overlaid on the 15◦ slope roll data from the
stochastic four DoF simulations. The roll angle bounce from this simulation stems
from asymmetric stretching of the cable on the right leg momentarily at the elastic
joint. This leads to the clear bounce in fuselage roll angle that settles back to a steady
state value once the cable returns to its static loaded position. The roll performance
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Figure 6.12: Roll angle results from four DoF and multibody stochastic simulations
overlaid for a 15◦ sloped landing with renderings of the system at each stage of PBC.
obtained by the PBC in this tool confirms the results of the four DoF model with a
peak roll angle near 2.2◦, while landing on the highest slope of 15◦ and at the fastest
considered landing speed.
Dynamic cable forces provided by the multibody simulation streamlined the actu-
ator selection process and provided higher fidelity analysis of controller design. Simu-
lated cable force was converted to a spool torque at each time step of the simulation.
This torque was then input to the DC motor model. The speeds, torques, and their
durations were compared to the motor’s performance specification and thermal re-
strictions. Figures 6.13(a) and (b) show the speed-torque curve of the Maxon 136210
motor operated at 24 or 28 V with a 60:1 gearbox attached in two landing scenarios
using the sensor-fused control. The S-100 uses a battery, so the usable voltage range
is nominally within the specified range. Figure 6.13(a) shows a 0.5 m/s descent onto
a 15◦ slope, while Figure 6.13(b) depicts data from a landing and leveling on a the
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DDG-54 deck in Sea State 5. Vertical dashed lines illustrate operational time limits
caused by the motor’s thermal properties. Additionally, this plot presents torque and






















































Figure 6.13: Example actuation simulation data overlaid with temporal motor per-
formance data. (a) Shows the results for a 0.5 m/s landing on a static slope of 15◦
and (b) shows results for a landing on a ship deck in Sea State 5 conditions. Both
simulations used sensor-fused RLG control.
speed simulation data when combined with a 60:1 gearbox as blue circles. Each point
represents 0.01 s. This data indicate that the motor spends less than 0.04 s in the
slow, high torque region that is thermally limited to 0.5 s. Since the remaining data
are left of the 1 s thermal limitation mark, the motor gearbox combination is suitable
for the simulated landing.
A number of inadequate motor and gearbox combinations were rapidly eliminated
from consideration using this tool. All were tested and compared for a subset of the
aircraft’s landing conditions: 1) a 0.5 m/s landing on a sloped surface up to 15◦, 2) a
1.0 m/s landing on a sloped surface up to 15◦, and 3) leveling a fuselage on a dynamic
platform in Sea State 5 conditions. Only motors with 24 V ratings were considered,
while gearboxes with ratios above 100:1 were not considered because of their higher
backlash and additional stages (volume restriction). Table 6.5 summarizes other
motors that were considered and why they did not meet the criteria for use on the S-
100 system. The final design converged on the Maxon motor and gearbox illustrated
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in Figure 6.6 and analyzed in Figure 6.13.
Table 6.5: Summary of the motors tested in simulation and the reason why they were
not used.
Motor Result
Maxon EC40 - 393023 Large gearbox required (>100:1 gearing)
Allied Motion EMI75 Diameter too large for S-100 integration
Anaheim Automation BLY6534 Max speed was too low for 0.5 m/s-1m/s
landings
This chapter showed the integration of each enabling technology into the S-100
commercial rotorcraft. Monte Carlo simulations showed that the rigid-gear configu-
ration has at least a 5% chance of dynamic rollover. With the PBC and sensor-fused
control, the aircraft does not reach a steady-state roll angle greater than 3◦ based
on stochastic simulations of landings on static surfaces. The next chapter elucidates




SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENT RESULTS
This chapter presents simulation and experimental results of the enabling technologies
integrated on the S-100 commercial rotorcraft. First, the experiment setup for ground
tests is described. Then, a sample of key results is provided from the experiments
on static and dynamic landing platforms. Simulation results of similar conditions
are provided to show congruence between simulations and the experimental system.
Next, results from flight test experiments are presented and key dynamic and sensor
measurement phenomena elucidated. Since the ground and flight experiments could
not cover the entire operational range of potential landing scenarios, extended sim-
ulation results are provided to conclude the chapter. Results from this chapter have
been presented by León [115] and are undergoing peer review for publication [116,
117] at this time.
7.1 Experimental Setup
Ground experiments of the integrated system were performed at Boeing’s Mesa, AZ
facility using custom wood-pallet landing obstacles, and a Sarnicola Simulation Sys-
tems hexad series six DoF hydraulic motion table. Figure 7.1 illustrates the integrated
S-100 RLG on the motion table. Red arrows call out the shore power cable, which was
connected during RLG ground operation, and a crane connection point. The crane
is capable of lowering the system at a constant 0.18 m/s. During a crane-controlled
descent, the fuselage orientation is approximately level. Landing pallets were used as
obstacles with variable heights of 3, 6, 9, and 12 in (8-31 cm), which represents slopes
from 3.5-14◦. Sloped surfaces up to 15◦ were generated using the dynamic motion
table.
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Figure 7.1: S-100 RLG on the Sarnicola motion table for experimental tests of roll-
fused RLG control. Images subject to Boeing Copyright 2018. Distribution A: Ap-
proved for Public Release. Distribution Unlimited.
The Sarnicola motion table can maintain angular rates in excess of 30◦/s, but it
has hard limits at ±14 in (36 cm) of heave (vertical) motion [118]. This limitation
meant experiments could not fully mimic ship deck surge-sway-heave conditions, but
experiments were conducted up to the acceptable limits of the table. Operation
of the table was limited to 10◦/s in roll, pitch, and yaw rate. Additionally, the
table’s operation was constrained to SS 5 conditions with limits to surge, sway, and
heave at 10% of maximum values output from STH and SMP (see Chapter 5). The
experimental setup does not mimic the full range of landing speeds, and it does not
include dynamic interactions from spinning rotor blades. Therefore, this ground test
experimental setup will perform better than in flight. Experiments are used to verify
realism of the simulation tools so that the entire landing envelope may be explored
with the simulation tools further.
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7.2 Ground Tests
Ground tests of the integrated system were split up between static and dynamic
landing surfaces. The first set of experiments on static surfaces were used to verify
general functionality of the cable-driven, four-bar mechanism, drivetrain, and force-
sensor feedback using PBC. Dynamic platform tests then followed with experiments
using sinusoidal and SS platform motion with the RLG sensor-fused control turned
on.
7.2.1 Static Ground Tests
Static platform landings were completed in a build-up fashion from the smallest ob-
stacle (≈3.5◦) to the tallest obstacle (≈14◦), then from steady state 5◦ to 15◦ roll
angles of the motion table. The top image of Figure 7.2 depicts a front view of the
S-100 with RLG on a Sarnicola motion platform at Boeing’s Mesa facility. The center
and bottom images in Figure 7.2 exhibit the integrated S-100 RLG after it was low-
ered onto a 12 in platform and a -15◦ slope, respectively. The motion table provided
repeatable and constant sloped surfaces for tests up to 15◦. It also provided a stable
base to stack platforms for tests analogous to those on the experimental prototype.
Figures 7.3(a) to (h) present the experimental data obtained and post-processed
for two right-leg landings. The left column shows a right-leg landing on a platform at
20 in/s (0.5 m/s), while the right column shows a right-leg landing on a 15◦ sloped
platform at 7 in/s (0.18 m/s). The landing speed for the first landing is the maximum
that the system is rated for by design, so the force feedback is substantially higher
during the feedback control period of 0.43 s – refer to Figures 7.3(c) and (d). Since the
landing was still within specification, the system was able to achieve a steady state roll
angle of -0.746◦ with nearly zero roll angle as shown in Figure 7.3(e). The maximum
vertical foot speed achieved was -27 in/s (0.68 m/s) (Figure 7.3(g)) when the legs
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Figure 7.2: Front views of the S-100 with integrated RLG after descending onto a
motion platform in a level configuration, a 12 in platform, and a -15◦ slope on a
motion table. Images subject to Boeing Copyright 2018. Distribution A: Approved
for Public Release. Distribution Unlimited.
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Figure 7.3: S-100 RLG integration experimental data of right leg landings on 9 in ob-
stacle and a 15◦ slope. (a) and (b) Present differential angle estimates and commands.
(c) and (d) Show force feedback from a sensor array. (e) and (f) Show estimated RLG
absorbed ground angle, γRLG, and aircraft roll, φ. (g) and (h) Illustrate RLG ground
angle absorption rate, γ̇RLG, and total vertical foot velocity, vL + vR.
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were catching up to the descent rate, which corresponded to a γ̇RLG of -32.9
◦/s.
The slow descent rate landing onto the 15◦ sloped motion table resulted in an
oscillatory force-feedback-control response, see Figure 7.3(b) and (d), around the de-
sired setpoint rather than convergence. This behavior was not seen during simulation
studies because simulations were not conducted at lower than realistic aircraft weights
and descent rates, which were both present during this test. The aircraft was empty
of fuel, and the crane’s descent rate limit prevented the author from testing realistic
descent rates, placing the PBC in an unrealistic operating scenario. Nevertheless, the
system is able to conform to the landing surface with a steady state roll of -1◦ (Fig-
ure 7.3(f)). The presented experiments illustrate the integrated S-100 RLG performs
within expectations from Chapter 6 simulations and test facility capabilities.
7.2.2 Sinusoidal Platform Experiments
Sinusoidal landing experiments with roll amplitude of ±10◦ and peak roll rates be-
tween 3 and 5◦/s were conducted with the sensor-fused control of Section 4.2. These
experiments began with the S-100 on the table, then the table was activated. With
the aircraft on the table, the force feedback portion of control is effectively turned
off from the start. Numerous experiments were conducted prior to the examples pre-
sented in this section to converge on a smooth and fast response of the RLG. Figure 7.4
shows still images of the experiment in (a), still images of the simulations in (b), and
experimental data in (c) and (d) of a motion table commanded ±10◦, 3◦/s peak roll
rate sinusoid as an example of these tests. The images in Figure 7.4(a) through (b)
illustrate the RLG and fuselage undergoing roll-feedback control and maintaining the
fuselage within or at the bounds of φDB for the experiment and simulation, respec-
tively. As expected from simulations and kinematic relations, the feedback controller
and drivetrain are consistently able to absorb roll dynamics of the landing platform.






Figure 7.4: (a) S-100 RLG response to a ±10◦ sinusoid using roll sensor-fused control
with peak roll rates of ±3◦/s where the aircraft starts the experiment on the table,
(b) still images of a simulation under the same conditions, and (c) through (d) S-100
images are Boeing Copyright 2018: Approved for public release.
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The plot in Figure 7.4(c) shows fuselage, RLG, and estimated table angle data
from this experiment. Roll-controlled RLG maintains the fuselage roll angle (green
data points) within or at the φDB (green-shaded region) boundary for the entirety of
the table’s dynamic motion (red-dashed line). Note that φDB was set to ±1
◦ because
of the VN-100’s dynamic roll estimate accuracy (Section 6.2.1). Figure 7.4(d) shows
the simulated response of the S-100 subjected to similar landing conditions. The
motion table had a peak roll rate of 3.5◦/s, while the simulation was ideal at 3.0◦/s.
The author computed the peak angular rate of the RLG by using measurements from
all angular encoders and computing a moving-average filtered, discrete derivate of
the measurements. During this experiment, the RLG achieved angular rates between
4.5-4.8◦/s. Figure 7.4(c) shows the table reached peaks of ±11◦ based on the onboard
computed estimate of ground angle, γ̂, rather than the commanded ±10◦. This
was accounted for in the matching simulation. Regardless of the motion platform’s
performance, the roll-feedback controller operated nominally for the entire sinusoid
experiment. Furthermore, the simulation tool accurately represented the response of
the experimental system.
The author conducted additional experiments wherein the aircraft was lowered
onto the platform to close the roll- and force-feedback loops. Figures 7.5(a) shows
data from all RLG sensors during one of these experiments where the table had a
commanded 5◦/s roll rate maximum sinusoid and amplitude of ±10◦. The aircraft
descended onto the table at 0.18 m/s. For reference, the table only achieved ≈ ±8◦
and peak angular rates of 4.5◦/s, which the author accounted for in the comparable
simulation. Visible in Figure 7.5(a) is the bump in φ and γRLG when the landing
gear first make contact and begin to conform on the surface. Figure 7.5(b) presents
comparable simulation results. While the aircraft does not undergo landing in the
simulation at the same time as the experiment, the motion dynamics from 3 s onward
match within 0.5◦. The RLG prototype conformed onto the table undergoing roll
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rates up to 5◦/s and on slopes up to 11◦. The simulations most comparable to the
experiments show similar responses of the aircraft and gear, aiding the simulation’s
validation. This result verifies the simulation tool’s ability to mimic the real-world
system on mobile landing surfaces with sinusoidal motion. Furthermore, this example
set of sinusoid responses of the S-100 and integrated RLG shows the ability of the
prototype system to operate with force feedback and roll feedback closed-loop control
of the gear from initial contact through the full landing sequence.
Experiment Simulation
(a) (b)
Figure 7.5: (a) Shows experimental system roll and ground angle estimates where the
S-100 and RLG were lowered at 0.18 m/s onto a platform undergoing a ±10◦ sinusoid
with maximum angular rate of 5◦/s. (b) Presents roll and ground angle output from
a simulation with similar platform dynamics.
7.2.3 Sea State Dynamic Platform Experiments
The final set of ground experiments conducted on the S-100 were SS 3 and SS 5 plat-
form landings. Experiments began in a similar fashion to the sinusoidal experiments,
with the the aircraft on the platform when the experiment began. The author chose
to present two of these experiments in this work, one SS 3 landing and one SS 5
landing. Both of these experiments used the maximum allowable surge-sway-heave
for the table, up to 10% of the value output from STH and SMP as described in
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Figure 7.6: Angle measurements and RLG angular rate estimates of the S-100 roll
with the aircraft initialized on a motion table undergoing a SS 3 (a) and (c) and SS 5
experiments in (b) and (d). Comparable simulations for SS 3 and 5 are depicted in (e)
and (f), respectively. S-100 images are subject to Boeing Copyright 2018: Approved
for public release.
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Section 5.2. Figures 7.6(a) and (b) depict the angle measurements, and (c) through
(d) present the angular rates of the gear for these two experiments. The SS 3 data in
(a) and (c) show mild waves where RLG is not required for safe aircraft operation due
to the low roll angles associated with the platform. This is in stark contrast to results
from the SS 5 experiment. The particular SS 5 test chosen begins with mild waves,
and within 10 s, the waves begin to increase such that the ship deck peaks near ±10◦
and angular rates at and above 5◦/s. The operational range of the gear is apparent
from these two vastly different experiments. For both systems, the gear maintains the
experimental platform within 0.5◦ of the φDB bounds. Comparable simulations were
executed to validate the simulation design further. Figures 7.6(e) and (f) illustrate
the roll angle dynamics of the simulated systems undergoing the same motion table
dynamics as the experimental system. The simulations closely match the response of
the experimental system with one minor difference. The SS 3 experimental system
over-corrected the roll angle of the fuselage, resulting in a minor difference in roll an-
gle response between the real and simulated systems (see Figure 7.6(c) for the spike in
γ̇RLG). The set of experiments conducted with the aircraft initialized on the motion
table showed enough success to conduct experiments with the S-100 descending onto
the platform while in motion.
Figures 7.7(a) through (d) show results from two SS 5 experimental landings,
while (e) and (f) depict simulation results with similar conditions as the experiments.
Both of the landings descended onto the platform at 0.18 m/s, and operators initi-
ated descent at random times during the platform’s dynamic motion. Therefore, the
dynamics seen in the experiments look significantly different. Additionally, these spe-
cific dynamic motion programs were limited to 5% of the maximum surge, sway, and
heave outputs from SMP and STH. This was done for operator and aircraft safety.
Data provided in plots (a), (c), and (e) present the landing response when the







Figure 7.7: (a) and (b) Show angle measurements and computed estimates. (c) and
(d) Present foot-force measurements. (e) and (f) Show simulated aircraft and gear
response of the S-100 RLG with the aircraft initialized above the Sarnicola motion
table and lowered onto the table while it undergoes two, different SS 5 dynamic
motion programs.
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positive roll rate). First contact is established, and the impact force of the aircraft
combined with the table’s heave pushed the force sensor measurement beyond the
minimum threshold required for force-feedback control. Roll- and force-fused control
maintains the aircraft at the boundary of φDB until the RLG achieves full contact.
RLG roll- and force-fused control tracked angular rates of ≈9.5◦/s to match the
combined dynamics of the platform and aircraft. The gear makes full contact with
both legs and matches the deck motion within 2 s from first contact. For the next 10 s,
the RLG maintains the aircraft within 1.5◦ of φDB. The larges deviation in roll occurs
at 8 s, at which time the cable friction under the aircraft’s weight causes significant
differential torque on the drivetrain’s spool. The torque was large, and the motor
entered a thermal overload condition by t = 8 s (see Figure 7.7(a). Simulation of this
landing showed similar behavior during contact with the table, where the fuselage
moves beyond φDB before rapid RLG motion starts (see Figure 7.7(e)). For the
majority of the test, the simulation and experiment match one another except for the
peak in roll on the experimental system noted at 8 s. While the simulation includes a
motor thermal model for degradation of control, it assumes the motor is in free space
with air at 25◦C. Since the experimental drivetrain is enclosed in the fuselage, and
operated for long periods of time before this experiment, these assumptions cannot
mimic the torque (heating) limitation of motor speed at 8 s. The thermal model
is accurate for short bursts of operation less than 4 s, as verified from the multiple
experiments in this section.
The data in the plots of (b), (d), and (f) present a mild portion of SS 5 conditions.
The largest angle magnitude achieved by the motion table during this landing was
-6◦, and the RLG never moved at angular rates above 6◦/s to track the deck’s motion.
A simulation chosen for comparison has the same contact timing, but a different roll
response from the simulated platform. Even with this minor difference, the simulation
and experimental systems have matching responses to contact and platform motion
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in the first 4-5 s. The gear never exceeded |φDB + 0.5
◦| for either the simulation or
experiment. These results further verify the simulation as a valid tool for the S-100
RLG system.
In both landing scenarios, the contact force varies depending on contact angle
with the deck. The amount of force variation is an unexpected experimental research
finding of the, and it warrants future study of force-feedback control after full contact
on both feet. Both landing scenarios presented in this work support the notion that
the experimental prototype has the sensor measurements and drivetrain response to
land on a deck in SS 5 conditions. These experimental results show, at a limited
level, that the experimental prototype S-100 RLG meets the design performance
expectations. Experiments and simulations of the same or similar landing conditions
match well, validating the technologies and simulation tools used to design them.
7.3 Flight Experiments and Results
This section presents a set of flight tests and results as a study on the real-world
environment performance of the crashworthy, cable-driven, four-bar linkage RLG and
force sensor technologies. sensor-fused control was not permitted for use during flight
tests. This is because the PBC has a strong pedigree of flight tests, and the S-100
RLG avionics did not have access to calibrated AHRS data while the rotor was active.
Additionally, the impact of roll-pitch inertial coupling induced by the rotor is analyzed
with simulations.
7.3.1 Flight Test Operations
Operations during flight tests added safety limitations to the system in order to
limit risk to the rotorcraft. Prior to flight testing, tethered ground experiments were
performed with full rotor power to test vibration of the landing gear and any possible
ground resonance issues. The gear showed no signs of instability through the primary
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vibrational modes of the rotorcraft’s drivetrain. With respect to landing surfaces,
the same ground tested platforms were used during flight testing to limit risk to the
aircraft. Finally, the RLG system has an outside air temperature operational limit of
≈110◦F (43◦C) during experimental flight testing.
The RLG integrated S-100 flight tests were conducted in Florence, Arizona (AZ)
at the National Guard Range. The aircraft mass for these operations was between
150-159 kg dependent on fuel remaining at the time of attempted landings. The air-
craft was operated using a four-step procedure. First, the pilot took off and RLG
locked in the neutral position. Second, the pilot flew a loiter pattern to maintain a
cool engine, then approaches the landing zone. Third, the pilot attempted a landing
on the designated platform. Finally, ground crew observed RLG and aircraft landing
dynamics, and operators recorded aircraft steady-state roll angle. This procedure,
in addition to demonstrated landings, proved the RLG’s ability to withstand aero-
dynamic loads from forward flight. Figure 7.8 depicts the rotorcraft at the primary
landing/takeoff site. The landing site presented in this image has a natural slope
Figure 7.8: S-100 Camcopter front view with cable-driven, four-bar linkage RLG at
the test facility in Florence, AZ.
range from -1.5◦ to -2.5◦ aligned with the direction of landing for each case consid-
ered here. Additionally, ground tests had the aircraft within ±1◦ during the descent,
but the rotorcraft approaches with a state roll angle between -1.5◦ and -2.5◦.
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7.3.2 Results and Discussion
The first set of results considered here are the 6 in landing platforms. Figure 7.9
shows three images of the S-100 integrated RLG landing on the 6 in platform with
the left leg. In Figure 7.9, the rotorcraft is nearly level once landed, with performance
Boeing Copyright 2018.
Distribution A: Approved for Public Release. Distribution Unlimited
Figure 7.9: S-100 with RLG landing on a 6 in platform in Florence, AZ.
metrics confirming this observation.
Figures 7.10(a) through (h) show the experimental data and performance metrics
for the left and right leg flight test landings on 6 in platforms. As with previous data,
the roll data used for this plot came from the VN-100 AHRS system onboard the
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Flight Test Left-Leg Landing Flight Test Right-Leg Landing
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Figure 7.10: Left- and right-leg flight test landings on 6 in platform showing (a) and
(b) differential angle estimates and commands; (c) and (d) force feedback from a
sensor array; (e) and (f) estimated RLG absorbed ground angle, γRLG, and aircraft
roll, φ; and (g) and (h) RLG ground angle absorption rate, γ̇RLG, and total vertical
foot velocity, vL + vR.
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RLG avionics, rather than from S-100 data systems. Both landings had a maximum,
measured aircraft descent rate of 23.6 in/s (0.59 m/s). Figures 7.10(a) through (d)
illustrate that both landings occurred in a short period of time, with the right leg
landing taking 0.291 s from first contact to the brake lock command, while the left
leg took 0.421 s. This allowed the left leg 0.13 s more to conform over the right leg,
and this disparity impacted the steady state roll angle. As shown in Figure 7.10(e),
the aircraft approached at -2.01◦ and ended with a final roll of 0.46◦. Figure 7.10(f)
indicates the aircraft approached at -1.45◦ and ended with a final roll of -4.62◦. The
author notes that the best possible steady-state roll is the helicopter’s in-flight roll
angle because the PBC operates only with foot-force feedback. The transient per-
formance metrics, such as vertical foot speed, vL + vr in Figures 7.10(g) and (h), as
well as sensor feedback, were similar between the left and right legs given the landing
periods, so there was no clear explanation for the apparent asymmetry.
This asymmetry trend continued with the 9 in landing case. Figures 7.11(a) and
(b) show the steady state landing configurations and roll/ground angle data for the
9 in left- and right-leg landings. As clearly depicted in Figures 7.11(b) and (d), the
right-leg landing yielded a significant roll angle even with the legs operating normally.
The landing times for the right and left legs were 0.38 s versus 0.46 s, respectively.
This asymmetry in left/right landing performance was not seen anytime during the
ground tests at Boeing’s facility or during regression tests in Florence.
The RLG was deemed to have functioned properly during these landings as ex-
perimentally evidenced by post-flight ground tests performed on site with a crane.
Steady state roll measurements from these ground tests were analogous to previ-
ous experiments, and the simulated expectations yielded symmetric nominal angles
within ±2.4◦ across all of the left- and right-leg tests using the crane. Those results
confirmed that the asymmetry was not caused by a RLG sensor or controller error.
Flight experiments were repeated with contact on the right leg to better under-
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Figure 7.11: Left and right leg flight test landings on 9 in platforms. (a) and (b)
Show steady state landing configuration of the S-100, while (c) and (d) present RLG
measured ground angle, γRLG, and fuselage roll, φ.
stand the asymmetry. These landings had the approach angle rotated 180◦ in order to
improve the total ground angle conditions and observe if the ground angle conditions
caused the asymmetry. Even for these landings, a steady state roll angle of -4.9◦ on
the 9 in landing block was at the bounds of acceptable operation. Further analysis
of the experimental data verified the asymmetry, revealing the difference of landing
times between the left and right side. While this is partially due to the difference
in ground angle, another feasible contributing factor is rotor induced cross-coupling
between pitch and roll rates.
Rotor induced pitch-roll cross-coupling
Rotor induced pitch-roll cross-coupling was not previously analyzed in the four DoF
and multibody simulations. The author proposes that this dynamic interaction, also
known as a rotor-induced gyroscopic moment [119, 120], contributed to the steady
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state roll asymmetry seen during flight tests. The author also proposes that this
dynamic interaction is pronounced because of the landing obstacle used for flight tests
paired with the unique, three-legged geometry of the S-100. Landing on a naturally
sloped surface has a minimal height difference between the contact points of the front
and rear legs. That provides balanced support along the aircraft’s longitudinal axis
during descent and prevents significant pitch rates. The use of landing blocks created
a convenient and artificial surface for contacting one leg during experiements, but
it generated a large vertical displacement for the S-100’s rear leg to travel before it
arrested pitch rotation. Before the rear leg of this three-legged design made contact
with the ground during a rotor-on landing, the aircraft pitched and the rotor inertial
cross-coupling initiated. This coupling may be modeled as follows.
A Newton-Euler dynamic model derivation for a body with rotating mass [121],
yields the angular momentum of the rotor’s rotating mass as
~hGM = [IR] Ω̄R. (7.1)






















































































caused by the rotor given a pitch and roll rate. The gyroscopic moment has a com-
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ponent that changes pitch rate dependent on roll rate, and vice versa. Given a pitch
rate perturbation caused by the RLG leg(s) contact the ground forward of the CG,
the rotorcraft will begin an oscillatory transfer of angular momentum from the rotor
blade to the pitch and roll rates of the fuselage.
The results of this dynamic interaction are important to understanding the ob-
served flight experiment asymmetry, so the author conducted dynamic simulations of
the phenomenon with experimentally measured pitch rates. Figure 7.12 shows the
moving average smoothed (a) pitch angle and (b) pitch rate measured by the RLG
AHRS before, during, and after the landing depicted in Figure 7.11(d). There is a


















Figure 7.12: Moving average filtered (a) pitch and (b) pitch rate data for a right-leg
landing on a 9 in platform during flight tests of the S-100 RLG with denotions for
the landing period as measured by the system’s force sensors.
clear period of rotorcraft pitching during the landing phase, marked by black-dashed
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lines. The maximum pitch rate measured by the RLG AHRS was 5.38◦/s. Again,
this value was smoothed using a moving average filter, so the actual peak is above
5.5◦/s. Either the rotorcraft or the natural coupling dynamics clearly attempted to
correct this pitch rate throughout the landing; visible in the dip of pitch rate before
another spike just before the brake engaged. Nevertheless, there was a non-zero pitch
rate during the entire landing, so cross-coupling to roll rate was possible.
This phenomena was simulated in the multibody dynamics environment after flight
tests to improve the modeling techniques and tools for future RLG. This model im-
provement adds the rotor as a rotating mass with an artificially injected thrust force,
but no detailed aerodynamic forces are considered. The rotor blades are modeled as
a thin plates by incorporating public data on the S-100 [111]. Due to its proprietary
design, exact inertial properties of the rotor are not provided.
An exploratory multibody simulation designed to gauge the impact of rotor inertial
coupling was executed prior to a simulated S-100 RLG landing. This representative
simulation initialized the S-100 in free space with a constant rotor speed and an initial,
non-zero pitch rate. The non-zero pitch rate is representative of the real system and
is necessary to initiate a roll rate. Figure 7.13 illustrates the simulated pitch-rate,
roll-rate, and roll-angle responses of the S-100 fuselage with approximate rotor mass
properties and rotor speed. This does not inlcudde any main or tail rotor control
inputs. The pitch rate, denoted by q, initial condition for this case was 5.5◦/s while
all other initial conditions are zero. As roll rate, p, increases, the inertial coupling
moment decreases the pitch rate and the oscillation begins, eventually producing a
roll angle oscillation with a -1.93◦ amplitude at 1.75 Hz. The roll angle difference
between the left and right leg landings was ≈1.2◦, so the amplitude of the coupling is
comparable to the difference seen from flight test landings. The peak of the roll rate
response varies between ±10◦/s, double that of the pitch rate. The time scale for these





























































Figure 7.13: Pitch rate, q, roll rate, p, and roll angle, φ, results of an updated
multibody dynamics simulation with included rotor inertial coupling and a pitch rate
initial condition of 5.5◦/s in free space.
roll angle oscillation). Without the rotating mass of the rotor blade in the simulation,
these results are not present. This elucidates that the rotor-induced, pitch-roll rate
coupling has the roll amplitude and time scale within the range experienced during
flight experiments.
Replica simulations of the flight test with and without inertial-coupling were con-
ducted next. Roll, roll rate, and pitch rate measured by the VN-100 AHRS from
flight tests were noted, and they were used as initial conditions to match the flight
conditions as closely as possible in the multibody simulator. Figure 7.14 shows sim-
ulated roll data with the rotor neglected (black), rotor included (red), as well as the
experimentally measured roll data (blue) of the right leg landing on a 9 in platform.
In order to mimic landings but minimize simulation time, the simulations were run
for 1 s after initial contact. All three legs made contact during the 1 s window, and
the simulated rotorcraft with rotating mass rotor blades ended with the same steady
state pitch angle as the experimental aircraft (≈6◦). There are minor differences in
the total landing time between the simulation and experimental data. The simula-
tions tend to complete the landing faster (≈0.05 s), which contributes to the minor
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Figure 7.14: Multibody dynamics simulated roll response without the rotor rotat-
ing mass, with the rotating mass included, and measurements from the flight test
experiment on a 9 in landing block.
differences in ground contact dynamics and descent rate control of the rotor. The
black and red lines show the difference in fuselage steady state roll solely caused by the
rotating mass inertial coupling. The simulation with included rotor inertial coupling
underestimates the experimental steady state roll by only 0.2◦ while the simulation
without rotor inertial coupling underestimates the steady state roll by ≈2◦. The
differences between experimental and simulation data for the inertial cross-coupled
result are attributed to inexact landing speed dynamics, ground contact parameters,
and uncertainty in the rotor mass moment of inertia.
Previously shown results present evidence that the inertial cross-coupling exists
for the S-100 at a magnitude and time horizon consistent with the asymmetry ob-
served during flight tests purely using publicly available estimates of the inertial and
constant rotor angular velocity. The following results present inertial cross-coupling,
roll-angle amplitude and oscillation frequency when the rotor mass moment of iner-
tia is treated as variable. This study was conducted using the multibody dynamics
tool to yield greater understanding of how the coupling varies based on relative mass
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properties, not rotor speed (since rotor speed is assumed constant). Figure 7.15 shows
the compiled results of roll-angle oscillation and roll-angle amplitude for varied rotor
mass moment of inertia normalized by the S-100’s roll axis mass moment of inertia,
Ixx. The estimated range of mass properties for the S-100 during flight tests is marked





















































Figure 7.15: Roll angle oscillation frequency and amplitude from rotor-blade inertial
coupling based on normalized rotor mass moment of inertia for a constant rotor speed
and initial pitch rate of 5.5◦/s in free space.
by a red-dashed box in order to provide a reference for the reader. The oscillation
frequency increases in a linear manner as inertia ratio increases, while the roll sinu-
soid amplitude decreases in an asymptotic manner as the ratio increases. The S-100
rotor falls within the frequency range between 1-2 Hz and roll amplitudes between 1.5
and 3◦. This result supports that using a PBC logic on an S-100 with dynamic land-
ing gear will have inherent roll asymmetry in the 1.5-3◦ range depending on inertial
properties and the time required to complete a landing.
It is not possible without additional experimental data to determine with certainty
that inertial cross-coupling was the sole source of the asymmetry observed during the
S-100 RLG landings. More experimental data would be necessary to discount other
factors such as degraded motor performance due to high temperatures. Nevertheless,
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it is clear from multibody simulations that inertial cross-coupling is a non-negligible
component of the system dynamics for the three-legged S-100 RLG design. This is
not, however, a necessary component of the system design for some rotorcraft systems
that balance the center of gravity around skid gear under the main fuselage section,
such as the UH-60. As a result of this finding, the S-100 RLG along with other three-
contact point rotorcraft RLG would be guaranteed to benefit from the sensor-fused
control during flight operations to mitigate roll angle errors effectively. A secondary
option for future developments is to compensate for the inertial cross-coupling. One
example of compensation may be directly integrated into the controller, where the
contact feedback is more reactive to right-leg force response. Another example is to
approach the landing site and and align the aircraft such that the left leg always
makes contact first. By aligning the aircraft with the landing surface so the left leg
makes contact first, the aircraft uses the cross-coupling to its advantage to bound
steady state roll errors.
Force sensor array frequency response
The S-100 has significant vibrations from the drivetrain during operation, so data from
force sensors was post-processed from flight and landing portions of operation. The
desire of this analysis is to inform future RLG sensor filter and estimation techniques
using the novel force sensors from Chapter 3. Sections of data up to 4 s long were
used from multiple landings and free flight segments of operation to generate an
average frequency response of force from both legs. Figures 7.16(a) and (b) show the
frequency spectrum response of the left and right foot-force estimates during those
phases of operation. These results are shown as a noise factor, normalized by Fref (5
N). There are local peaks at ≈1, 37, and 43 Hz during free flight of the S-100 for both
the left- and right-leg sensor array assemblies, with the right leg maintaining lower
attenuation compared to the left foot. This could be caused by slight differences in the
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.16: Frequency spectrum magnitude of force measurements when referenced
to contact force threshold, Fref , during (a) free-flight operation and (b) landing op-
eration of the S-100.
elastomer-fiberglass cover and force plate installation between the two leg assemblies
(i.e. freedom of the force sensor subsystem assembly to vibrate). This phenomena
occurred across all free-flight segments of operation during the flight test opportunity.
It should be noted that the range of 36-43 Hz contains a multiple of the primary rotor
frequency.
A vastly different frequency response of the sensor arrays is observable during
landing events. There are two local peaks for the sensor response in this case: ≈1
and 19 Hz. The first peak is consistent with free-flight frequency response, but the
largest peak occurs at 19 Hz. This observed frequency response peak occurs near the
sensor’s primary frequency, signifying that the rotor’s vibration propagates through
the fuselage to the sensor array and elastomer cover assembly anytime there is contact
with the ground. Another difference is the similar nature of left versus right foot gain.
Both the left and right foot have similar noise profiles, which is different from the
in-flight characteristics. This suggests that the left leg assembly has more freedom to
vibrate. This freedom is limited as soon as the leg makes contact during landing. The
large gain at this resonant frequency, when normalized by Fref , suggests the largest
peak-to-peak forces measured during landing match the sensor’s natural frequency.
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Improved force sensing filters and estimation techniques (implementation of a notch
filter, for example) may be developed as a part of future RLG work because of this
vital experimental data.
7.4 Extended Simulation Results
Additional simulations were conducted on static and dynamic landing platforms for
three RLG operational cases: no feedback control (legs locked), force-feedback con-
trolled, and roll- and force-feedback control. No feedback control was simulated as
a part of this section to show a direct comparison between the locked and active
landing gear configuration responses with respect to dynamic rollover. This does not
represent the dynamic rollover scenario for the nominal static gear of the S-100. Force
feedback control scenarios were simulated to compare a controller used for previous
flight tests [115]. The roll- and force-feedback controller is not expected to signif-
icantly enhance performance during the short time horizon from initial contact to
contact on all legs because of the fundamental acceleration (power) limits of the driv-
etrain as noted in Section 6.3.2. Nevertheless, this roll- and force-fused controller is
expected to prevent dynamic rollover by pushing the rotorcraft’s roll angle toward
an ideal deadband of φDB = ±0.1
◦ once full contact is achieved. This deadband was
chosen to simulate high-quality AHRS that are integrated into commercial rotorcraft,
not the VN-100 used on the experimental platform.
The last consideration for these simulations is the landing velocity. Each simula-
tion presented here considers the case wherein the aircraft starts at ≈0 m/s descent,
but collective command drops at first contact to the mininum value, similar to how
pilots fly this aircraft [115]. At full contact, the aircraft descent rates are typically
within a range of 0.55-0.6 m/s; the upper end of the RLG’s performance specification.
Any additional vertical velocity from the platform will push the RLG up to its op-
erating velocity boundary and beyond. Therefore, the landing simulations presented
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here represent the performance boundary for the S-100 RLG, they do not include a
full range of performance estimates.
7.4.1 Static Landings
The first landing cases simulated were on static surfaces with the aircraft descending
with a roll angle of -2◦, the nominal approach roll angle of the aircraft. Figure 7.17(a)
illustrates the roll angle results for a 15◦ even slope landing without any feedback
control (green line), force feedback controlled RLG (blue line), and roll- and force-
feedback controlled RLG (black-dashed line). Four shaded regions are shown in (a)
to distinguish risk of dynamic rollover for the given roll angle. These regions were
analytically observed as low risk (orange, 5-10% chance) and high risk (red, >40%
chance) for dynamic rollover in Chapter 6. As previously noted, the author has no
knowledge of the aircraft’s dynamic rollover risk with the OEM rigid landing gear
installed, so this data is a baseline comparison of the active RLG system to the RLG
without any active control (i.e. locked in the neutral position). The maximum descent
speed achieved during this landing for the roll- and force-feedback controlled RLG is
0.56 m/s, so it is expected for the locked RLG to diverge and experience dynamic
rollover during the short landing period. Since this descent rate is within the perfor-
mance specification of the gear’s drivetrain, the system compensates and maintains
a roll angle throughout the landing with no risk of dynamic rollover. Figures 7.17(b)
through (d) give physical pictures of the simulation data shown in Figure 7.17(a).
These images and the simulation outputs clearly show that any feedback control of
RLG is beneficial to prevent dynamic rollover on extreme slopes. The benefit of in-
cluding roll feedback is clearer for landings where the aircraft’s inertial cross-coupling
impacts roll rate.
Figure 7.18(a) presents the roll data for a -10◦ roll angle sloped surface. In this
scenario, the pitch-roll rate inertial cross-coupling exacerbates the roll rate increase
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(d) Force and roll feedback(c) Force feedback
(b) Locked RLG
(a)
Figure 7.17: Static surface landing simulation of a 15◦ slope without active RLG,
with force-feedback control, and roll- and force-feedback control with shaded regions
for low risk (orange) and high risk (red) of dynamic rollover.
during landing, which the roll-feedback control mitigates. The simulation with force
feedback control leaves the aircraft above 5◦ of roll. This is consistent with the findings
during flight test experiments of the force feedback controller in Section 7.3. The roll-
and force-feedback controller is not able to completely mitigate roll angle increase
prior to full contact of the legs. This is due to the physical power and speed constraints
of the RLG. The added feedback channel (roll) allows the gear to return the aircraft
to a safe operating region rapidly after full contact is made. A custom, high-power
and faster drivetrain would be able to mitigate this issue. Nevertheless, the roll- and
force-feedback fused control is especially important for limiting the dynamic rollover
risk during subsequent takeoff when collective is increased and thrust begins to push
the aircraft to roll about contact points. With the fused control system, the aircraft
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is able to takeoff from a fuselage-level orientation, unlike the other configurations.
(a)
(b)
Figure 7.18: (a) Roll angle data from a static surface landing simulation of a -10◦
slope without active RLG, with force-feedback control, and roll- and force-feedback
control with shaded regions for low risk (orange) and high risk (red) for dynamic
rollover and (b) images of each simulation to illustrate the data at t = 1.25 s.
A series of static-slope simulations were conducted using uniform distributions
of the nominal S-100 landing conditions as defined in Table 6.4. As a reminder,
these variables include the aircraft mass, rotor time constant, ground contact friction,
aircraft orientation, and aircraft body frame velocities. The distribution of variables
was tested across the locked, PBC (force-feedback control), and roll- and force-fused
RLG control configurations. Figure 7.19 shows the regions of steady state roll angle
as a function of the ground slope, γ. Visible in this plot are the regions where the
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S-100 may enter a dynamic rollover condition when the ground slope is less than
-7◦ or greater than 7◦. Prior to the dynamic rollover regions for the locked RLG
configuration, the aircraft’s steady state roll angle mimics the ground slope.
In contrast, the PBC has no regions of dynamic rollover. This supports that
force feedback alone is enough to keep the aircraft from dynamic rollover in nominal
conditions. However, the PBC struggles with the negative ground slopes due to the
inertial cross-coupling detailed in Section 7.3.2. For the negative ground slopes, the
aircraft has dangerous steady-state roll angles that would not be acceptable for normal
operation due to the risk of dynamic rollover from ground obstacles and wind.
Finally, the sensor-fused controller shows consistent response for all of the ground
slopes. This is primarily due to the third phase of landing, where the system includes
roll feedback and continues control for a longer period than the PBC. This is the only
configuration where the response is not only predictable, but consistent regardless of
landing conditions.
Figure 7.19: Comparison of steady-state roll angle for locked, PBC (force-feedback
control), and sensor-fused controllers landing on static landing surfaces with slope γ.
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7.4.2 Roll Sinusoid Platform Landings
Simulations were conducted landing the S-100 on a moving platform with only sinu-
soidal roll motion. The sine waves used to generate the deck motion have amplitudes
from ±15◦ and frequencies that correspond to waves with maximum angular rates of
3-8◦/s respectively. Sinusoid waves of these amplitudes and frequencies are within the
SS 6 simulated ship deck response as shown in Figure 5.6(b). The primary benefit of
simulations with only roll sinusoidal is the lack of surge, sway, and heave motion which
adds to the dynamic interaction. These simulations are designed to be compared to
SS platform simulations to determine the impact of angular versus translation motion
on the systems performance.
Figure 7.20(a) shows the roll angle data for the three operation modes landing
on a platform undergoing sinusoidal motion. The platform’s sinusoid had a peak roll
rate of ±5◦/s and initialized at -10◦. Figure 7.20(b) illustrates each operation mode’s
orientation at t = 1.0 s, when the locked RLG is recovering from a bounce. The
aircraft for each simulation has a peak descent speed of 0.61 m/s, near the bound
of design specification for the RLG and well above the experimental tests conducted
in Section 7.2.2. Simulation with locked RLG does not yield rollover, but it has
a significant and dangerous bounce. The author notes that the aircraft does not
enter dynamic rollover because the platform was moving toward γ = 0◦. Both RLG
controllers prevent this large roll angle bounce and keep the aircraft outside the low-
risk for dynamic rollover region. Again, the roll- and force-feedback controlled system
quickly (<0.5 s) returns the aircraft to a level position even as the deck continues to
move. The force-feedback controller does not have any sensor feedback to track the
deck motion, so the aircraft has a constant roll offset as it rides along with the deck.
This puts the aircraft in an unusual orientation for recovery or take off at a later
time. All of these issues are dealt with by the roll- and force-feedback controlled gear




Figure 7.20: (a) Roll angle simulation data landing on a moving platform sinusoid
initial condition of -10◦ for locked, force-feedback controlled, and roll- and force-
feedback controlled RLG. (b) Shows renders of the system for each simulation at t =
1.0 s.
Similar behavior is observed from a landing where the platform’s initial condition
is 10◦ with positive angular rate. Figure 7.21(a) shows the roll feedback of the simu-
lations for each operating mode. The author notes that the aircraft has a significant
bounce, but it does not enter dynamic rollover in these ideal conditions (no wind
modeled). In the locked RLG case, there is a ≈1◦ bias between the aircraft roll and
the deck roll angle, which is due to semi-permanent stretch of the cable on one side
of the RLG assembly. This semi-permanent asymmetry is caused by the large impact
force on the right leg.
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Some oscillations are visible on the force feedback controlled and roll- and forced-
feedback controlled RLG simulations. The oscillations are caused by momentary
loss of contact. Figure 7.21(b) further elucidates the roll- and forced-feedback con-
trolled RLG simulation. The force-feedback control portions of both controllers are
not perfectly tuned across a wide range of landing speeds; therefore, the gear can
momentarily lose contact. Any momentary loss of contact results in a deceleration of
the gear until contact is regained. This prevents the gear from impacting the surface
with significant force, further destabilizing roll angle. In this case, the gear loses
contact four times during the landing sequence (see Figure 7.21(b)). Regardless of
this contact bouncing, the RLG is fast enough to bound the roll angle within a safe
operating region during the transient period before full contact is established around
0.4 s. There is then a transient period where the torque on the spool from both
cables is too high to achieve significant γ̇RLG. By 0.6 s, the torque stabilizes to a
point where the drivetrain can drive the legs at a rate of ≈7.7◦/s until the roll is
within φDB. These sinusoid platform simulations show the roll- and force-feedback
controlled RLG’s ability to bound the roll angle to a safe operating region. The
roll- and force-feedback control maintain the roll angle near the desired deadband
even with significant pitch-roll inertial cross-coupling caused by the rotor blade and
landing gear geometry.
7.4.3 SS Platform Landings
The final set of simulations conducted were on dynamic platforms simulated SS 5 and
SS 6 conditions. These two conditions were chosen since they represent a combined
37% probability of occurrence in the northern hemisphere [105], and the dynamics of
the ship decks at these SS pose a risk to pilots and aircraft.
Figure 7.22 depicts the fuselage roll angle output of a 4 s simulation where the






Figure 7.21: Sinusoidal moving plaftorm landing simulation with momentary loss of
foot contact. (a) Shows roll angle outputs of a deck sinusoid with initial condition
of 10◦ for locked, force-feedback controlled, and roll- and force-feedback controlled
RLG. (b) Shows γ̇RLG for the roll- and force-feedback controlled system with callouts
for loss of contact during descent.
case leads to dynamic rollover of the locked RLG system. There is rolling motion
of the fuselage for the active controlled systems as well, but no dynamic rollover or
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dangerous bouncing behavior. The significant rolling of the fuselage of the actively
controlled simulations is because the combined impact velocity between the helicopter
and deck is 1.3 m/s. This is almost two times the maximum speed of the RLG, so they
are unable to absorb all of the roll angle. The roll- and force-feedback RLG returns
the fuselage to a safe operating condition within 1 s of initial contact even though the
combine system dynamics are well outside of the nominal operating specification.
Figure 7.22: Roll angle outputs from a S-100 landing on a SS 5 simulated dynamic
platform.
More detail of the drivetrain’s response to this aggressive landing is illustrated in
Figure 7.23. It is clear the system is accelerating as quickly as possible to keep up
with the combined deck and aircraft dynamics until contact is made on all legs. The
torque is too high to continue accelerating at the same magnitude, so it slows down.
Once the drivetrain slows and the torque stabilizes across the spool, the RLG system
begins to drive toward φDB at t = 0.7 s. Noise in the data between the time of full
contact and the time of return to level is due to dynamics of the cable, ground, and
elastic joints during the impact.
Similar responses result from SS 6 simulated landings. Figure 7.24(a) depicts







Return to level roll
Figure 7.23: RLG ground angle absorption rate, γ̇RLG, outputs from a S-100 landing
over the 1 s landing window on a SS 5 simulated dynamic platform using the fused
roll- and force-feedback controller.
1.28 m/s relative vertical velocity, while Figure 7.24(b) shows the response to a SS
6 landing with contact initiated at 10◦ and relative velocity between the deck and
aircraft at 0.98 m/s. In Figure 7.24(a), the difference between the roll angles of the
three systems is small because of the large, relative velocity and inertial cross-coupling
effect on roll rate. This represents an aggressive landing outside the normal bounds
for the RLG. Active RLG systems of these simulations have a minor bounce but do
not enter dynamic rollover. The gear’s ability to push against the slope prevents
the aircraft from a dangerous bounce and rollover. The locked RLG enters dynamic
rollover in the low-risk region because of the higher-than-nominal landing velocity
relative to the nominal value (see Table 6.4). This ability to combat dynamic rollover
is more pronounced for the roll- and force-feedback system, which pushes the aircraft
into the safe operating region well before the deck reaches a safe roll angle.
Each simulation presented shows that the force feedback controller is, at minimum,
sufficient for preventing roll instability, but the danger with such a controller is clear




Figure 7.24: Roll angle outputs from two simulated S-100 landings on ship decks in
SS 6 conditions.
(≈8◦), which in turn puts the aircraft at a significant inertial roll angle of 17◦ by
the end of the simulation at t = 5 s. At this roll angle, the aircraft is in danger of
rollover if any collective is applied to the rotor. This is an example of a case where
force feedback RLG is worse than a rigid-gear configuration, showing the need for
continued feedback after landing. The roll- and force-fused-feedback controlled RLG
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This dissertation spanned multidisciplinary developments of advanced RLG technolo-
gies. The disciplines considered are best summarized by Figure 8.1. This figure il-
lustrates the high-level topics only. The specific technologies developed from this
Experimental RLG
Structures:
• Crashworthy design and 
validation













• Real-time operating systems
• Fault tolerance
• System health monitors
• Human-system interaction
Figure 8.1: Multidisciplinary approach to the development of technologies that will
enable autonomous landings using RLG.
dissertation are 1) crashworthy, cable-driven, four-bar linkage RLG structure, 2) a
robust and high-sensitivity force sensor comprised of an elastomer-encapsulated pres-
sure sensor with an engineerd air cavity, and 3) roll- and force-fused-feedback RLG
control with robust sensor health monitoring and fault detection.
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Chapter 2 presented the four-bar linkage mechanism as a suitable replacement
to multi-jointed, DoF legs. A thorough actuation and kinematic analysis showed
that a cable-driven design is the most suitable configuration for RLG use. A rapid
simulation and experiment framework was proven to meet crashworthiness standards
with impacts up to 5 m/s at 5◦ pitch and roll of the fuselage. Not only is this novel
structure crashworthy, its design enables fuselage-housed actuators and reduces the
number of actuators required per controllable DoF. Only one actuator is needed for
symmetric or differential motion of a leg pair. This substantially reduces the overall
RLG weight and aids the real-world viability of such systems.
Chapter 3 detailed the invention of a novel force sensor that can sustain large
deformations from low applied force. This was enabled using a silicone elastomer-
encapsulated pressure sensorwith an engineered air cavity designed using finite ele-
ment methods. The sensor has a tunable, linear sensitivity until saturation. Exper-
iments validated the analytic model within 5% for each of the considered geometric
and material property variables. Its unique design is excellent for RLG because the
sensor deforms into a protective structural housing during hard landings that other
force sensors cannot mimic. Additional applications of the sensor as a single unit and
as an array of sensors were presented to show usability in other areas of robotics and
articulating manipulator research.
The third contribution, an aircraft-orientation- and foot-force-fused controller,
was presented in Chapter 4. It has sufficient observable and controllable states for
safe landings on static or dynamic surfaces. A nonlinear inner-outer loop PD control
was derived with first-order filters on discrete measurements. The controller has
unique features compared to other RLG systems, including integrated health and fault
detection protocols. These features were included with the new controller, making
it a robust, advanced RLG control system. Using each of the three technologies
developed, a simulation-aided design commenced.
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In Chapter 5, improved simulation and computed-aided design tools enabled the
seamless design and integration of each contribution into a commercial helicopter
(Chapter 6). Simulations revealed that the sensor-fused RLG controller yields nomi-
nal improvements to performance on static landing surfaces and substantial improve-
ments for landings on dynamic surfaces. Furthermore, through extensive simulations,
the new roll- and foot-force-feedback control was shown to be viable on slopes up to
15◦ and on ship decks in SS 6 conditions. Meanwhile, force-feedback control left the
rotorcraft in a dangerous orientation.
This dissertation extended theoretical designs beyond the lab space into the real
world with ground and flight tests of the technologies. These tests were presented
in Chapter 7. Ground tests made use of a state-of-the-art dynamic motion table
and customizable height obstacles. Experimental ground tests showed the roll- and
foot-force-fused control, foot-force sensors, and cable-driven, four-bar gear function
as designed on a representative ship deck in conditions up to SS 5. The new gear,
force sensors, and robust control algorithms were all tested in the desert during the
summertime to illustrate functionality in a relevant environment. Both the force
sensors and cable-driven landing gear were tested in flight with landings on slopes up
to 15◦ at descent rates near 0.5 m/s.
8.1 Future Work
This multidisciplinary dissertation generated and tested technologies that will enable
autonomous landing with RLG in the future. They do so by providing a redundant,
autonomous operational system that operates independent of the visual environment
conditions and landing surface dynamics; as proven by the integration and experi-
ments with the S-100 aircraft. Now, the author proposes four research topic areas and
tasks based on the findings of this dissertation. Descriptions of each in no particular
order may be found below:
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8.1.1 Autonomous Landings with RLG
The purpose of this dissertation was to overcome technology roadblocks that inhibit
autonomous landings of aircraft with RLG. The most important follow-on research is
the development and integration of remaining technologies for autonomous landing.
The first step to this process is the integration of this dissertation’s sensors and RLG
controller with aircraft flight controllers. There are many uncertainties of how the
RLG may integrate into aircraft in the future and what benefits that will achieve
from a controls and robust software perspective. The author proposes future work
to study aircraft integration techniques to maintain robust operation during hard
landings, and also enhance the controllability of the system.
The next step to this process will be the development and experimentation of
guidance and navigation algorithms meant for autonomous landing with RLG. The
previous step looks at the requirements and engineering challenges with direct inte-
gration, from the ground up, with an aircraft’s flight control systems. Within the next
5 years the author believes a completely autonomous unmanned aircraft with RLG
will exist. This belief is based on the multiple emerging markets and early adopters
from Chapter 1. Many of the core technologies and design tools of this dissertation
will make this concept a reality. The last major hurdle to overcome for completely au-
tonomous landings will be guidance and navigation algorithms. The author suggests
a research task to review existing algorithms, their limitations (if any), and create a
method to guide the autonomous aircraft toward a moving target and use combined
aircraft flight controls with RLG controls to safely land. This research task will also
guide research into the sensors and state estimation processes required to navigate
local to the landing target. Such sensors may include but is not limited to cameras,
lasers, and ultra-wide band radios.
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8.1.2 Landings on Complex, Unprepared Terrains
To date, RLG systems have been developed and flight tested on well prepared sur-
faces. Rotorcraft with RLG will need to land on a variety of complex, unprepared
surfaces. In order to accomplish this, there are three research challenges which must
be overcome. First, researchers will need to identify a range of obstructions or terrain
complexities that the current RLG technologies cannot handle. For example, the
S-100 RLG design assumes the aircraft will not land with a tall obstruction under
the fuselage. The fuselage may impact the obstruction before any force is measured
by the foot-force sensors. Second, suitable sensors and control algorithms must be
researched to overcome current technology shortfalls for the most complex terrains.
LiDAR and landing zone detection algorithms are one example of each. The mea-
surements from LiDAR are useful to detect complex obstructions or features of the
terrain, while the landing zone determination algorithms will guide the aircraft away
from dangerous positions. Another example is an array of force sensors on the fuse-
lage. An array of sensors along the fuselage generate contact feedback that ensures no
portion of the fuselage touches an obstacle before a leg does. Finally, researchers will
need to integrate each new technology with RLG and complete tests one unprepared
landing sites.
8.1.3 Improvements to the Low-Force, Large-Deformation Force Sensor
Chapters 3 and 6 showed an extensive development cycle and rotorcraft integration
of the elastomer-encapsulated force sensor, respectively. This dissertation was not
able to completely characterize the sensor’s hysteretic and frequency response char-
acteristics when bundled as an array with an elastomer cover. Specifically, there
will be changes to the overall force measurement responsiveness because of this im-
plementation. Therefore, additional experimentation may be done in the future on
the sensor array with an elastomer cover. Additionally, the author recommends fur-
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ther frequency domain experiments of the single-sensor unit using elastomer’s other
than silicone. These experiments will inform future use cases and implementation
constraints.
8.1.4 Airframe Diversification
The majority of experimental RLG developments from the literature and this disser-
tation focus on rotorcraft, due to their risk of dynamic rollover and widespread use.
Many other vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) platforms are emerging for missions
of surveillance, cargo delivery, and personnel delivery. For this reason, the author pro-
poses a mechanical design and structural analysis study of the cable-driven, four-bar
RLG on additional aircraft platforms. VTOL aircraft are not limited to rotorcraft, so
the opportunities for RLG to improve safety on general rotary wing aircraft should
be explored in the future. This may be done through a mechanical design study of
how a cable-driven, four-bar mechanism integrates with multirotor aircraft (such as
quadcopters) and fixed wing VTOL aircraft (such as a tail sitter).
8.1.5 Scaling RLG Concepts and Enabling Technologies
A majority of future research into active landing gear should focus on scaling down
to 10 kg aircraft and scaling up to 500+ kg aircraft since there is ample research
at the ≈ 100 kg sized rotorcraft. With regards to scaling down the technologies,
future research should consider volume-optimized sensors and actuators. Small-scale
RLG designs would also see benefits from grasping or locking mechanisms that large
scale aircraft would not. Such grasping mechanisms may enable perch and observe
style missions for small scale aircraft (<20 kg), but there is uncertainty with regards
to usability and the weight penalty of such technologies. For example, surveillance
aircraft for fire fighters observing forest fires would greatly benefit from the ability
to land on trees or boulders using a grasping RLG, which fixed-gear UAVs cannot
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accomplish today. However, the weight of such a system may be prohibitive.
Scaling up RLG as a technology requires research in different technology areas.
Large-scale aircraft will not trade significant range or payload capacity for RLG;
therefore, tools for structural weight optimization must be developed. All previous
experimental RLG systems used electric actuation, which is not reasonable for large-
scale systems because of their power-to-weight ratio. The author recommends a trade
study of the various types of actuation suitable for large scale aircraft. Examples
of these include pneumatic, hydraulic, and electrohydraulic actuators. With each
actuation type, the controllability and aircraft integration considerations will change.
Usability is important to scaling up RLG as a technology. Most rotorcraft with
skid or wheeled gear conduct missions that require roll-on landings, which current
RLG technologies inhibit. Future research on wheeled RLG concepts on 500+ kg
rotorcraft would expand the mission capabilities of rotorcraft with integrated RLG.
Finally, marinisation of the cable-driven, four-bar linkage mechanism design is crucial
for real-world usability. Considerations for marinisation include the wear and tear on
the drive cable, implementation of non-corrosive metal alloys, and protection of the
structural carbon-fiber from saltwater exposure. While this is not a research heavy




CRASHWORTHINESS DESIGN ITERATIONS OF A
CABLE-DRIVEN, FOUR-BAR LINKAGE RLG
This appendix outlines the first three design and drop-test iterations of a cable-driven,
four-bar linkage RLG design that converged on a crashworhty design.
A.1 First Design & Testing Iteration
The first iteration serves to introduce a basic design concept. As shown in Fig-
ure A.1(a), there is a basic four-bar link mechanism composed of a CFRP leg, CFRP
crank, and aluminum follower. With respect to the actuation of this mechanism,
there are three important design choices which will carry through every design:
1. First, the elastic element that drives the system upwards is in the form of a
gas spring positioned parallel to the cable. It connects the lower-inner and
upper-outer joints of the four-bar mechanism (see red arrow in Figure A.1(a)).
This configuration has some unique benefits. First, it simplifies the mechanical
design as all of the cable routing and gas spring attachments occur at the same
joints. Second, and more importantly, it provides a fail-safe mechanism for the
landing gear in the event of a cable failure.
The system is designed such that in the event of a cable failure, the legs will move
to a fully retracted position where the gas spring is fully extended; however, they
will still be able to carry load with the gas spring carrying the tensile load that
the cable is no longer withstanding. In this appendix, there will be some drop
test results in which the cable incurred damage, but the test frame did not
impact the ground as the legs retracted to the fail-safe position where the gas
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spring becomes load bearing.
2. Second, the cable which drives the mechanism routes through the follower-
fuselage joint of the four-bar mechanism (as described in Chapter 2); however,
it does not terminate at the crank-leg joint. Rather, the cable loops around that
joint and then returns to the follower-fuselage joint of the four-bar mechanism,
where it is routed into the body of the vehicle and terminates, see Figures A.1(a)
to (c). This gains some additional mechanical advantage by effectively increas-
ing the amount of cable movement required to achieve the differential leg move-
ment. This also allows for the third design choice.
3. Third, the cable terminates on a shock absorber which takes the form of a simple
rubber compression spring. In the drop test rig, this was achieved by routing
the cable through a 90◦ re-direct towards the rear of the drop test frame where
the cable then terminates on a rubber shock absorber, see Figure A.1(d).
Figure A.1(a) shows the CAD of the detailed mechanical design for the first itera-
tion that incorporates the three key design concepts described above. Figures A.1(b)
through (d) show photographs of the manufactured system mounted on the drop test
rig, where (d) shows details of how the cable is routed towards the rear of the drop
test rig and terminated on a rubber shock absorber. For this first design, the detailed
finite element analysis for sizing of all the components was not done. Rather, as a
proof of concept, as many COTS component were utilized as possible for the man-
ufacturing of the crank, leg, and follower. For example, the crank is mainly formed
from COTS square aluminum extrusion. As such, and as will be shown during drop
testing, this concept was not expected to meet impact speed and orientation require-
ments. One important design choice for this particular iteration was that the cable
was not routed about the crank/leg joint, but rather through a pin placed about
one inch below, see Figure A.1(c). Finally, note that the end of the cable is simply
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Figure A.1: First design iteration with three basic design concepts: i) gas spring
in parallel to the cable; ii) cable system terminating in the interior of the drop test
frame; and iii) cable terminating on a shock-absorbing, rubber compression spring.
Drop test results and observations for the first iteration:
• The first drop test was performed at a weight of 180 lb (82 kg) and a drop height
of 24 in (0.61 m). This equates to an impact velocity of roughly 3.5m/s and an
impact energy of roughly 490 J. The results are shown in Figure A.2, and the
drop was successful with no visible damage being incurred.
• The second drop test was performed at a weight of 360 lb (163 kg) and a drop
height of 24 in (0.61 m). This equates to an impact velocity of roughly 3.5m/s
and an impact energy of roughly 980 J. This weight was chosen as it mimics
the same impact energy which would be experienced with a full velocity 5m/s
impact of a system with a weight of 180 lb (82 kg), thus enabling a test of
the correct energy range at a lower impact velocity. The results are shown in
Figure A.3, and show failure of the RLG during impact. Figures A.3(a) and
(b) show the system being loaded to its maximum deflection at which stage the
pin at the leg where the cable loops over begins to fail. This is highlighted in
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Figure A.3(c). Following this, the pin shears the leg metal hard point entirely
and the leg loses all structural integrity as shown in Figure A.3(d).
This failure is a result of the fact that the cable routes about a pin which is below
the crank/leg joint. As such, the leg loads from the cable place the leg under a
large bending/shear load which ultimately leads to failure. In the next design
iterations, this is addressed by making sure the cable loads act at the crank/leg
pin. This greatly improves the structural integrity of the leg component.
(c)(b)(a)
Figure A.2: First design iteration drop test at 24 in (0.61 m) and 180 lb (82 kg) (≈
impact velocity of 3.5m/s and impact energy of 490 J). (a) Shows the moment of first
contact. (b) Shows the point of maximum loading. (c) Shows the transient frame
after spring back.
A.2 Second Design & Testing Iteration
The second design iteration, shown in Figure A.4, uses all custom machined CNC
metal hard points and was no longer restricted to using COTS metal extrusions. The
major re-designs from the previous iteration are as follows:
• The cable is now routed through the crank/leg pin, thus reducing the bending
loads induced in the leg due to the tensile loads carried by the cable (see red




Figure A.3: First design iteration drop test at 24 in (0.61 m ) and 360 lb (163 kg)
(≈ impact velocity of 3.5m/s and impact energy of 980 J). (a) and (b) Show loading
to maximum deflection. (c) Shows the onset of failure at the leg pin supporting the
cable loads, this ultimately leads to failure of the leg component in (d).
• A new structure was developed for attaching the four-bar mechanism to the drop
test rig shown in green in Figure A.4(a) and also in the detailed photograph in
Figure A.4(c). This structure provides both mechanical support for the four-bar
link mechanism — by adding clevises to both the crank and follower attachment
joints — as well as provides the structure for routing the two ends of the cable.
• The crank was redesigned such that it is symmetric about its attachment arm.
Refer to the blue arrow in Figure A.4(a) and compare to the design shown in
Figure A.1(a).
• In addition to the modifications visible in Figure A.4, the metal hard points in
the crank and leg were increased in strength by custom machining aluminum
hard points rather than using COTS aluminum extrusion.
Drop test results and observations for the second iteration:
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure A.4: Second design iteration. Red arrows highlight routing of the cable about
the crank/leg interface. Blue arrow highlights the symmetric crank design about its
attachment arm.
• The first drop test was performed at a weight of 200 lb (100 kg) and a drop
height of 50 in (1.27 m). This equates to an impact velocity of roughly 5m/s,
and an impact energy of roughly 1250 J. This is about half the impact energy
that is the ultimate target, but it is at the full impact velocity. The results are
shown in Figure A.5, and the drop was successful with no visible damage being
incurred.
• The second drop test was performed at a weight of 440 lb (200 kg) and a drop
height of 50 in (1.27 m). This equates to an impact velocity of roughly 5m/s,
and at the target impact energy of 2500 J.
Figure A.6 shows the results of the drop test. As the leg is loaded from (a) to
(b), the system experiences a cable failure, the onset of which is visible in Fig-
ure A.6(b). At this point, the leg moves to the fully-retracted, fail-safe position
where the gas spring carries tensile loads, this occurs between Figures A.6(b)
and (c). However, as highlighted in Figure A.6(c), the load carried by the gas
spring causes failure of the clevis holding the follower to the drop test rig. Fol-
lowing this failure, as shown in Figure A.6(d), the follower fails and the four-bar
mechanism becomes disconnected from the drop test rig at the follower connec-
tion point.
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It is clear in this drop test that the cable failed prematurely. Post-mortem
inspection showed that manufacturing defects (burrs) on the crank had likely
contributed to the premature failure of the cable by essentially cutting (or dam-
aging) the cable as it slides past the slot on the crank at the crank/leg pin.
With the failure of the cable being so premature, not enough energy was dissi-
pated through cable failure and hence the loads transferred to the follower clevis
were larger than designed for. The follower clevis was sized based on multibody
dynamic simulations of the system in a configuration without the cable but with
an impact velocity of 1m/s (rather than the 5m/s used to size the structure in
its normal configuration).
(a) (b) (c)
Figure A.5: Second design iteration drop test at 50 in (1.27 m) and 220 lb (100 kg)
(≈ impact velocity of 5m/s and impact energy of 1250 J). (a) Shows the moment
of first contact. (b) Shows the point of maximum loading. (c) Shows the transient
frame after spring back.
A.3 Third Design & Testing Iteration
The third design iteration, shown in Figure A.7, maintains many of the design features
of the previous iteration with some minor changes to improve strength. The re-designs




Figure A.6: Second design iteration drop test at 50 in (1.27 m) and 440 lb (200 kg)
(≈ impact velocity of 5m/s and impact energy of 1250 J). (a) Shows the moment
moment of first contact. (b) Shows the point of maximum loading where failure of the
cable begins at the crank/leg joint. (c) Shows the leg moving to the fully retracted
position and subsequent failure of the follower clevis holding the gas spring as it
begins to take load. (d) Shows final failure of the follower clevis and of the follower
itself leading to failure of the four-bar mechanism.
• The cable is now routed through a slot on the center of the crank/leg inter-
face pin, see blue arrow in Figure A.7(a) and contrast with red arrow in Fig-
ure A.4(a). This is primarily done to reduce the torque induced in the crank
arm due the loads on the cable.
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• To accommodate this placement of the cable while maintaining suitable struc-
tural integrity at the crank/leg interface, the gas spring is now connected on a
new pin located on the leg below the crank/leg pin (see red arrow in Figure A.7).
If the gas spring were to carry significant loads this attachment location, it would
introduce structural integrity problems. This was the case with the first design
shown in Sect. A.1 . However, the gas spring only carries load in the event of a
cable failure, and in which case the loads are significantly lower and the system
is sized appropriately.
• As shown by the green part in the CAD model in Figure A.7(a), the structure
supporting the four-bar mechanism to the drop test rig was slightly modified
for improved strength. It also increases the radii across which the cable routes.
• Finally, as shown in Figure A.7(d), the cable now terminates on a moving
spool. The spool is held in place by the same drive system that would be used
in actuating the system. (In earlier iterations, as shown in Figure A.1, the cable
was simply terminated on an eye-bolt attached to an aluminum block). This
enables testing for any potential structural integrity issues associated with the
cable/spool termination and/or the spool itself.
Although from the previous iteration it was clear that cable failure was a possibility,
this is meant as a beneficial failure mode as there is the redundancy of carrying
load through the gas spring. As such, cable failure acts as a fuse preventing other
structural failure modes which have no redundancy. In this design iteration, however,
the purpose was to control the cable failure such that it would result in a graceful
retraction of the legs to their fail-safe position.
Drop test results and observations for the third iteration:
• The drop test was performed at a weight of 440 lb (200 kg) and a drop height





Figure A.7: Third design iteration. Blue arrow highlighting the cable routing now
centered about the crank, red arrow highlighting the new location of the gas spring
attachment pin, and the green part highlighting the new interface structure.
impact energy of roughly 2500 J which is the target drop weight and velocity.
As shown in Figure A.8, the RLG incurred damage; however, the drop test
was successful as the drop test frame did not impact the ground. The vehicle
carrying the RLG would not have incurred any damage.
Figure A.8(a) shows the point of maximum deflection of the system before dam-
age is incurred. Damage first occurs in the form of localized crumpling on the
compression side of the CFRP legs as highlighted in Figure A.8(b). Although
the legs crumple, they do not lose load carrying capability. Following this crum-
pling, there is damage of the cable at the spool resulting in a loss of tension on
the cable, this first occurs on the right leg as shown in Figure A.8(c). The legs
then move to the fully retracted fail-safe position as shown in Figure A.8(d)
where the gas spring is carrying the remaining loads necessary to maintain the
gear in position.
Although this is considered a successful drop test at the full weight and impact velocity
requirements, there was one additional design modification. This final iteration and




Figure A.8: Third design iteration drop test at 50 in (1.27 m) and 440 lb (200 kg)
(≈ impact velocity of 5m/s and impact energy of 2500 J). Although damage was
incurred by the RLG, this is considered a successful drop test.
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